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ABSTRACT

PRESTIGE: MOBILIZING AN ORALLY ANNOTATED LANGUAGE
DOCUMENTATION CORPUS

Matthew Russell Lee
Master of Arts
with major in

Applied Linguistics
Dallas International University, July 2021

Supervising Professor: Michael Boutin

The transcription bottleneck (Seifart et al. 2018, 1) delays and sometimes prohibits valu-

able language documentation resources from being shared with the target community and

other researchers. An oral-first annotation methodology (Boerger et al. 2019) partially

alleviates that problem through a process of oral annotation that can be done much more

efficiently than written transcription. Specialized tools such as SIL International's Say-

More aid a researcher and community to facilitate collection, annotation, documentation,

and archiving of orally and textually annotated data in a standardized format, but the result-

ing web of aligned archival data is disjointed and far from an interactive format ready to be

experienced by the community. This thesis proposes a solution, a tool named Prestige, that

complements oral annotation's contribution by providing an automatically generated mul-

tilayered media experience designed to mobilize the resulting rich sources and annotations

for immediate use in the community.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is only a minor exaggeration to say that language documentation is all about tran-
scription. (Himmelmann 2018, 38)

The publication of many meticulously collected linguistic corpora is delayed or put

off indefinitely by the transcription bottleneck (Seifart et al. 2018, 1), as the corpus is often

not considered complete or ready to share until written transcriptions have been completed.

With the introduction of oral annotation (Simons 2008)1 and further developments to its

process and requirements (Boerger 2011; Boerger et al. 2019; Reiman 2010) researchers

now have the opportunity to create accessible and vast language documentation corpora

through audio annotation much more quickly than a corpus relying heavily on written tran-

scription. Simons (2008) envisioned a community-directed corpus with audio annotations

serving the needs of heritage education, as well as linguists. Oral-first annotation using the

dedicated tool SayMore (Moeller 2014) creates a robust interconnected web of media, an-

notation, and metadata that is well described and archive-ready. Oral annotation represents

an important step toward minimizing the transcription bottleneck (from the point of view

of the researcher) through a creative use of media.

Unseth (2012, 11‑40) provides a useful and detailed history of various language doc-

umentation strategies and their particular emphases. At one point in her summary, however,

Unseth observes that a unifying feature of documentary methodologies is that they “agree

that the final goal of a documentation project is archiving” (2012, 20). This is (or at least

was) the view held by many researchers in language documentation. As a researcher with
1 Simons (2008) exists exclusively as a PDF of a series of PowerPoint slides used at the conference where the
concepts were first publicly presented. Page numbers referred to are actually slide numbers and there is no
text explaining the individual slides. The concepts were consolidated in print in Boerger (2011) with verbal
input from Simons through an interview. It was his conception, combining ideas from Bouquiaux and Thomas
(1992) and Woodbury (2003), but the more complete presentations are in Boerger (2011) and Boerger et al.
(2019).

1
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direct access to the archive and sufficient expertise to work with raw linguistic data, this

conclusion is tempting, but dangerously shortsighted.

In contrast, Nathan (2006, 363) begins “Thick Interfaces: Mobilizing Language

Documentation with Multimedia” with this line: “This chapter assumes that you hope that

some of your fieldwork results will one day be applied to the maintenance, strengthening,

or revitalization of the visited community's language.” Unfortunately, this is not a safe as-

sumption if many researchers are content to stop at archiving. Documentation ultimately

needs to meet the needs of the speakers of the language and to support them in their desire

to maintain the language (Austin 2010, 13), and this requires a marked change of priorities.

According to Austin (2006; 2010, 19; 2014, 60‑61), the ideal language documenta-

tion process contains five activities (quoted here):

• recording — of media and text (including metadata) in context;

• transfer — to a data management environment;

• adding value — the transcription, translation, annotation and notation and linking

of metadata to the recordings;

• archiving — creating archival objects and assigning them access and usage rights;

• mobilization — creation, publication, and distribution of outputs, in a range of

formats for a range of different users and uses.

While much could be said about the processes and goals of language and culture

documentation, this research specifically targets the third and fifth activities: adding value

to the content and enabling mobilization of orally annotated (see §2.5.1) language and cul-

ture documentation data.

In general, mobilization is the encouragement of a broad movement of individuals to

enact change. Mobilization in language documentation means working with speaker com-

munities to produce products from language documentation that can be used to counter lan-
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guage endangerment (Nathan 2006, 363).2 Nathan (2006, 364) further explains that mod-

ern recording and computing offer the opportunity to create "born digital" documentation

materials, but notes that without an effective (and intentional) delivery method, these op-

portunities are often missed and leap "directly from the last speakers to the archival vault".

Austin puts mobilization as the last item on the list8 because production of such outputs

requires all of the previous activities to be complete. However, because mobilization ac-

tivities need to be adapted to the needs and desires of the community, this presupposes that

a language documentation project should have collected recordings and other content that

were of specific interest and value to the community. Therefore, mobilization needs to be

at the forefront from the beginning of the project and not left as an afterthought (Austin

2006, 89).

Looking at this another way, one could divide the necessary tasks into documen-

tation (recording and metadata), analysis (adding value), archiving, and mobilization (lan-

guage development).3 The most minimal subset of tasks could be that documentation and

archiving are the only tasks required (with little or no linguistic analysis needed), as seems

to be the case with Bird's project (Bird et al. 2011). While Boerger et al. (2019, 41) say

that Language Documentation is a distinct field from descriptive linguistics, they empha-

size linguistic field analysis and suggest that a linguist or paralinguist be present during

documentation to improve the depth and coverage of the corpus for later linguistic study

(documentation, analysis, and archiving). It seems that Austin and Nathan's emphasis on

intentional mobilization as part of the job of a language documentation team represents a

minority opinion among linguists. Both Boerger et al. (2019) and Bird et al. (2011) seem

to expect that the community will readily access and use the raw and annotated resources

from the archive. How far do language documentarians need to scramble down this slippery

slope of added emphases?
2 Mobilization, as explained by Nathan (2006, 379), is a newer (and perhaps more palatable) term that extends
the sense of exploitation used by Wittenburg et al. (2004, 63).
3 Transfer to a data management environment is a valid step, but it is simply a means to other goals.
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Access to archived data is a major hurdle. Unfortunately, the qualities that make a

good archive (archival-quality data, minimal data volatility, and extremely limited access)

make that same archive a poor distribution platform (which should prioritize visibility, open

access, common formats, data compression, and instant availability). While it is tempting to

consider archiving the final task of language documentation, I agree with Austin and Fang

that it is a disservice to the target community when materials leap "directly from the last

speakers to the archival vault". Each endangered language archive that I encountered in the

course of this thesis was clearly oriented towards the researcher, often using an English-only

interface and tagging system, with only selected fields in the vernacular once you manage

to find the entry you want.

To circumvent the challenges (and data cost) of accessing and downloading the con-

tent from the archive, it is considered best practice that the community should “receive a

copy of the data for their own use, either immediately or after it has been prepared for

archiving” (Unseth 2012, 36). For many corpora, CDs or DVDs of the raw content are

often handed out (Nathan and Fang 2011, 54), becoming the primary feedback from the

language documentation process to the community. Boerger et al. (2019, 290) repeats this

recommendation as a method for distribution of an orally annotated corpus, but is this the

best we can do? Assuming that an orally annotated language documentation corpus has

been dutifully created with audio annotations and basic metadata describing the content of

each item of the corpus, the unsupported activity in an orally annotated language documen-

tation method is effective mobilization. While the rich media content produced through

SayMore is archive-ready, it is effectively stranded in a pile of folders and data that has no

convenient and interactive presentation form other than SayMore itself (which is intended

for the researcher).4 How can the unique content of an orally annotated corpus be made
4 Bird's collection process result may be marginally closer to use in the community than Boerger's as the
individual recordings are created on consumer-level devices that presumably produced smaller files in pre-
sentation formats (thus, requiring less bandwidth to download), but both processes create a web of content
that is not accessible without the use of specialized tools.
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interactive (for a non-researcher) and directly serve the needs of the language community?

This research question frames this thesis.

If careful attention is paid to the needs of the target community, my hypothesis is that

the introduction of an integrated presentation format for an orally and textually annotated

corpus will produce a multimedia user experience that improves mobilization and opens

more avenues for use of orally annotated corpora for language development.

Because the unsupported activity in language documentation with oral annotation

is mobilizing content with media annotations, this thesis presents an automated solution

for interactively mobilizing the multiple annotation layers of an orally annotated corpus

in SayMore for community members and other interested parties. Accomplishing this goal

required an initial exploration and evaluation of existing approaches and standards. Finding

those options lacking, a software prototype (named Prestige) was developed to implement

a novel solution enabling community users to meaningfully interact with the various layers

of an orally annotated corpus (including source files, careful speech, oral translation, and

eventual written transcription and translation) collected for a language, especially in cases

where full written transcriptions do not exist yet. While the language community is the

primary audience of a language and culture documentation project, the resulting tool was

also developed to accommodate usage by outside linguists and for visually demonstrating

results to individuals and organizations interested in the results of a language documentation

project. The Prestige prototype was then tested with users and results were compiled to

inform future work and propose expansion of existing standards.

This thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 “Related Literature and Work” surveys

the field of language documentation, highlighting literature, processes, and tools that im-

pact this study directly. Chapter 3 “Prestige Prototype Development” describes the pro-

cess of designing and developing the Prestige prototype, at a high-level and at a technical

level. Chapter 4 “A Tour of the Prestige Prototype” describes the resulting Prestige proto-

type. Chapter 5 “User Testing Methodology” outlines the user testing setup used to evaluate
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Prestige, and chapter 6 “Testing Results” presents and discusses the conclusions drawn from

user testing. Finally, chapter 7 “Discussion and Conclusions” discusses the implications of

the work completed, as well as possible future work.



2 RELATED LITERATURE AND WORK

Mobilizing language documentation data is a cross-disciplinary problem, starting

with language and culture documentation itself for corpus creation, touching many lin-

guistic domains that can benefit from a multimedia research corpus (phonetics, phonology,

grammar, discourse, etc.), considering community preferences for content and access (so-

ciolinguistics and anthropology), and also reaching into the fields of software design, data

science, natural language processing (NLP), user experience (UX), and interface design.

This chapter surveys related literature and the available work in these areas.

2.1 Language and Culture Documentation

Boaz (1917) promoted directed linguistic research culminating in what has become

known as the Boasian trilogy, a grammar, a dictionary, and collected texts (Boaz 1917, 1;

Woodbury 2011, 162). While the details and methodologies of each member of the tril-

ogy are continually refined (for example, the introduction of digital dictionaries or new

linguistic paradigms), the dictionary and grammar are concrete and publishable products

of descriptive linguistics. The raw collected texts are themselves a form of documentation,

but the collected texts are traditionally prioritized and gathered for the purpose of filling the

dictionary and grammar. Language documentation (Himmelmann 1998, 166) is the pro-

cess of capturing, preserving, and making available resources that catalog a language's use.

Language documentation constitutes a methodologically distinct field from descriptive lin-

guistics, “characterized by greatly expanded focus on the collection and management of

primary linguistic data” (Boerger et al. 2019, 41).

Language documentation should include not only documentation of ceremonies,

prepared speeches, grammatical paradigms, and ritual language, but “daily occurrences,

7
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descriptions of industries, customs, and the like” (Boaz 1917, 2). Because most commu-

nication is informal and interpersonal, it makes sense that a majority of the corpus should

focus on natural, spontaneous communication. Furthermore, a cautionary tale from Unseth

(2012, 170‑81) reminds us that a small corpus without the directed grammatical paradigms

and elicitation that a linguist would normally seek is likely to be less useful for linguistic

research.

In short, those engaging in language documentation seek to collect linguistic “trea-

sures” that will serve [primarily] the language community and [secondarily] the researchers.

Language and culture documentation (Boerger et al. 2019, 53) expands the emphasis be-

yond the spoken and written word, now including documentation of anthropological ele-

ments such as the cultural knowledge involved in music, dress, rituals, environment, and

artifacts.

As discussed in §1, language and culture documentation data is collected, trans-

ferred to a data management environment, value is added through annotation and metadata,

the data must be safely archived, and finally the result should be mobilized among the com-

munity for language development (Austin 2014, 60‑61).

In §1, I discussed that the necessary tasks for impact for language documentation

are documentation, analysis, archiving, and mobilization (language development). A re-

searcher may not benefit directly from the mobilization task, and the community may be

disinterested in much of the analysis task, but each task must be completed for the products

of language documentation to reach their full potential. This is not to say that these tasks

need to be completed by the same team or even at the same time, just that someone needs

to pick up the baton and carry it forward. The next section discusses the roles of various

actors in language documentation.
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2.2 Actors in Language Documentation

Who are the actors and beneficiaries of a language documentation project?

The collection of a language documentation corpus has two principal actors (the

community and the documentation team) and a possible tertiary actor (the external partners

of the project). Archiving introduces another set of actors.

The primary actor in language documentation is, or at least should be, the target

community. The community is not only the source of the linguistic wealth collected, but in

most cases, the community will have an opinion on what parts of their language and culture

they want to collect and reinforce through language documentation. The community will

also be needed for annotation, as the documentarian may not be sufficiently experienced in

the language. No matter where the language falls on the EGIDS scale of language vitality,

language documentation has the most potential to help them. The speakers of the language

will be giving precious time and resources to produce the content that will be collected,

and they can reasonably expect that the content will be usable in the revitalization of their

language.

The other actor in collection and analysis is the documentarian or documentation

team. Presumably, this is someone with an interest in the preservation of the riches of a

language. Depending on whom you read, the qualifications of this actor fall on a contin-

uum. In Bird's model (BOLD-PNG 2014), this is likely to be an interested member of

the community with some media recording training similar to Burum's mobile journalists

(2016, 136-40). An interested citizen with no linguistic training could collect the content

that interests them most, and this can become a valuable community resource. In Boerger's

model, the skill set of the documentarian (or members of a documentation team) could fall

at many places along the continuum. While it is certainly possible that a non-linguist can

collect materials, an insider or outsider paralinguist (Boerger et al. 2019, 211) with some

training could positively influence the collection to ensure that the corpus includes the sort
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of data that will serve linguistic analysis (paradigms and follow-up queries). Finally, the

documentarian could be an experienced linguist (insider or outsider) with an active interest

in the community. Unseth (2012, 146) reminds us that the more analysis that is done in the

field, the higher the quality (for linguistic analysis) a language documentation corpus will

be, but it is possible to create a corpus with next to no field analysis. An involved linguist

or paralinguist can ensure that the corpus contains a broad representative sample of genres,

constructions, and contexts needed for proper analysis. There is little more frustrating to

a linguist than finding a single exemplar of an interesting linguistic quirk with no similar

examples to corroborate or debunk the findings.

External partners and funders (when available) expect a return on their investment

of time and money. This could be materially measured in words, hours, or pages collected

and archived. They may also expect social returns in measurable steps toward language

revitalization.

Once the data has been collected and annotated, the next actor in the chain will be

the archive and archivists. It is their duty to protect the materials in perpetuity, and to serve

as gatekeeper for the content, protecting the intellectual rights of those involved. Protection

takes priority over access in an archive. As lamented in §1, the qualities that make a good

archive (archival-quality data, minimal data volatility, and extremely limited access) make

that same archive a poor distribution platform (which should prioritize visibility, open ac-

cess, common formats, data compression, and instant availability). As such, the archive

should probably be considered the last resort for daily access from the community.

Beyond the original documentarians, another beneficiary will be the outside re-

searcher, presumably gaining access to the content through the archive. The further the

progress of the annotation, the more of the content can be unlocked for comparison and

analysis. A large corpus will naturally tend to contain more examples of interesting arti-

facts as needles in the proverbial haystack, but the outside researcher will appreciate the

assistance of paradigms, annotations, and wordlists designed to inform specific questions.
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This means that the involvement of a linguist or paralinguist in the collection process will

benefit later researchers and help them to identify the things they are looking for.

Let us return to the community as a beneficiary. If the community is cooperating

with language documentation, they tacitly support the goals of the language documentation

team of collection, analysis, and archiving for future research. Nevertheless, the end goal of

the community is not for the researcher to become rich and famous in the linguistic world.

They “hope that some of your fieldwork results will one day be applied to the maintenance,

strengthening, or revitalization of the visited community's language.” (Nathan 2006, 363)

This is mobilization.

During collection and annotation, the roles are clear and distinct. The community

provides content to the documentary team, which is cataloged and annotated together. Af-

ter archiving, the roles become a little less defined. Each actor may consider mobilizing

the content to be someone else's responsibility. The documentarians might expect the com-

munity to retrieve the data from the archive and use it. The community may sit back and

expect the documentarian to produce something they can use. The archivists probably never

intended to be responsible for advertising and promoting daily access to the content.

In some ideal situations, the documentation team may be resident with the commu-

nity for the long term. In other cases, the termination of the annotation phase may be the

last meaningful contact between a visiting documentation team and the community. If one

accepts that a goal of language documentation is mobilization, whose responsibility is it?

While an outsider may passionately advocate for language revitalization and provide sup-

port, the community must ultimately do the lion's share of work toward their future goals.

Ideally, a core of insiders will take up the mantle of revitalization, taking the resources left

by the documentation team and transforming them into materials and activities. If the doc-

umentation team stays involved, they may be available to assist the insiders with various

technical and logistical challenges as they come up, but eventually someone needs the skills

to transform the raw data into something readily usable for teaching, sharing, and building.
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It seems almost criminal for a language documentation team to gift a community with a

cultural treasure chest and return home with the keys.

The documentation team and community need to meet in the middle, with organized

resources left in a simple format the community can actually reuse. I've seen intricate text

resources created through brute-force copy and paste methods, but in the case of recorded

media resources, this minimally means that someone ought to compress a copy of the “use-

ful” content into files of appropriate quality for sharing. Even this repetitive task requires

more than a passing familiarity with media tools. The converted and disconnected single-

track media could provide a foundation for compiled resources, but a would-be editor needs

both understanding of the analysis formats in use and advanced media and document edit-

ing skills to manually adapt each resource for re-use. Manual re-editing of every item is not

sustainable, especially if the documentation team hopes to move on to other activities at the

end of their mandate. When manual processes are involved, some recordings get the golden

treatment, and others do not. If only there was a way that the documentation team could

not only leave the encoded resources, but also leave a method of untangling the linguistic

encoding.

2.3 Traditional Multimodal Corpora

Foster and Oberlander (2007, 307) present a useful summary of a multimodal cor-

pus: “an annotated collection of coordinated content on communication channels including

speech, gaze, hand gesture and body language, [...] generally based on recorded human

behaviour.”

It is often said that much of interpersonal communication is nonverbal. Knight

(2011, 1) notes that “the integration of textual, audio and video records of communicative

events in multimodal corpora provides a platform for the exploration of a range of lexical,

prosodic and gestural features and for investigations of the ways in which these features

interact in real-life discourse.” Language and culture documentation has the potential to
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reveal so much more than “what is said” if it is captured in audio, or better yet, in video

form. The remainder of this section discusses several relevant modes (or media) of language

documentation.

2.3.1 The Primacy of Text and Text Display

While some multimedia tools avoid using text when an icon, image, or spoken word

will suffice, this ideal is often unattainable. In the same way, a media corpus will unavoid-

ably contain some text, even if only in filenames. While sometimes the text will be written in

a well-supported vehicular language (language of wider communication) by the researcher

and collaborators (Holton 2011, 388), the corpus will almost certainly need to contain some

writing in the language (even if only in the IPA). This means that foundational technologies

such as fonts, keyboards, and display technologies need to be up to date, and any tool using

them needs to handle most textual issues.

Holton (2011, 372) shares this sobering quote from the Yukon National Language

Center:

Anyone who does specialized language work can confirm that the issues of special
characters, fonts, keystrokes, document exchange, websites, and others have cost
much time and anxiety.

With the advent of Unicode, the process of adding orthographic characters for global

support has been formalized (Holton 2011, 372), though it still takes considerable advocacy

and proof of community use to add new characters. Once the characters are available in

Unicode and a few specialized fonts, powerful tools like SIL's Keyman (2021) enable rapid

creation of a multi-platform virtual keyboard, and even predictive-text databases, to type

in the language's writing system. There are many other technologies to create custom key-

boards (for Windows, Linux, Mac, and mobile operating systems) but most tools other than

Keyman typically only support a single operating system and input method.

A language and culture documentation corpus should support some (possibly pre-

liminary) display of the target language and should strive to use the most current encoding
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available for the language. This text content will minimally include filenames metadata,

and may include texts, translations, and transcriptions.

If all else fails, one can partially circumvent some problems of complex text dis-

play in presentation forms by providing alternate rendered images of some text (Holton

2011, 378‑79). Some prominent examples are scanned copies of ancient, illuminated manu-

scripts or of the Dead Sea Scrolls that enable detailed study. In fact, this is one value of

PDF that once a layout has been perfected, one can snapshot the document as it appeared,

making content readable even if the underlying encoding was inconsistent or incomplete.

2.3.2 Overview Annotations

While the basic metadata of time, date, and location solves one dimension of under-

standing the context of each individual recording, the problem at this point becomes an issue

of discoverability of that proverbial needle in a haystack without being able to search the

full text. Overview metadata is strongly encouraged and considered best practice (Boerger

et al. 2019, 288‑89). How else would a speaker of community X find the discourse of elder

Y halfway through file x-y.z of the archive if some sort of minimal content “map” is never

provided with the archive?

The first key to making corpus elements discoverable without a full-text written tran-

scription is descriptive metadata and an overview annotation (Nathan and Fang 2011, 49).

This short annotation can be made in little more time than it takes to listen to the recording,

and could take the final form of a table, a paragraph, or even another audio recording that

gives a general index of “what” was happening in each recording. For outside researchers,

this should be done in a language of wider communication, and if the target is truly the

community, as much metadata as possible should be duplicated in the target language of

the corpus.
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2.3.3 Audio and Video Source Recordings

Boaz (1917, 1) noted the difficulty of transcription of a live performance in one

pass and promoted recording of the source performance for ease of playback and analy-

sis.1 Source recordings in audio and video form the backbone of a language and culture

documentation corpus.

Audio recording was long the default medium for linguistic recording, and for good

reason. It captures speech for playback and can be stored relatively efficiently on phys-

ical media and now in digital media formats. Audio recording is the minimum medium

needed to attempt transcription after the original event. Video recording has obvious ad-

vantages in transmission of sign language and performing arts, but it can also provide clues

to spoken or sung content. For example, phenomena like the McGurk effect (McGurk and

MacDonald 1976, 746) or confirmation bias (Casad 2019) may lead to misunderstanding

of similar sounds which may be visually or instrumentally distinguished with further infor-

mation from video analysis.2 A simple front-facing video captures performance features

at a macro level in a context that can be used to confirm transcription by presenting audio

with time-synchronized video of the speaker. Going a step further, video of a speaker in

Reiman's mirrored chair (Boerger et al. 2019, 357), captured in a comfortable studio set-

ting, provides both front and profile views of the speaker alongside a synchronized audio

soundtrack. The mirrored chair could be critical in delimiting minute differences in lip pro-

trusion and rounding to identify oft-confused sounds and distinctions. The McGurk effect

works with doctored video because the brain's visual cortex processes the video to identify

lip movements and overcorrect the perceived audio. Using video for transcription turns the
1 The phonograph was current technology in 1917, so there was already the possibility of a well-funded
researcher creating audio recordings of collected texts.
2 The McGurk effect is the name given to a phenomenon where video of someone speaking is paired with
a different audio recording. The brain tends to produce the perception of the sound that would be expected
from the video, instead of distinguishing the separate audio. Confirmation bias is a similar psychological
effect where results that support the expected result are given precedence over results that would objectively
point toward another analysis, leading to skewed or false conclusions.
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McGurk effect on its head, allowing the researcher to use the clues subconsciously picked

up by the brain's visual cortex to seamlessly gather more information that will lead to a

better transcription.

2.3.4 Transcription and Translation

For traditional language documentation projects, one early step of analysis is written

transcription and a translation (Boaz 1917, 1; Woodbury 2011, 205) of the recorded content.

The first pass over the data can be completed by an individual familiar with the target or-

thography (if there is one) or a phonetic transcription if not. Translation requires a bilingual

individual or a pair of individuals with a common language.

To complete a written transcription, one can use transcription-focused tools such as

SayMore (Moeller 2014), ELAN (Wittenburg et al. 2006), or EXMARaLDA (EXMAR-

aLDA 2020). In a pinch, one could also use general-purpose tools (see §2.12 for transcrip-

tion tools) or even pen and paper. With a significant amount of available language data,

one could even train computer-based tools to generate a proposed written transcription, an

example of such a tool would be Allosaurus (Li et al. 2020), though this opportunity is still

rare, complex, and error-prone in low-resource languages (Neubig et al. 2020).

What is the goal of transcription? While one clear goal of written transcription is

to serve as a medium itself for linguistic analysis, it also serves as a series of signposts for

later researchers or community members who wish to identify and study various tokens in

the corpus. Searching some level of written transcription is a convenient path for linguistic

researchers to identify each token using traditional tools.

With written transcriptions of an entire corpus, a researcher can readily generate a

concordance of every use of a term contained in the corpus, and then use the text or linked

audio to examine the context. This ease of viewing, searching, and comparison is likely to

be why written transcriptions and translations are so prized, but the fact remains that written
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transcription of a language and culture documentation corpus can be so time-consuming that

it is seldom completed for the entire corpus.

2.3.5 Interlinear Texts

As interlinear texts seem to have become regarded as the sine qua non of linguistic

analysis (Austin 2010, 18; Nathan and Fang 2011, 43), a corpus may not be considered

ready to publish or share until the whole corpus has been interlinearized.

Interlinear texts could be considered the big brother of transcription, where a re-

searcher breaks down each phrase in a target language to the word or morpheme level to

identify elements of meaning and gloss them in a vehicular language. Rather than simply

transcribing a phrase and moving on, interlinearization is an active process of analysis and

decision-making. Making an interlinear text is a process of discovery for the researcher,

highlighting the common and rare structures. Familiar structures are interlinearized easily,

while rare and complex structures require more effort and research.

Interlinear texts open content in a particular language to analysis via a more widely

known language and analytical syntax, allowing familiar and standardized schemas to be

overlaid on the text. A good interlinear corpus can enable basic studies in word order, mor-

phology, and semantics even without understanding the language. Like any note-taking

method, the personal process of organization and learning in creating an interlinear text

may be more useful to the worker than the product itself. Interlinearization is a fine-grained

analysis process that is usually completed after transcription and translation as it takes con-

siderably more time and syntactic analysis to complete. The community value of interlin-

earization is discussed in §2.5.5.

2.3.6 Images

It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words. A photo reveals the foreground

subject inside its background environment. A photo of an individual, an artifact, an event,
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or a location can be a valuable anthropological resource and a cultural heirloom. The utility

of photos extends beyond archiving and anthropological study. Florey (2009, 31) suggests

using a set of photos of many objects across varying semantic domains to guide discussions

and commentary that can be recorded for further study. If a generic photo or drawing of

a banana (Florey's example) works as a prompt for discussion, imagine how much more

effective could local and recognizable photos (continuing Florey's example, perhaps photos

of several local varieties of banana) be in inciting exuberant discourse about why the things

depicted are so special. Florey presents a convincing case for addition of images into a

language documentation corpus.

While there is little discussion of images as part of a corpus in this thesis, images,

along with accompanying situational metadata and description, are a valuable part of a lan-

guage and culture documentation corpus. SayMore facilitates the inclusion and annotation

of photographic content.

2.3.7 Further Modes

Corpora for specialized research questions may seek to track content that goes way

beyond the spoken word and into performance and the objectively measurable. Some corpus

management tools listed in §2.12 can handle these types of data.

Following the desires of the researcher and the nature of the media, almost any

other parameters could be measured, annotated, and stored in a corpus, such as movement,

participant reference, discourse features, or prosodic features. While some tools in §2.12

allow capturing and annotating these parameters, this is not a focus of this thesis.

2.4 Confronting the Transcription Bottleneck

Our ability to record (and archive) language materials outstrips our ability to make
their contents accessible through transcription. (Cox et al. 2019)

The above quote sets a foreboding tone. With interlinearization (or even transcrip-

tion) being such a time-consuming process, grants often come to an end and staff are reas-
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signed or pass away before the annotation task has been completed. When a documentation

project ends, the worst-case scenario is that the whole uncompleted corpus may never have

been archived and will be lost to time. The best scenario one can hope for is that all anno-

tated and unannotated items are eventually archived. While preserved for the future, those

unannotated items may be so thinly named and described ( for example: Recordings/

File57.wav) that only the most devoted linguistic detective could ever find them.3 To

take one real example, Wittenberg (2009), speaking as a representative of the archive for

the DOBeS language documentation program, admits that of the 131 total hours of media

collected for dozens of languages by 2009 (59 hours of audio and 72 hours of video), only

50 hours of recordings were transcribed, and only 29 hours of recordings were translated.

This means that without further annotation, 102 hours (78%) of the media corpus were left

functionally opaque to the wider linguistic research community (and, worse yet, the heritage

community members who have lost use of the language) due to lack of translation.

This phenomenon, known as the transcription bottleneck (Seifart et al. 2018, 1;

Cox et al. 2019), is caused by a workflow which requires that a text be fully transcribed

and translated in text. The effect of the transcription bottleneck should provoke righteous

indignation on the part of the linguists of the world, and even more so on the part of the

language communities. While those in the natural language processing (NLP) and ma-

chine learning community think up various ways to work smarter rather than harder and to

approximate human transcription and parsing, are there more efficient ways with current

technologies to provide an accessible map of content to linguists and target communities

without manually writing (typing) a transcription for every single word?

Overview annotation (see §2.3.2) is the first key to creating a map of content, even

if it does not reach the phrase level. Simons (2008) and Boerger et al. (2019) join the rest
3 Nathan and Fang (2011, 44) recount Holton's experience of being unable to find Alaskan songs in a large
corpus at the request of community members due to lack of genre metadata, even though the text was inter-
linearized.
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of the language documentation community in promoting robust metadata that provides the

minimal signposts needed for access to the content of the source recordings.

2.5 Oral Annotation

Taking a thinking-outside-of-the-box cue from the quote at the beginning of §2.4

about our ability to record outstripping our ability to transcribe, the second key to overcom-

ing the transcription bottleneck may paradoxically be making more recordings! Woodbury

(2003, 45) discussed having elders “respeak” content onto a second tape slowly to aid in

written transcription. Oral respeaking and oral translation, as further developed by Simons

(2008) and Boerger et al. (2019) take Woodbury's ideas to the next step. While the oral

respeaking is intended as a secondary annotation of the source content, it could be consid-

ered as a studio-quality supplementary primary recording if it was recorded by a qualified

speaker,4 giving listeners comparative access to fast and slow-speech versions. Unseth

(2012, 35) notes that oral annotations “may be a sort of middle ground between raw and

primary data”. The oral translation gives a bilingual speaker's interpretation of the con-

tent of that segment, opening the content up to study and use by wider communities that

would otherwise be stuck on the wrong side of the language barrier. If a community mem-

ber or linguist identifies a passage worthy of annotation via the metadata and overview

annotations, an orally annotated corpus presents them with the primary recording and two

aligned recordings to help them understand the flow and content of the speech. If a listener

still needs a written transcription or interlinear text for their analysis, they have the raw

resources necessary to transcribe it themselves.

2.5.1 Basic Oral Language Documentation

BOLD, or Basic Oral Language Documentation (Simons 2008, 23), is an organized

attempt to confront the transcription bottleneck on two fronts. The Basic of BOLD refers
4 I realize that qualified is a problematic term as it does not have a clear cutoff, but other common terms like
native speaker or fluent have similar problems.
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to an experiment of defining a minimal corpus that serves both the needs of analysis and

the community. Oral Language Documentation refers to an oral-first methodology inspired

by Woodbury (2003, 45) and Bouquiaux and Thomas (1992, 180) and proposed by Simons

(2008, 23) using oral annotation as an alternative or precursor to completing traditional

written transcription and translation.

Gary Simons proposed BOLD in his 2008 presentation, and he subsequently taught

BOLD as a component of a language documentation course at the Graduate Institute of

Applied Linguistics (now Dallas International University) in 2009. Steve Parker and D.

Will Reiman continued to teach the course, with Reiman (2010, 258) proposing a method

for completing the oral annotation process with portable digital recorders as well as a spe-

cial mirrored chair for recording aligned media.5 The Language Documentation course

and development of BOLD were further defined by Brenda Boerger (2011), with the most

important contributions being the results of several field projects and a renewed empha-

sis on field analysis, wordlists, and the guided collection of paradigms that are useful for

linguistic study. The present author took the Language Documentation course in 2014, un-

der the direction of Boerger and Reiman, which was the first iteration of the course to use

a computer-based tool for the final annotation project instead of Reiman's twin-recorder

method. A separate application of BOLD was a project based in Papua New Guinea called

BOLD:PNG (BOLD-PNG 2014), which was developed by Bird et al. (2011, 6‑7), empha-

sizing the involvement of local linguists and a preference for affordable recording devices.

Finally, the Language and Culture Documentation Manual by Boerger et al. (2019) ex-

panded the scope of language documentation to include more cultural documentation, and

placed BOLD as a key part in the context of the holistic language documentation process

it described. “BOLD 2019”, as described in Boerger et al. (2019, 213‑27) is the most
5 Unseth (2012), Reiman (2010), and Boerger (2011) provide the early timeline. To make a distinction between
the various iterations of BOLD, Unseth (2012, 145) refers to Simons initial presentation as BOLD 2008, and
the version taught early in classes as BOLD 2010. Boerger's paper (2011) is then referred to as BOLD 2011.
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complete iteration of the BOLD pedigree to date and is the version of reference for oral

annotation in this thesis.

Each annotated item in an orally annotated corpus is expected to minimally contain

these five items (Simons 2008, 24):

1. Source recording (audio or video)

2. Proof of informed consent

3. Situational metadata

4. Oral respeaking

5. Oral translation

Once the metadata and oral components have been completed, a researcher doing

further research should be able to find relevant content and access items within the cor-

pus for further analysis using the oral translation and copious metadata (Boerger et al.

2019, 288‑89).6 Nevertheless, it is still considered best practice as part of an orally an-

notated corpus to include written transcriptions and written translations of some items,

like wordlists (Boerger 2011, 227, 230). The inclusion of some further written transcrip-

tions will be helpful as time permits, but not at the expense of failing to complete all oral

annotation and metadata. From now on, when I refer to an orally annotated corpus, I mean

an oral-first annotated corpus that may (or may not) include written annotations for every

item.7

The careful segmentation and annotation of an orally annotated corpus beg to be

transformed into a rich media library. The researcher-centric data formats could be de-

constructed and exported into familiar media formats. Since the SayMore data contains
6 “Should” in this sentence refers to two points. The first is that any further work by other linguists is contin-
gent on the discoverability of the corpus and on the identification of portions that are worth analyzing. The
second is that quality media will need to be properly recorded, processed, archived, and displayed if one is to
use it for later analysis without direct access to the original speakers.
7 Orally annotated corpus is preferable to referring to OLD (Oral Language Documentation).
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a detailed timeline in XML and all individual media files, it should be possible to pro-

grammatically generate a useful presentation form without the time and expense of manual

editing.

2.5.2 The Oral-First Annotation Process in Detail

The oral-first annotation process canonized by Simons (2008), Boerger (2011), and

Boerger et al. (2019) is completed as follows.

The foundation is the source recording (audio or video) which may be recorded on

location or in a studio setting, depending on the context (Boerger et al. 2019, 216).

The second component is proof of informed consent. Informed consent is vital to

the reputation and rights of the researcher, as well as the rights of the participants, and it

assures that all involved have had the opportunity to approve or limit the wider use of a

recording (Boerger et al. 2019, 93, 324).

The third component is situational metadata. Situational metadata includes (among

other things) the list of participants and their linguistic heritage, the equipment used, as well

as the locations, dates, genres, and contexts of the recordings (Boerger et al. 2019, 251).

Appropriate levels of metadata should be collected for the project itself, each recording

session, and for individual files.

The fourth component is oral respeaking, also known as a careful speech annotation

(Boerger et al. 2019, 217‑18). Oral respeaking is a slow and careful studio-quality or near-

studio-quality “respeaking” (Woodbury 2003, 45) of each phrase of the original recording

by a qualified speaker. In cases where the original recording environment was not ideal

(e.g., recording a eulogy from several rows back at a funeral), such respeaking creates a new

clean recording containing the same spoken content which should be easier to understand

and will likely be easier to transcribe later. It also provides some comparative context since

there are now two recordings of different people saying the same words.
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The fifth component is oral translation (Boerger et al. 2019, 218). An oral transla-

tion is a studio-quality or near-studio-quality recording of a free translation of each phrase

of source audio by a bilingual speaker into an analysis language or language of wider com-

munication.

An optional meta-annotation component is the inclusion of analytical comments

(Himmelmann 1998, 169; Simons 2008, 31; Boerger 2011, 211; Boerger et al. 2019, 218)

in the vernacular or a language of wider communication. These analytical comments take

the form of recorded conversations or interviews about a topic of interest, possibly related

to the content of the source recording.8

As best practices promote overview metadata, the source and the individual uncom-

pressed annotations can be identified and retrieved from the archive for playback in media

tools such as Audacity (2021) for editing and VLC (VideoLan 2021) for playback. For fur-

ther instrumental or manual analysis, these recordings can be opened in Praat (Boersma and

Weenink 2020) or Speech Analyzer (SIL Intl. 2018). The resulting EAF file can be opened

in applications like ELAN to view or edit the written transcriptions, but the oral annotations

are left aside. While tools like Praat, Speech Analyzer, ELAN, and even SayMore itself are

well documented and free to use, it is clear that these tools were developed to support the

researchers' workflow. In short, an orally annotated corpus in its archival form meets some

needs of a linguist who prefers access to raw and structured data.

While oral annotations can be created without a computer through clever use of field

audio recorders (Reiman 2010, 258; Boerger et al. 2019, 214), there are at least two families

of software tools designed to be used for collecting and organizing corpora containing oral

annotations. The first tool family includes SayMore (see §2.11 and §2.12.2) and the up-

and-coming lameta (see §2.11). The second tool family contains Aikuma (now called LIG-

Aikuma, see §2.12.3) and Aikuma-NG (see §2.12.4).
8 In SayMore, analytical discussions would be included as separate items in the corpus, rather than being
tracked as direct annotations of a source recording in the form of a DVD commentary. If the recorded discus-
sion is in the same language as the source (and annotated), this allows analytical discussions to serve double
duty as commentary and extra linguistic data in the form of running speech.
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SayMore (Moeller 2014, 66) is a tool that guides a user through the process of oral

(and written) annotation and preparation for archiving from start to finish. It generates

automated segmentation at natural breaks in the audio, which can then be annotated (with

oral and written transcription) more quickly. When completing written transcription, it also

provides useful slow repetition of each segment that is being annotated to be sure that each

word has been transcribed properly. There are predefined fields for common metadata as

well as support for custom fields to meet the needs of the corpus manager, and the tool uses

a combination of structured filenames and extra metadata to track the progress of each item

(called a session) of the corpus through annotation.

Boerger et al. (2019, 138) reminds us that a complete corpus should contain sev-

eral minimal access materials: corpus metadata, an introductory document, and a table of

contents. SayMore is designed to contain this metadata and gives a location for the higher-

level project materials like an introductory document. Though a table of contents is key to

make the corpus accessible to users, SayMore creates a machine-readable table of contents

only if IMDI archiving is chosen. The creation of a human readable table of contents for

distribution of the corpus is not an available feature in SayMore.

2.5.3 Oral Annotation and Recovering Imperfect Recordings

In an ideal world, all recordings in a language and culture documentation corpus

would be recorded in a natural setting in crisp quality with minimal background noise.

Unfortunately, prioritizing either naturalness or quality is likely to result in a compromise

on the opposing priority. The world is not ideal, and real life happens in noisy and complex

environments that are not ideal soundstages for audio and video recording.

With the miniaturization of recording technology, it is not impossible to get a qual-

ity and natural recording in its natural context but it surely does not happen every time. The

most spontaneous and natural recordings may be those recorded on location and in the mo-

ment, and these are extremely valuable from anthropological and discourse perspectives.
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I can imagine a prototypical anthropologist trying to minimize the observer's paradox and

standing outside of a culturally significant event that is being documented, recording from

a distance with their best portable recording equipment and frantically scribbling notes.

While such “real” and unscripted content is the bread and butter of anthropology (and dis-

course analysis), the recording quality is rarely comparable to a studio setting. In the past,

these low-quality recordings may only have been used for reference while writing the ethno-

graphic report before being lost to tropical mold. Because of the distance or other factors,

these original recordings surely would not have the quality needed for instrumental mea-

surement such as analyses of vowel length or tone (Lee forthcoming).

With oral annotation, the quality of the source recording only needs to be good

enough that a qualified speaker can make out (reconstruct) the content, and through the

long history of radio and telephone transmission, the human brain has become very good

at filling in gaps of content with poor audio quality, at least in a language in which we

are familiar. In a studio or near-studio setting, the careful speech annotation step of oral

annotation effectively recovers the word-for-word content for instrumental analysis, while

linking each segment of content of the annotation back to the performance features captured

in the original recording.

When provenance and intellectual property are managed properly, there is no re-

quirement that the source recordings for orally annotated items be recent fresh recordings.

Oral annotation can be used to “rescue” old untranscribed content that has yet to mold on

magnetic tapes, melt on CDs, or be lost in a hard-drive crash.

Often, data are treated by researchers as isolated “hanging words,” to use the Mo-

hawk term for computers (Leclair and Warren 2007, 4‑5). Researchers need to remember

that the original recording captures some of the human grounding and personal author-

ity of the content. How much more valuable are the original recording of Martin Luther

King's “I Have a Dream” speech or the distorted version of Neil Armstrong's “One small

step for man...” than a studio reproduction of the same words, but neither of those 1960s
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source recordings would be of exemplary quality for modern instrumental linguistic analy-

sis. According to Leclair and Warren (2007, 4‑5), maintaining traditional “metadata” such

as provenance, speaker pedigree, relationship, and authority weigh in the judgment of tra-

ditional resources, and those are exactly the sorts of things that are most likely to be over-

looked by researchers, but that are imminently valuable to the community. Linking oral

meta-recordings with the originals preserves that pedigree, while still enhancing the usabil-

ity of the content.

In review, “what is said” may be the data targeted by the researcher, and the majority

of this will be preserved in the careful speech annotations to the delight of linguists. Simply

by linking the annotations back to the original performance, which is the reference that

should be studied for hints of prosody and performance features, the content is no longer

divorced from its source.

2.5.4 Do We Still Need Written Annotations?

While some of us may have learned to appreciate closed captions or subtitles on

video, the global adoption of radio and television has shown that an experienced speaker

of a language with adequate hearing does not need subtitles to understand clearly presented

content. Similarly, Woodbury (2011, 206) notes that “users interested in the records for

reasons other than the analysis of the lexico-grammatical code may consider transcription

expendable (as is standard, for example, in films with audio in one language and subtitles

in another).” One who is familiar with the language is unlikely to require transcription for

understanding, and one who is not familiar with the recorded language may have little use

for a transcription when a translation is present. Considering these two audiences, if we

were to consider the possibility that an orally annotated corpus is minimally accessible for

the community and linguist, we might reasonably ask whether anyone still needs written

annotations. As it turns out, even answering this question positively is not a rebuttal of oral

annotation but an argument in favor of it.
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While an external linguist would reasonably prefer that the hard work of annotation

was already done by the field documentation team (and might enjoy the opportunity to dis-

agree with various analyses), an archived corpus with oral annotations provides access to a

rich body of quality source recordings (a mix of video and audio) and audio annotations that

are the same as the field linguist would use, enabling anyone to target a relevant segment of

audio for written transcription without spending significant amounts of time painstakingly

transcribing the data that is left unstudied. With oral annotation, full written transcription

is, as it were, left as an exercise for the reader on their own time. The number of possible

transcribers and analysts expands from those few project staff to thousands of candidates.

This is crowdsourcing at its finest.9

As primary resources are made available in archives, the only resource missing for

an archive patron is direct communication with the community. With so few orally anno-

tated corpora having been archived, the jury is still out on whether a minimal corpus without

written transcription or written translation is a sufficient foundation for another linguist to

pick up the material and complete quality linguistic analysis without direct access to the

community for further questions. While a larger corpus will inevitably contain more ex-

amples to support or debunk theories, one cannot discount the benefit of being able to ask

further exploratory questions on-the-spot during or immediately after collection to augment

the data.

Without the ready possibility of a full-text search, it will still take a considerable

time for a listener to browse the metadata and find the audio or video segments that are

interesting, but the takeaway here is that use of the corpus is possible without full written

transcription.

9 This raises the idea of digitally crowdsourcing transcriptions of an orally annotated corpus. Obviously, there
would be questions of quality, consistency, and style but it is still an interesting thought.
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2.5.5 Does the Community Value Interlinear Texts?

Continuing the discussion of the difficulty and time investment involved in §2.3.5,

we might reasonably ask whether the community values interlinear texts as much as lin-

guists might hope they do.

Reading interlinear text is an acquired skill. I am reminded of a Cameroonian col-

league familiar with simple songbooks who was completely lost the first time he encoun-

tered a hymnbook from North America, as he was unaware of the convention to sing only

one line of each staff and then jump to the corresponding line in the next staff. Likewise,

while someone with an interest in Greek grammar may study an interlinear version of The

Iliad and make use of the complex notation, much of this information is extraneous for

someone already fluent in the language and culture of the text. Thus, the “training wheels”

that have been bolted onto a text via interlinear glosses to assist in linguistic analysis are

likely to squeak, rattle, and otherwise distract someone reading the story for content. In

the same way that musical notation was unnecessary (and even distracting) for my col-

league who only wanted access to the lyrics of the song, we can consider flowing text to be

most natural to a non-specialist, and interlinear text to be a specialized data layout intended

for linguists. While interlinear texts have become the sine qua non of linguistic analysis

(Austin 2010, 18; Nathan and Fang 2011, 43), they may delay the return of the annotated

content to the community. Interlinear texts' complexity may even be a stumbling block to

the community when all they seek is a transcription and free translation of the content.

Linguists have spilled much ink on what is considered a natural text, distinguishing

spontaneous genres from prepared or rehearsed discourses. However, what are the param-

eters for a natural reading? It seems to be the domain of publishers to find the best balance

of legibility (for the reader) and expense (for both the reader and publisher).10 From the

multitude of popular works that are read (even in translation) as a flow of monolingual
10 In the interest of saving ink and paper, print publishers are inclined to decrease print size or margins...though
larger and clearer fonts and generous spacing are likely to serve the reader best.
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paragraphs, it seems clear that flowing paragraphs of transcription and/or translation text

are the preferred reading format medium for a layperson.

Without downplaying the linguistic value of the process of interlinearizing and keep-

ing the above discussion in mind, a corpus designed for the community is likely to put a

higher value on producing plain transcription and translation now than a detailed interlinear

corpus in the distant future.

2.5.6 Can Natural Language Processing (NLP) Replace Human Annotations?

For computational uses that still require written transcription and written transla-

tions, such as concordances or natural language processing,11 archived texts can be tran-

scribed and analyzed (in various degrees of accuracy) without access to the original speak-

ers.

High-resource languages have significantly more data to train robust speech recog-

nition systems, but tools such as Allosaurus (Li et al. 2020), Kaldi (Povey et al. 2011),

and Persephone (Michaud et al. 2018), are starting to bridge that gap for low resource

languages. LIG-Aikuma (see §2.12.3) even contains a feature to allow users to verify the

consistency of results of an automated NLP process such as speech recognition.

The development of “automagic” machine transcriptions (see Allosaurus (Li et al.

2020)) bring the possibility of identifying tokens in running audio with some degree of

certainty, which may be enough for some corpus linguistics. As an alternative to automated

text generation, it is currently possible using some NLP and data-processing techniques to

perform some rudimentary concordance tasks such as keyword spotting without generating

text transcriptions, but this relies heavily on the consistency of the speaker and the quality

of recordings (Jansen and Van Durme 2011).

11 Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a cross-disciplinary effort between linguistics and data science that
uses software tools to parse, annotate, and analyze human language.
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2.6 Who Can Benefit from an Orally Annotated Corpus?

It is concerning that, due to the lack of an accessible presentation form for annotated

content, the usefulness of orally annotated corpora to the community has not yet been fully

or fairly tested. Let us work through the oral annotation process to see at what point the

corpus becomes useful to each group of individuals concerned. In this thought experiment,

I pretend that the user has appropriate tools and access to play each layer of annotation at

a given point and I am temporarily setting aside sticky questions of rights management or

copyright.

During data collection, the content is being captured and is not yet made available in

recorded form, but participants around the recording session are hearing words and stories

that are shared, possibly for the first time in a public setting. The live recording session has

already become the first opportunity of sharing.

In its raw form, the recorded content (what is said and shown) remains opaque to a

person who does not speak the language, but critically it is already useful to the community

for heritage learning and historical record. If the corpus contains something other than

dry linguistic repetition and the raw recordings were immediately made available to the

community, a dedicated person could wade through content in their own language to find

and identify interesting segments. Nevertheless, it is still a slow treasure hunt without a

treasure map at this point, so we will continue with the annotation process.

The inclusion of overview annotations (in a vehicular language and hopefully in

the corpus target language) make the larger chunks of content more easily discoverable to

both the community and linguists. While untranscribed content is functionally unavailable

for an outside researcher if translations are not yet completed, it should be noted that the

individual language communities could still understand and reasonably use the monolingual

recordings if they were presented back to them with overview annotations (a treasure map).

Depending on the granularity of those overview annotations, an insider or a linguist with
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some knowledge of the language or language family could use those annotations to target

the specific recording and possibly even the recorded passage that they want to hear.

Some recorded passages may be hard to understand and transcribe as primary record-

ings may have been made in less-than-ideal situations, so the audio is segmented, and

oral respeakings (slow and careful speech annotations) can quickly be made with a native

speaker using available hardware or software tools in the target language. This new layer

of annotation opens up the corpus to those less familiar with the language who may need

slower speech to understand and repeat, and interesting sections of the slower audio can be

identified and used by external linguists for transcription into an established orthography

or the IPA as needed.12

At this point in the process, the wealth of content is not yet understandable by an

outsider, but each process up to this point has added value and discoverability to the content

for the community.

The next process is oral translation into a vehicular or national language. Each

phrase segment (usually broken at natural pauses) can be orally translated by a bilingual

person into a language of wider communication. This process opens up the content to com-

munity members, whether in the homeland or in the diaspora, and who, for whatever rea-

son, may not readily understand every word in the language, as well as giving access to

researchers who can understand the language of wider communication.

Even without a full written translation or written transcription, someone with access

to the corpus could already find and understand the available content. Any section of the

whole corpus could be found using the overview annotation treasure map and repurposed

for both the research and target communities.

12 When I say interesting, I mean relevant to the research at hand. This is not a judgment on the language,
community, or content. For those concerned that slow speech is phonetically not the same as fast speech (a
valid point), remember that the original fast-speech recording is also included in the corpus for comparison.
The inclusion of video, possibly video made with a mirrored chair (Boerger et al. 2019, 357), has the potential
to aid with transcription, especially when the need arises to analyze mouth position and movement.
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2.7 A Minimal Corpus?

As mentioned in §2.5.2, the contribution of Simons (2008), Boerger (2011), and

Boerger et al. (2019) represents two major elements: (1) a recommendation for the minimal

contents of a language documentation corpus and (2) canonization of an oral-first workflow

of annotation. While both elements were developed alongside one another, the exciting util-

ity of oral annotation is decidedly not limited to corpora that follow their minimal prescrip-

tions for content. While this thesis is most interested in the second element, the method of

oral annotation and products thereof, it may be useful to briefly discuss the Basic in BOLD.

BOLD's first element is a recommendation of what recordings and annotation you

might want to prioritize if your time is limited. This is somewhat analogous to a checklist for

an emergency “go bag”13 of linguistic content you might consider collecting first before the

last speakers pass away or before turning to other things. If you find something interesting

that is not on the list and you have time to collect and annotate it, go for it!

For your linguistic “go bag”, Simons (2008) and Boerger et al. (2019, 330) suggest

the collection of at least 100,000 words of running text for a basic descriptive grammar.

Using field recorders and the play/pause method, it was originally estimated that one hour of

running text (10,000 words) could be recorded and annotated using an oral-first annotation

methodology in about twelve hours (Simons 2008, 35). After receiving feedback from six

orally annotated projects, Boerger (2011, 228) revised those figures resulting in an upper

estimate of 16 hours spent to collect and annotate each hour of recording (three hours to

collect, four hours to respeak, seven hours to orally translate, and two additional hours for

final corpus management tasks). Once the five steps have been completed, this item of an

orally annotated corpus is ready to be archived, having attained the completion stage.
13 For those not familiar with a go bag, this concept is a bag of papers, food, clothes, and survival tools
preprepared for an oncoming emergency (evacuation, zombies, wildfires, or otherwise). The idea is that
you would not waste time searching for critical items or risk getting caught unprepared as you run for your
evacuation flight or bunker. The total weight should be something you can carry for miles, so you must choose
the contents wisely.
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It may seem presumptuous or “leading” to try to determine the intended content,

use, and audience before collecting a language and culture documentation corpus but doing

so is (consciously or subconsciously) part of any creative or research work. Failure to fully

define the audience and purpose that the corpus must serve is at best likely to create a

spartan, utilitarian corpus that narrowly serves the researchers' needs, or at worst a corpus

that fails to respond even to the research questions.

Having a loose idea of what you are looking for often determines the types of content

that are elicited. If the goals that the language documentation corpus is intended to meet

are predefined, you can then set your minimum quotas appropriately for each text type

or topic. A community-guided BOLD corpus may tend to be heavily weighted towards

communicative events and away from elicitation of paradigms, though even non-specialists

could easily include a basic wordlist. If a linguist is involved in collection and able to do

some analysis on the field, they may be able to identify useful paradigms that should be

collected to round out the corpus. If a discourse specialist is involved, they may seek more

varied forms of discourse, and so on. If one hopes for a corpus to serve linguistic description,

linguistic training, language learning, literature development, heritage preservation, and

language revitalization (Simons 2008, 39‑41), the corpus should contain a full range of

content (Boerger et al. 2019, 137) including both what the community wants to preserve and

what a linguist might want to study. Fortunately, whether the corpus is light on analysis or

heavy on analysis, this decision makes little difference for the development of a presentation

format like Prestige. Prestige only needs to be able to present the expected annotation

channels if they have been included.

Simons (2008, 31) provides a useful overview for determining the breadth of a cor-

pus. A corpus should contain:

• a full sample of communicative events from all forms of normal use of the language

• elicited lists, including both standardized wordlists and semantic sets, as well as

paradigms
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• analytical discussions, ideally in the language of wider communication

• samples from speakers of varying age, social strata, education level, and gender

• varying discourse genres (hortatory, procedural, narrative, etc.)

The non-exhaustive recommendation from Simons (2008, 31) covers the basics for

the needs of a descriptive linguist, but what extra texts should be collected if the goal is

for the corpus to serve the community? What about biographical content, or what about

prepared content such as dramas, news, and comedy sketches? While verb paradigms are

undeniably useful for syntacticians, they are not exactly the edge-of-your-seat and exciting

cultural treasure that a community member might seek to listen to. Boerger et al. (2019)

defines five general types of data: wordlists (2019, 140‑41), grammatical constructions

(2019, 141), communicative events (2019, 141‑42), analytical discussions (2019, 145), and

cultural events and practices (2019, 145‑46). Communicative events are subdivided into

interactive discourse, narrative, procedural discourse, oratory, descriptive, drama, proverbs

and poetry, formulaic discourse, language play, and unintelligible speech (2019, 141‑44).

While some recordings will be both linguistically useful and interesting to listen to, those

collecting language and culture documentation corpora need to dialog with the communities

to find out what texts they would value being archived for, and ultimately shared throughout,

their community.

Oral annotation creates a wealth of quality primary and secondary data ready for

archiving. Simons (2008) and Boerger et al. (2019) lay out in detail the process and im-

plications of quality language documentation and academic archiving but say little about

the process of mobilization: making the resulting materials available and accessible to the

community. In a one-page section under departure logistics, Boerger et al. (2019, 290)

suggest leaving DVDs with the primary data, making sure that community members know

where the corpus will eventually be archived, and possibly creating a picture dictionary or

storybook to send back later. Even if a small stack of DVDs was left with a complete table
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of contents (which would need to be manually prepared before departure since SayMore

does not facilitate this process), this is insufficient unless there are people trained to read,

process, and use that content.

The balance of the items in the corpus depends on many factors. Will the researcher

or the community be "driving" the process? Is there a specific research question or goal that

the corpus is collected to answer? Will a linguist or paralinguist (Boerger et al. 2019, 211)

be involved in the collection? Is the collection intended to support orthography or literacy

efforts? A student surveyed by Unseth (2012, 146) summarized the critical point, that the

more analysis that is done in the field, the higher the quality a corpus will be, but it is

possible to create a basic corpus with next to no field analysis.

2.8 Traditional Linguistics and the Limits of a Minimal Corpus

Simons (2008, 39‑41) theorized that a BOLD corpus could serve traditional lin-

guistic description14, linguistic training, language learning, literature development, heritage

preservation, and language revitalization. Unseth (2012) contains a preliminary phonolog-

ical description of a language based on a minimal oral corpus without elicited paradigms.

She used Reiman's mirrored chair for some recordings and his recorder playback method for

oral annotations. Fifty original recordings were orally annotated. While her implementation

of the BOLD 2010 methodology did produce an archivable corpus of texts, Unseth claimed

that it “did not provide enough data or the right kind of data for a complete phonology”

(2012, 141).

The BOLD methodology's early "unwritten" heritage seems to have created a con-

stellation of different emphases and understandings of what a minimal corpus is (Unseth

2012, 147). BOLD was first introduced orally in a conference presentation and class lec-

tures and Boerger (2011) is the first published full-text writeup that nails down in paragraph
14 I am using the title “traditional” in this section to refer to human-guided research-based linguistics, including
but not limited to phonetics, phonology, grammar, and discourse (and temporarily excluding computer-based
applications such as natural language processing).
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form what the corpus should contain.15 Simons' (2008, 31) brief sketch of BOLD (referred

to as BOLD 2008) included communicative events, elicited lists (wordlist, semantic sets,

and grammatical paradigms), and analytical discussions. As BOLD was initially taught in

the classroom (which Unseth calls BOLD 2010), her survey shows that the course seemed

to have unintentionally de-emphasized elicited lists in lieu of communicative events. If lin-

guistic analysis were to have been completely removed from the field process, presumably

to be left to future archive patrons, this would have resulted in a near impossibility of collect-

ing the appropriate paradigms needed for linguistic analysis. As a member of the Language

Documentation course presenting BOLD in 2010, Unseth (2012, 147) admits that she un-

derstood “that communicative events were expected to provide enough material to re-create

paradigms, while the wordlist was expected to provide enough information for a phonemic

written transcription and subsequent orthography”. The present author took the language

documentation course in 2014, and I will admit that when I first realized how quickly a

corpus for language development could be collected and annotated without the direct in-

volvement of a linguist, it was tempting to believe that such a corpus, by simple nature of

its size, would surely contain everything a linguist could need. While the course instruc-

tors probably never intended to suggest that it might be sufficient, Unseth (2012, 183‑85)

provided clear evidence that a “BOLD 2010” corpus, consisting primarily of running texts

and a wordlist, was insufficient to complete tone and phonological analysis for Laari (ldi),

a Niger-Congo language (Eberhard et al. 2021c).

In showing that annotated recordings of running texts are not likely to be wholly

sufficient for linguistic analysis, Unseth's reminder that paradigms and focused elicitation

are key for this type of analysis has encouraged a reevaluation on several points of how the

minimal corpus was taught and described. BOLD 2011 (Boerger 2011) addressed some of

the (real or perceived) shortcomings of BOLD 2010, reemphasizing the collection of words
15 As Reiman (2010) is an audiophile, to put it mildly, it is not surprising that his article focused more on how
to collect the data more than what to collect. Collect it all!
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by semantic domains and grammatical paradigms in addition to flowing texts and wordlists

(Boerger 2011, 213). As mentioned in §2.5.1, the most complete version of BOLD (BOLD

2019), still keeping the original oral-first “heart”, is found in the Language and Culture

Documentation Manual (Boerger et al. 2019). By following this most complete step-by-

step formulation of BOLD, a corpus can be designed and collected to serve the needs of a

researcher as well as the community.

My impression is that an orally annotated corpus without significant written annota-

tion is most readily a bridge for content-centric analysis such as discourse or anthropology.

Inclusion of some written transcription is considered best practice in oral annotation as de-

fined by Boerger et al. (2019), though the priority is still placed on oral annotation. The

biggest disadvantage of a corpus with almost no written annotation seems to be the diffi-

culty of full text searching (see §2.5.6), which is something that would presumably have

been very handy in Unseth's case when searching for linguistic needles in the proverbial

haystack. Once a first pass of written transcription has been completed (not necessarily by

the field team), concordance-based corpus analysis becomes possible (see §2.5.4).

2.9 Preservation vs. Presentation Formats

Language documentation consists of five activities: recording, transfer, adding value,

archiving, and mobilization (Austin 2014, 60‑61). Typically, archival-quality data is recorded

using the highest reasonable un-compressed recording settings for the equipment (in an at-

tempt to capture and preserve minute detail that may not yet be measurable using today's

technologies). These “sacred” sources, while imminently important, tend to be large (a

complete corpus may take gigabytes or terabytes of space). These large archival-quality

files form the foundation for "future-proof" research and are carefully transferred in their

original format to a data management environment. As the files are organized, described,

and annotated (for example, through oral-first annotation), the researcher is adding value

to the archival-quality content using specialized tools. This can be called the working
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form (Simons 2006a, np).16 Once the value-adding activities are complete, the bundle of

archival-quality data and annotation in the working form is ready to be archived. While a

researcher expects the best quality data available for analysis, users with limited access and

storage may instead appreciate content in a common format at the tightest compression that

avoids distortion. Presentation formats are best derived from the archival-quality originals

as copies. Annotation and media content may go through a series of automated or manual

transformations to get to that point, and those transformations will need to be updated as

presentation technologies change.

Holton (2011, 374) reinforces the point that endangered language technology projects

should recognize the distinction between preservation and presentation. A language and

culture documentation project that fails to address both preservation and presentation is

likely to become irrelevant. Limiting oneself to a toolset that only includes preservation

is likely to deprive the community of meaningful access to the content. On the opposite

extreme, focus on a toolset that only includes presentation is likely to result in a proprietary

and short-lived form that may be briefly used by the community but quickly lost to the

ages. It is thus important to properly archive content in an archive with a long-term com-

mitment to preservation and to provide a useful and sharable presentation form appropriate

for technologies currently available to the community.

Corpus management tools like SayMore facilitate annotation and archival preserva-

tion of raw sources, analysis, and metadata in preservation formats with minimal compres-

sion, wide support, and open standards. Because oral annotation through SayMore lacks

a presentation format, the only way for a non-specialist to interact with orally annotated
16 The concept of a working form for media is becoming less relevant as computers become more advanced.
There was a time not so long ago when archival-quality data was nearly un-manageable on the computer,
and the creation of compressed media might have been preferred for many common repetitive tasks such as
playback or annotation, but these days are largely over. A modern computer and even a smartphone can easily
load high-definition video and high-quality audio. While modern processors are sufficiently advanced to load
these files, the advancement of cloud computing and the move towards more expensive solid-state drives have
meant that hard drive space is often a bigger challenge. The idea of a working format is still a very useful
distinction for annotations and documentation produced alongside the media, as these formats are often and
optimized for data retrieval rather than presentation.
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content (without someone developing their own custom presentation format) is to down-

load the uncompressed content from the archive and install and use SayMore. SayMore's

lack of cross-platform compatibility (missing Mac and Linux) already threatens to make it

less relevant as a de facto presentation format (underscoring the need for lameta and this

project).

Various archives provide specific recommendations for archival-quality content, but

the general idea is that the best formats should offer minimal compression, wide support,

open standards, and be non-proprietary and free of digital rights management.

Compression is a process that discards “less-important” content to conserve space,

such as the minute fluctuations recorded during relative silence or detail hidden in dark

areas of a photo. Each time a file is re-saved in a lossy compressed format, some previously

accessible data is lost.

Open standards are key to recoverability of content if the application that created it

is no longer available or affordable. If you have ever tried to recover and view a file written

in a proprietary format such as WordPerfect, PageMaker, Publisher (.pub), or Microsoft

Word's proprietary .doc format, you will be happy to know that OpenDocument (.odt,

.odp) files and even Word's .docx format are essentially zip files of XML content, styles,

and images. Assuming simple text files and zip formats stand the test of time (a relatively

safe bet considering the last few decades), it is possible for a specialist to decipher the

meaning of the XML content without the original application and to eventually reconstruct

the content.

Sometimes, a format is so ubiquitous and so well understood, that archives are will-

ing to overlook the fact that it is or was technically proprietary. It is for this reason that

archives such as The US National Archives support a specific and fully documented clone

of Adobe's Portable Document Format (.pdf) called PDF/A (ISO 19005), and Microsoft's

XML-based .docx (but not Microsoft's .doc or .pub).
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Freedom from digital rights management is an additional constraint. If it is already

possible for someone to be locked out of the content or prohibited from using it today, this

is a poor archival format. DRM-locked formats like Amazon's changing eBook formats

provide some rights protection in the wild but are not suitable for archival data.

Table 1 provides a list of some archival formats, as well as the most common com-

pressed formats that the user might encounter at the time of writing.17

Ideal Raw and Archival Formats
(Adapted from Natl. Archives 2020)

Common (Often Compressed)
Formats

Photos TIFF JPG (now JFIF), and PNG
Audio WAV, AIFF MP3, ACC
Video AVI, MXF, MOV MP4, WEBM
Documents Unicode Text, OpenDocument Text

(ODF), PDF/A, Rich Text Format
(RTF)

Word DOCX, Publisher,
PowerPoint, Pages, InDesign,
Google Docs

Webpages ARC HTML, CSS, JS

Table 1: Archival Quality and Common Media Formats

A media archiving tool, such as SayMore, should minimally be able to handle data

in archival formats. It also should handle many common formats while annotating, though

the archive may require that the content be converted into formats that prohibit further data

loss due to lossy encoding. Analog data can be digitally recorded at a high sampling rate and

bit depth to preserve as much range as possible (and the physical media can be archived as

well). The best-quality recordings available can be converted to an archival format if they

were not recorded that way.18

While the raw archival-quality content is the crucial go-to resource for tasks like in-

strumental analysis, these are not convenient formats for mobilization (Nathan 2006) of that
17 With rapid changes in technology, a reader ten or more years from now will probably be laughing at my
choices for common formats, but hopefully will still be familiar with the archival formats. This underscores
the importance of archival formats. Even now JFIF is starting to replace JPG as a standard for images on the
web.
18 Low-quality digital data do not benefit from upsampling at a higher rate. There is no functional advantage
to upsampling, and one should instead archive the best copy they have.
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content. However, I am not suggesting replacing high-resolution copies with downsampled

copies. If one hopes for content to stay safe and relevant, it is important to safely archive the

high-quality data and to periodically update and make available newer presentation forms.

Presentation formats (proprietary and non-proprietary), such as those in the final

column of Table 1, may be designed, updated, or abandoned without notice. The advantage

is that the user may already know how to use them, and they can often be applied off-the-

shelf (Holton 2011, 388) without developing a new framework. They can be compressed to

the limit, obfuscated, and converted in any way imaginable, or even ways not yet imagined.

The danger is that presentation formats quickly fall out of fashion and may become unre-

coverable. The media conversion libraries in a tool creating a presentation format must also

be updated frequently to be able to import and export a subset of common modern formats.

One common pseudo-archival approach has been to simply put content on a custom

website, hoping that the magic of the web would preserve them. Endangered language web-

sites bloomed in the early 2000s (Buszard-Welcher 2001, 331), but judging by the number of

dead links on Mitten's (2008) and Strom's (2014) curated index pages that Buszard-Welcher

used to create her statistics, endangered language websites seem to be at an equal or higher

risk of extinction than the languages themselves.19

2.10 Archiving vs. Distribution

In conversation with Boerger (personal communication), she admitted that she had

assumed that language documentation ended at archiving since the resources were already

now preserved for the ages and available. I submit that this is not enough because (1) access

to raw archival data is prohibitively difficult and (2) it is encoded in formats that follow

linguistic best practices but are not immediately grasped by an outsider. While the format
19 A website is likely to become extinct as soon as someone stops paying the bills, the readership drops off,
the maintainer becomes unavailable, the site becomes too difficult to maintain, or the foundational technology
is deprecated. Speaking of the magic of the web, the Internet Archive's Wayback Machine (Internet Archive
2021) is probably the only place where many of these extinct sites are preserved.
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of data raises its own challenges (see §2.9), a user must already have access to the content

before the format can become a problem. This next section addresses the challenges of

community members accessing content from archives and the challenges of making content

available on distribution platforms or offline.

2.10.1 Community Members Accessing Archives

While the world is rapidly changing, the average member of a remote minority com-

munity is very unlikely to have all the keys required to access content in a linguistic archive

or journals.

The first key is discoverability. If one cannot Google the name of the language and a

few relevant words to find archival materials, it will not be found by a casual searcher. Even

inside the correct archive, guessing the required keywords and categories is non-trivial. If

metadata is incomplete or missing in the archive, the level of difficulty rises again.

The second key is proficiency in English or another language of wider communi-

cation to be able to navigate the archive. English is the only common language between

endangered language archives encountered in this thesis.

The third key is access to a computer. While archival indexes are generally ac-

cessible on mobile devices, compressed archives, XML files, and linguistic formats are

challenging or impossible to use even on a modern smartphone.

The fourth key is cheap internet access. Often corpus items come as a bundle (for

ease of organization), and one must download a collection of uncompressed content to find

the individual items desired. Even if “unlimited” data is available to the user, unstable

connections may make it impossible to download large uncompressed corpora. Internet

access is discussed in more detail in §2.16.3.

The fifth key is a working email address and the ability to log in, find the verification

email (possibly hidden in the spam filter), and open a link to verify the address. Many users
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are unable to use resources that are otherwise free because they lost the passwords to their

own accounts.

The sixth key is a shibboleth that allows them access to content when they find it. For

example, the academic world expects an .edu email address to access many free resources,

and Western Universities pay exorbitant amounts to secure journals and other resources for

their students and staff. In contrast, I know tenured professors here in Cameroon without

school email addresses who are even cut off from informal academic communities like

ResearchGate or Academia. For organizational archives, you may need a verifiable personal

connection to the depositor or organization to access resources. If the researcher is well

organized, they may register some community leaders for access to "their" corpus in the

archive, but this only briefly delays the community's loss of access until those few people

lose access to their current machines, to their login credentials, or they pass away.

The seventh key is the capacity to create and remember a password of sufficient

complexity. Access through two-factor authentication methods further increases the level

of difficulty.

The eighth key is the ability to complete captcha verification by reading distorted

text or identifying items that may not be common in their environment like crosswalks or

stoplights.

The ninth key may be access to a credit or debit card if payment is required. Much

of the developing world is primarily cash-only and users may not be able to pay an online

subscription even if they have the money.

The tenth and final key is an understanding of how to open and use the content in

those specialty formats once you gain access.

For many in the developing world, if a resource is not accessible online from a

smartphone without a credit card or a login after a few clicks from Google, it may as well not

exist. This is not a reason not to archive content, only a plea to dialog with the community

about sustainable access and their expectations.
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Here's an example. Figure 1 shows an interesting entry in the DOBeS archive of a

report of a mermaid sighting in the Isubu language of Cameroon. As you will see in the

following paragraphs, it may be easier to find the actual mermaid than for a community

member to gain access to this recording and transcription.

Figure 1: Mermaid Anecdote Entry20

While there is copious metadata in English for this entry (not all shown here), no

metadata is in the Isubu language, nor is it in French, even though this language group is

based in the Francophone region of Cameroon. This means that this entry cannot be found

by searching the Isubu word for “mermaid” or the French word “sirène”. Someone profi-

cient in English may be able to find the Isubu folder and drill down the seven subfolders, but

it is obviously organized for the convenience of the linguist rather than ease of community

browsing. Now that I have managed to find an interesting recording and all its metadata,

one might assume that I could play the audio.
20 https://hdl.handle.net/1839/00-0000-0000-0019-EDCE-B

https://hdl.handle.net/1839/00-0000-0000-0019-EDCE-B
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Figure 2: Files for the Mermaid Anecdote

Unfortunately, if I click on the link to the .wav file in Figure 2 (a non-native English

speaker may not recognize the word restricted), it brings me to an unhelpful dead-end page.

This dead end leads me to look for the login page, where one must declare one's

qualifications and affiliation to request access. Gaining deeper access requires access to a

working email account, which blocks access to even more people in a developing nation. As

someone familiar with this process, I was able to get a verified account, but the archive still

does not give me a clear opportunity to request access to the data files of this specific entry

(without emailing the depositor or the archive). There are other unrestricted (or registration-

only) files in the DOBes archive, but not in this collection.21

Even if a user eventually managed to gain access to the files on a desktop computer,

how would they know to download ELAN to open the .eaf and view the annotations?

They could play the .wav file on their computer, but it may be an excessively large file to

download.

While I would like to see more multilingual signposts and multilingual metadata

in all archives, this section is not intended as a critique about the specific archive or this

depositor, but it is representative of nearly any institutional archive, which denies access by

default to protect the privacy and intellectual property of the creators. Archives are meant

to be analogous to vaults, not display windows. They are not intended to be distribution

platforms, nor are they well suited for this task.

21 I am not suggesting that resources should be made public or even given a limited release without informed
consent of all involved. I am merely suggesting that the documentarian actively pursues a discussion that may
enable most items to be marked public unless there is a specific request not to publish that item (sharing of
private moments or an unflattering view of those referenced). I understand that some communities may be
reluctant to share cultural secrets or taboos, but it is a shame when all content is marked private (by default)
solely because the researcher forgot to screen each item.
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2.10.2 Ideal Online Distribution

In §2.9, I mentioned that creating a website is one method of distribution. Each

year, many one-off language websites appear, each one painstakingly built and populated

with interesting content by an author or two (Buszard-Welcher 2001, 331). A website for a

specific language community has the exciting potential to be monolingual and specifically

tuned to the needs of the community and available content. The wheel is constantly rein-

vented with each new site to display the content in an interesting way, but unfortunately,

they go extinct nearly as quickly as they appear. As a result, it seems most efficient to con-

solidate resources and development from nearby communities, even if it loses some of that

“built for me” appeal. Hopefully, a user can still navigate to a clearly marked section of the

site that is in their language.

First Voices (2021) is a multi-language curated distribution platform of language-

learning materials for the First Peoples of Canada, and it is quite possibly one of the best

examples of what the fruits of language documentation can become. This resource is cre-

ated by the people, for the people, and reflects an insider's perspective. Clicking on Ex-

plore Languages (in English or French) brings the user to a large list of languages

with resources. After clicking on the language name, you are presented with recordings,

texts, storybooks, songs, games, dictionaries, and background information in the language

and in translation. Many of the written stories include images and an aligned audio record-

ing. There is even a kids' portal for some languages that makes navigating resources easier.

Most resources are made available publicly at First Voices, but clicking on the few pri-

vate resources directs you immediately to request access to materials by identifying your

heritage, and presumably someone from the community will vet your registration.

It seems that many under-resourced languages of the world could benefit from a

resource like First Voices but it is also clear how much time and care must have been taken

to compile, organize, and annotate all those resources one by one. I was unable to find video
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resources or multi-track audio on First Voices, but oral annotation and a tool like Prestige

could be used to quickly create and allow interaction with multi-layer media content derived

from otherwise dormant video and audio recordings.

When a dedicated distribution site is not available, it is possible to reach communi-

ties on sites they already visit. Imagine a channel of dozens of multilingual social interest

videos on a media website like YouTube or a regional competitor which does not require

a login. Also, one could post language learning resources in a forum on social media or

messaging platforms. A wide release of this kind does require an intentional and generous

release of intellectual property into the wild (such as Creative Commons), but the commu-

nity must decide if the benefits outweigh the risk. A later version of Prestige with video

export could serve this type of distribution directly.

2.10.3 Offline Distribution

Offline distribution, whether in raw or a compiled format, produces its own chal-

lenges. Hard drives, USB drives, and media cards are prone to viruses and failure. Optical

media can be defeated by dust, scratches, mold, and heat. Magnetic media can be destroyed

by a host of electromagnetic and environmental challenges. In the digital age, data degra-

dation due to over-copying is generally insignificant, but every successive media storage

invention gets more compact and less durable. For resources not readily available online,

the only option is to make frequent copies in multiple places.

As stated elsewhere, the minimal offline distribution of a language documentation

corpus would be a copy of the content in the researcher's formats as it will be archived.

A better solution might be to also provide a copy of compressed files and human-readable

versions of the text. An even better option would be to include an index and a playback

tool with the offline distribution that would allow meaningful interaction with the data.

For orally annotated media, I am not aware of any tool or export predating Prestige (other

than manual video editing) that provides a repeatable and programmatic way of producing
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a combined presentation form. SayMore (see §2.12.2) links the segmented audio with the

text but fails to link the audio back to the video. ELAN (§2.12.1) links the source media

(even video) with the textual annotations but does not attempt to interpret audio annotations.

Neither is specifically suited to a viewing experience as each toolset is oriented towards the

annotation process.

2.11 Corpus and Metadata Management Tools: SayMore and Lameta

Corpus collection creates a massive amount of interconnected data. Even before

transcription, organizing the source files and metadata during and after recording is an over-

whelming task that can be simplified and standardized with technology and automation.

This section discusses two relevant media corpus management tools.22

SayMore (Moeller 2014, 66) is a tool produced by SIL International that guides

the user through the process of corpus management, annotation, and archiving from start

to finish. It has predefined fields for important metadata as well as custom fields for the

needs of the corpus manager. SayMore uses a combination of structured filenames and

extra metadata to track the progress of each item (called a session) in the corpus through

the annotation process.

SayMore and lameta (lameta is normally not capitalized) are purpose-built corpus

and metadata management tools outfitted for language documentation. They both manage

metadata at three major levels, project, session, and file, as well as maintaining linkages to

researchers, speakers, and other participants.

Arguably the biggest downside of SayMore is its reliance on Microsoft's .NET tools;

it only works on [recent] Windows operating systems. Lameta is a reinvention of SayMore's

base corpus and metadata management features into a multiplatform application (Windows,
22 The Language Archive's Arbil (Defina 2014) is not discussed as it is no longer supported or under devel-
opment. Corpus-Manager (part of the EXMARaLDA suite of tools) is still supported and has an impressive
feature set, but the tool is only capable of indexing a text-based corpus, not a media corpus.
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Mac, and Linux); it has been developed primarily by the creator of SayMore. Experienced

SayMore users will be familiar with lameta's menus and configuration.

SayMore includes both corpus management and annotation features (see §2.12.2).

However, for tasks beyond metadata and file management, lameta currently relies on ex-

ternal annotation tools like ELAN and SayMore or other analysis tools like Praat (Boersma

and Weenink 2020) or Speech Analyzer (SIL Intl. 2018).

2.12 Existing Transcription and Annotation Tools

Transcription is a labor-intensive process, and each language or researcher will have

different preferences as to how annotations should be annotated and presented. The number

of transcription and annotation tools seems to grow by the day, and the number of transcrip-

tion and annotation tools abandoned by their maintainers grows almost as quickly. Some

custom tools never mature beyond the specific project for which they were developed. This

section explores better (and lesser) known tools that facilitate transcription and annotation,

with a special focus on tools that might handle audio annotation.

2.12.1 ELAN

ELAN, the EUDICO Linguistic Annotator (Wittenburg et al. 2006), by The Lan-

guage Archive at the Max Planck Institute has been a standard tool in the transcriber's toolkit

for nearly two decades. While lacking the instrumental analysis tools of Praat, it excels in

managing transcriptions. Opening an audio or video file in ELAN allows you to preview

and segment the recording and produce layer after layer of annotations. When you need

to annotate multiple layers beyond translation or transcription (i.e., multiparticipant dis-

course), ELAN is worth learning and using.

ELAN users report a very steep learning curve (Berez 2007) that I can confirm.

While one can find various users' templates, by default, the researcher must create, con-

figure, and link every tier of analysis in ELAN before starting to annotate. This produces
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almost infinite opportunity for configuration to a researcher's needs and goals, but the flu-

idity of the tiers can make it challenging to set up for work or difficult to compare data or

transfer data to another application. ELAN's data format (EAF, see §2.14.2) is fairly agnos-

tic as to what type of data you are putting in each field (i.e., transcription, translation, tone,

participant reference, etc.) although, in my understanding, annotation in ELAN is always

in static text.

ELAN itself has been the focal point of a host of tools, and many other annota-

tion tools offer some connection to or some influence from ELAN. ELAN is still in active

development, but the official releases are managed by a small, closed team.

2.12.2 SayMore

SayMore is primarily a corpus management tool (see §2.11), but it also contains

straightforward task-based annotation tools that facilitate the annotation of an orally and/or

textually annotated corpus. If one follows the prescribed naming conventions, SayMore

will find and recognize files that represent the source recording, informed consent, careful

speech annotation, oral translation, written transcription, and written translation for each

session. It generates automated segmentation at natural breaks in the audio, which can

then be annotated more quickly. It also provides useful repetition of each segment that is

being annotated to be sure that each word has been transcribed properly. Figure 3 shows

SayMore's text transcription interface.
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Figure 3: SayMore 3.2.17 Interface for Text Transcription

The annotation process in SayMore goes as follows:

1. The user creates a new project if it does not exist and defines the expected scope

of the project.

2. The user creates a new session by directly recording audio or importing the

source audio or video from another device. This activates the source record-

ing indicator for this session.

3. If the source file is not an uncompressed .wav file, SayMore helpfully creates

one.

4. The user is given the opportunity to describe the session's content, giving it a

name, title, and description, as well as defining the location, genre, and partic-

ipants involved. The user is given the option to fill in metadata for this source

file and any file created later.
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5. SayMore verifies that each participant has provided consent for the collection

and distribution of this corpus.23 If not done already, the user can create a profile

for that person (including linguistic heritage) and collect and include written or

oral proof of consent. Once each participant has been identified and proof of

consent is attached, the session gets the informed consent indicator.

6. Before annotation, the file must be segmented, and after choosing Start An-

notating, SayMore provides an automagic segmentation option that attempts

to break the audio file at pauses in speech as well as offering several manual

methods.24

7. The user reviews the segments and can choose to ignore segments that will not

be annotated, such as prolonged silence, interruptions, or the prompter's speech.

Ignored segments will be automatically skipped in later annotation steps.

8. The next step is careful speech. Each segment is played once, and a speaker

of reference is expected to repeat the content in slow and careful speech. The

source and new recording can be replayed, and the new recording can be re-

recorded until the speaker is satisfied. Once all [non-ignored] segments have

been re-recorded in careful speech, the session gets the careful speech indicator.

See Figure 4.
23 Corpus-level consent is an ideal time-saving blanket permission for the researcher, but participants should
be offered the option to deny the reuse of individual recordings before, during, and after the recording process.
I see no easy way to note removal of consent from a specific recording in SayMore.
24 SayMore does not allow creation of segments lasting less than a second, this shows that it leans toward
larger meaning-based chunks like clauses of a few seconds. Clauses are small enough that one can process
each word in working memory and large enough that they usually contain a proposition that can be transcribed
or translated. While music or multilingual clips like wordlists or paradigms might be more meaningfully
segmented using the manual segmentation tool, I recommend starting with auto segmentation and making
tweaks only where the boundary placement is unnatural.
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9. In a similar process, an oral translation is recorded of the same segments. Each

segment is played once, and a bilingual speaker is expected to translate the mean-

ing of the segment into a language of reference.25 As before, the source can be

replayed, and the new recording can be reattempted until the speaker is satisfied.

Once all [non-ignored] segments have been translated, the session will get the

oral translation indicator.

10. Though not required for oral-first annotation for all items, the user can now en-

ter a written transcription, using looped playback of the source and/or careful

speech segment as they type. Once all [non-ignored] segments have been tran-

scribed, the session will get the transcription indicator. See Figure 3.

11. The final stage of annotation is written translation, using looped playback of

the source and/or oral translation segment as they type. Once all [non-ignored]

segments have a written translation, the session will get the written translation

indicator.

12. SayMore provides handy statistics and progress bars (such as the indicators men-

tioned above) to assist the users in assessing work completed, as well as statistics

on the contents of the corpus.

13. After annotation, it is expected that the user will archive and distribute the con-

tent. SayMore provides helpful tools to archive the corpus or individual sessions

in IMDI format, but currently only facilitates archiving individual sessions when

the destination is SIL's Language and Culture Archive. SayMore does not na-

tively provide a means of mobilizing this data or providing a useful archive to

the community or investors, and this is the goal of this project.
25 Medium-length clips in some language pairs will lend themselves more readily to oral translation, which
is akin to interpretation in a live setting, as each clause should contain a self-contained core of meaning.
Like live interpretation, though, some segments may produce fragments that are not meaningfully resolved or
translatable until later. The translator can jump ahead to fill in such context (such as the grammatical gender
of the referent that must be accounted for in some languages) before returning, or multiple segments can be
merged before continuing.
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SayMore supports a workflow that makes audio annotation easy, and makes text

transcription nearly as painless as possible, though the typing task remains, by nature, te-

dious. The automagic segmentation into phrases and the repeated playback of those seg-

ments for annotation is quite effective. The interface and keyboard shortcuts are tuned to

make each process focused, accurate, and repeatable, while giving visual feedback through

the waveforms. In addition to SayMore's annotation features highlighted here, it also inte-

grates corpus and metadata management tools (see §2.11).

Figure 4: SayMore Careful Speech Recorder

While SayMore excels at the task of facilitating annotation of single-speaker media,

it does have some limitations. Most of these are clearly stated on SayMore's website (SIL

Intl. 2012) and quoted below.

SayMore does not...

• …run on Mac or Linux, except through a Virtual Machine running Windows.

• …have any kind of media editing.

• …handle multiple custom tiers. Instead, SayMore borrows ELAN’s file format,

so that you can do the basics in SayMore (transcription and translation) and then

just double-click on the file to do further work in ELAN.
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• …handle multiple speaker transcription. You can use a different tool (Transcriber

or ELAN) for your transcription, and just drop the files into SayMore.

• …do interlinearization. It does have an “Export to FLEx” command for sending

your transcriptions out.

• …aim to be easy for people new to computers, with the exception of the transcrip-

tion and oral annotation tools. (Yes, we would love to go build a similar tool aimed

at “Rice Farmers”).

Let us consider these limitations point by point. SayMore is minimally supported

by the developers and only runs on Windows but is not in active development as the core

developers are working to implement most of its features in lameta. This may be SayMore's

biggest downside.

Language documentation produces raw archival-quality media that should be pro-

tected and archived. Raw archival-quality media is what SayMore is designed to catalog.

It would be counterproductive to introduce direct editing tools that could produce data loss

through destructive editing before annotation. In SayMore (and ELAN), you analyze the

existing content and ignore the parts you do not need with the exception of the .wav copy

that is extracted from the source file. With the influx of free and paid media-editing tools

available when needed, it makes sense that SayMore does not seek to be a media-editing

tool (constantly needing to adapt to new methods and formats), and the developers of ELAN

chose the same non-destructive path.

SayMore's annotation features are intentionally simple. A wizard-based workflow

guides the user through segmentation and annotation, tracking their linear progress with

badges. The user is limited to four predefined direct aligned annotations (careful speech an-

notation, oral translation, text transcription, and text translation).26 SayMore's pre-configured
26 Boerger et al. (2019, 218) adds a possible layer of analytical comments. SayMore does not assist the user
to attach an analytical comment track to audio segments. If the recording is in the analysis language, it might
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setup contrasts with ELAN, which defaults to zero predefined annotation tiers but allows

annotations of a practically infinite number of nested custom text streams to be configured

through a complex setup process. ELAN (Wittenburg et al. 2006), however, does not sup-

port making or interacting with audio annotations.27 SayMore's simple task-based interface

does not require complex pre-configuration of the annotation layers, so if one is content

with the existing setup, a user can start doing those four annotations almost immediately.

This means that the user does not have to have years of linguistics training to usefully an-

notate content in their own language. They only need basic training in the tool to complete

the repetitive processes and sufficient bilingual experience. SayMore's configuration and

tasks tend to promote a meaning-based phrase-by-phrase annotation, so expectations of an-

notation beyond the surface-level meaning may be a moot point. If needed, a researcher

could always open the EAF (see §2.14.2) file produced by SayMore in ELAN or other

EAF-compatible tools to continue detailed transcription of any layers not annotated in Say-

More.

SayMore continues its focused goal as an annotation and metadata gathering tool.

SayMore annotation does not provide a notation to distinguish between different speakers,

making it less useful for preparing an analysis of multi-speaker discourse. While there

are workarounds such as prepending the speaker's initials at the start of each segment, the

SayMore team helpfully directs you to other tools for multi-speaker work, and the produced

annotation file is ELAN-compatible. While SayMore can be used to archive interlinear data

produced in other tools, it does not seek to include an internal interlinearization tool.

The last comment from the SayMore team is interesting. They did not seek to make

a tool that was accessible for people new to computers, but by carefully limiting the scope

of the tool (as with other simplified tools such as WeSay and Bloom), they nearly achieved

be best stored as a separate file in the session folder. If the comments are in the target language, they should
probably be put in a new session. In this way, the comments give light to the original context and can be
annotated as additional discourse.
27 Some have created preconfigured tier templates that can be used in ELAN.
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that. The audio annotation process could be completed by someone who is non-literate, and

a language development worker with sufficient typing experience in a supported language

could complete most of the tasks of annotating and archiving a language documentation

corpus without constant assistance or internet research. Yes, there are metadata fields that a

non-linguist may not understand (or need), but SayMore is still considerably more novice-

friendly than competing tools. SayMore tool opens the field of language documentation to

community enthusiasts with little educational background, even if they need some guidance

to get started.

As noted above in the annotation process, it is possible to annotate video with Say-

More. SayMore automagically creates a WAV audio version that becomes the source file

used for further annotation. Switching to audio greatly reduces the processing load on low-

end computers as it will soon be repeating those clips numerous times. Focusing on the

audio and waveforms (and hiding the video) may also avoid input overload for less experi-

enced users, but unlike ELAN, the annotation process is now divorced from the video hints

and contextual clues that could help a linguist to distinguish similar sounds or words (see

§2.3.3 for more discussion). This may be less of a problem for the community member

that is doing the annotation, and more of a hindrance to outside researchers who need those

contextual clues.

2.12.3 LIG-Aikuma

One of the biggest opportunities for oral annotation is in communities where no

speaker is literate in their own language or in communities where orthographies are under

development or in flux. LIG-Aikuma (formerly the Aikuma) is an application allowing

the collection and oral annotation of audio from an Android mobile device. LIG-Aikuma

is still being maintained for current versions of Android. LIG-Aikuma (Gauthier et al.

2016) uses large friendly buttons and a minimum of text in its interface with the target

audience being language groups with minimal technical and written skills. Presumably, the
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researcher could fill in the metadata and verify consent, and then pass the device on to an

illiterate speaker for the oral tasks.

LIG-Aikuma provides the functions of recording, respeaking, translation, elicita-

tion, and checking. All these tasks are underpinned by management of users, informed

consent, and collection of minimal metadata like SayMore. Original recordings can be made

from the device (preferably with an external microphone for quality reasons) or copied to

the device. Those recordings can be orally annotated or translated using the simple play-

pause controls. Additionally, video, image, and text elicitation prompts can be prepared and

deployed to gather new content.28 Collected data can then be shared through SD cards, ca-

bles, wireless technologies, and even other social applications like email clients or Dropbox.

Checking transcriptions is a novel feature, allowing a literate user to verify whether audio

and text contain the same information, and could be used to verify results from automated

speech recognition. Future development of Prestige may include Aikuma support.

2.12.4 Aikuma-NG

Aikuma-NG (Bird et al. 2014), or Aikuma Next Generation, is a desktop application

packaged as a Chrome Extension, and probably the most similar tool to SayMore's anno-

tation features. Aikuma-NG allows the user to record/import source audio (not video), to

tag basic metadata and participants, to record audio and written annotations, and export the

written annotations to ELAN's EAF format.

Without a separate segmentation process, Aikuma-NG uses a clunky trial and er-

ror method of segmentation, meaning that the user needs to manually define the segments

separately for both transcription and translation before each recording, and there seems to

be no fine adjustment for segmentation. While segmenting for annotation could in some

cases avoid the problem of trying to transcribe an awkward sentence fragment, it makes the
28 It is a surprising omission that audio prompts are not allowed. This would complete the oral cycle, though
closed “translate this phrase for me” prompts could result in less natural responses.
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process much less predictable and smooth, especially for identifying a clause break in fast

speech. It can be challenging to replay the segment you are transcribing, and even more

challenging to verify the quality of the annotation that was just recorded.

Being quite familiar with ELAN and SayMore workflows, I still made quite a mess

of my first Aikuma transcriptions, and I will need to learn the process if the tool matures.

Aikuma-NG is still listed as a beta release, but unfortunately work on the project seems

to have stopped in 2016. The content-creation tools seem to be fully implemented, but

the trial-and-error process requires significant hand/eye/ear coordination and drives you

towards replacing chunks of work without being able to reference the old copy rather than

identifying and fixing individual mistakes.

2.12.5 Audacity

In §2.12.2, it was noted that SayMore is not intended to be a media editor, leaving

that task to other applications. While free video editors come and go every year, Audacity

(2021) is a powerful free open-source audio recording application and editor that has been

available since the year 2000 (Audacity 2018) and has become a favorite for those needing

to trim, combine, convert, or make certain adjustments to audio files. While not intended

specifically as a linguistic tool, Audacity provides rudimentary tagging features that can

be used to annotate data in a pinch. For a more polished output than the raw recordings

of language documentation, one can trim awkward silence and unfortunate interruptions

from the audio before moving forward with annotation. While Audacity can import and

export many formats, it is best to maintain the purity of the source material through keeping

uncompressed copies.

2.12.6 Praat

Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2020), is a powerful tool for detailed instrumental au-

dio analysis and multi-layer transcription. When one imports an audio recording into Praat,
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it enables them to view waveforms, spectrograms, pitch contours, as well as to label seg-

ments at practically any level of granularity, down to the microsecond. The segments in

different tiers can overlap, allowing several different layers of analysis to coexist in an an-

notation graph paradigm (see Figure 5 and §2.13). For a linguist, the tiers of analysis might

include a word-for-word transcription, syllable transcription, tone transcription, phonemic

transcription, phonetic transcription, and one or more translations, as well as any discourse

or prosodic higher-level notes.

Figure 5: Praat Annotation Layers

The display interfaces of Praat and other tools follow the musical score paradigm

(Menke 2016, 98,107), where the horizontal (x) axis is time, and the vertical (y) axis con-

tains different tiers of analysis data.

Praat uses a powerful, yet unusual, scripting interface (similar to macros in other

applications) to make tasks repeatable, leading to the reality that defining a task once may

be awkward and slow via the interface (and require some research into the configuration

of the copious options available), but repeating that process in an automated way over 100

recordings can then be done quite painlessly. It seems that automated manipulation for

advanced researchers was prioritized over ease-of-access for new users.

Praat does not natively handle video (Menke 2016, 99), but one could extract the

audio from a video in another tool to allow detailed analysis. Unfortunately, like SayMore,
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the transcription relies solely on audio cues and becomes divorced from the performance

features included in the video. Praat allows exporting of raw statistics, charts, and graphs,

but most importantly for this project, annotations in Praat's native TextGrid format can be

imported into ELAN through a difficult process.

2.12.7 Speech Analyzer

Speech Analyzer (SIL Intl. 2018) is an instrumental analysis tool for audio record-

ings. When a recording is imported, it generates several predefined tiers of text analysis

(reference, phonetic, tone, phonemic, orthographic, gloss in English, gloss in national lan-

guage), as well as creating graphs of pitch, intensity, and frequency. This tool allows users

to target and identify the quality of specific segments, but it is not streamlined for collating

or exporting massive amounts of statistics. Speech Analyzer is an easy-to-learn alternative

to Praat, but it does not export directly to ELAN's EAF format (see §2.14.2), the de facto

format for XML transcription data.

2.12.8 EXMARaLDA

EXMARaLDA (2020) is a suite of tools containing an annotation tool (Partitur-

Editor), a corpus manager (the impeccably named Corpus-Manager) and a query and anal-

ysis tool (EXAKT). The interface is slightly more modern and friendly than ELAN. While

supporting a large selection of imports, EXMARaLDA provides various HTML-based out-

puts, including an interesting view (HTML Segment Chain List + HTML5 Audio) that

provides readable and naturally wrapped free-flowing text and audio synchronization with-

out breaking the text unnaturally at every audio clip. Media importing seems buggy in the

current version at first glance, but it is possible to work around this.
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2.12.9 Other Annotation Tools

There are many other transcription and annotation tools, most of which are no longer

updated, as well as tools designed for other purposes (like simple text editors or Excel)

that could presumably be used for annotation. Many tools were built simply to improve

transcription efficiency over ELAN (Schmidt and Schütte 2010, 1) or to support special

cases. None of these applications seem to have the capability of producing or managing

audio annotations, so they are irrelevant for this project.

ANVIL ANVIL is an annotation tool that specializes in multimodal annotation of gestures

(Garg et al. 2004).

DialogTool DialogTool is a sentence-level annotation tool, seemingly with a focus on par-

ticipant tracking.

FOLKER FOLKER (Schmidt and Schütte 2010, 1) is a tool specialized in the transcription

of multi-speaker recordings. Sources are audio only, and annotation is text only.

HIAT-DOS HIAT_DOS is an unsupported DOS-based transcription program.

ILSP Tool ILSP tool is an annotation tool with a fixed schema (Garg et al. 2004).

MacVisSTA MacVisSTA is a Mac-based multitool of annotation, adding measured track-

ing of gesture data and multiple videos.

MMAX(2) MMAX is a Java-based dedicated annotation tool (Garg et al. 2004).

NITE NITE Workbench is an alternative tool for transcription and annotation (Garg et al.

2004).

Transcriber (ETCA) Transcriber is a Unix/Windows tool intended for use in transcription

of news broadcasts (Garg et al. 2004).

Transcriber (SIL) Transcriber is a web-based tool for transcribing large texts.
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RST Tool RST Tool is an annotation tool constrained to Rhetorical Structure Theory anal-

yses.

TASX TASX is an open-source multi-platform Java transcription tool, another ELAN clone

(Garg et al. 2004).

WordSmith WordSmith is an annotation and concordance tool.

2.13 Paradigms for the Structure and Display of Annotations

In annotation tools, one can break a text down into smaller and smaller “chunks”

hierarchically. Texts contain paragraphs, paragraphs contain sentences, sentences contain

clauses, clauses contain phrases, phrases contain words, words contain morphemes, and

morphemes contain characters. Unfortunately, some layers of annotation data overlap, and

the data cannot always be stored strictly hierarchically. Boersma (2014) uses the example

of petit ami in French which would be divided by morpheme as petit.ami but is phonetically

represented as pə.ti.ta.mi (the t is pronounced as the onset of ami). Each time the segmen-

tal or autosegmental analysis draws different and conflicting boundaries, such as between

phonological and grammatical words, this would cause problems in a strictly hierarchical

system. Any method of storing or interacting with annotation data must take this reality

into account.

Bird and Liberman (2001, 47 cited in Menke 2016, 200) stated that “[a]ll annota-

tions of recorded linguistic signals require one unavoidable basic action: to associate a label,

or an ordered set of labels, with a stretch of time in the recording(s).” Menke (2016, 200)

adds that some labels will be more directly associated with existing labels, hence the sec-

ondary or reference annotations in ELAN's format. An annotation graph is “a directed

graph with fielded records on the arcs and optional time references on the nodes” (Bird and

Liberman 2001, 47). Menke (2016, 200) again points out that a robust corpus may contain

cross references or point intervals and should include other metadata unlinked to a time

sequence, even defining the terms used in analysis.
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If a corpus were strictly restricted to labels associated with a stretch of time in the

recording, leaving out the possibility of measurements, metadata, and cross-linking struc-

tural annotation, it would be a shallow corpus, and so Menke (2016, 203) rejects the strict

annotation graph as too simplistic to be a standard for exchanging multimodal data.

Menke (2016, 107) describes the musical score paradigm, which is more a method

of display than underlying structure, where various layers of information are shown from top

to bottom, and annotations are aligned left-to-right with time. This is a familiar layout for

video and audio editing tools such as Audacity, Praat, Adobe Premiere, and Final Cut (see

Figure 5). This paradigm allows zooming in on smaller segments without losing aligned

context.

A short interlinear (or a musical score, for that matter) is easy to display on a wide

screen or page as each tier only appears once. Once the content extends past the edge of

the page or screen, layout decisions must be made. Software can zoom or scroll to the side,

maintaining alignment. Running text is usually wrapped at each phrase for readability. In

the same way, web and printed interlinear texts with limited horizontal space tend to repeat

groups of tiers in a predefined order. Unfortunately, jumping several lines or following

unusual spacing can be hard to follow for inexperienced readers. These concerns affect

Prestige, as the length of each annotation is not fully predictable.

2.14 Standards and Formats

In the field of language technology, like any other academic or professional field,

standards allow different users to present and share the same data across multiple tools.

Applying a standard, or at least the capability of converting to a standard “structural termi-

nology”, allows portability into other tools supporting that standard.

Others have sought to introduce domain-specific interchange formats and standards

for lexical entries (Bell and Bird 2000), lexicons (Hosken and McConnel 2011), paradigms

(Penton et al. 2004), interlinear text (Bird and Liberman 2001), and glossing (Leipzig 2005;
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Farrar et al. 2002; Farrar and Langendoen 2003). ELAN's EAF format (see §2.14.2) has

become the de facto standard for aligned media and written annotation. Menke's (2016) ex-

tremely detailed breakdown of multimodal corpora requirements was key in understanding

the expectations of corpus management tools, and the possible structures that language doc-

umentation corpora could use, but it still does not touch media annotations directly. At the

time of writing, there is no defined standard (de jure or de facto) for unambiguously linking

media annotations to a media source file. SayMore's inferred implementation (described in

§3.10.2.3) does not seem complete or explicit enough to be considered a standard, though

it is internally consistent. Two suggestions for an explicit implementation are discussed in

§7.3.

An ideal corpus encoding would contain an organizational structure and content that

was equally understandable by machine and human readers. Furthermore, it would make

use of standard disambiguated terminologies, structures, and categories that can either be

understood directly or by referencing a transfer ontology.

While observing gaps between annotations and corpora produced by the tools re-

viewed in §2.11 and §2.12, Menke (2016) makes several observations including:

1. “An annotation tool does not necessarily provide ways to model the kind of struc-

tural relations between annotations on different tiers that would be adequate for

the task at hand” (2016, 116).

2. “Hierarchical relations between annotations of different kinds are often expressed

not by explicit links (as provided by the annotation tool) but in an implicit way

by modelling temporal cooccurrences. This technique can have unwanted side

effects which can complicate subsequent tasks” (2016, 117).

3. “Some tiers contain human-readable, descriptive values that are difficult to pro-

cess by automated procedures” (2016, 117).

4. “Some tiers contain complex, rule-based structures inside their annotation values

which cannot directly be interpreted by annotation tools” (2016, 124).
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5. “Controlled vocabularies and tag sets that are developed for or during a corpus

annotation often change, they are adjusted, and values inside them are renamed,

added, or removed” (2016, 193).

6. “During the process of annotating, annotations, their temporal boundaries, and

values can change” (2016, 127).

7. “Some corpora in the sample use inconsistent names for annotation values, tier

names, type names, annotation file names, and similarly named concepts”

(2016, 128).

8. “No corpus in the example collection makes use of semantic markup of annota-

tions, tiers, or controlled vocabularies” (2016, 128).

9. “The degree of documentation available for the corpora in the sample diverges.

Especially, there are corpora in the sample for which hardly any documentation

could be located” (2016, 129).

Not only were the corpora reviewed by Menke not consistent between each other

(which is to be expected), but they were not even internally consistent! There is a constant

tug-of-war between formats that suggest simple standard categories to make data portable,

and the tendency in linguistics for divergent terminologies that may describe essentially the

same things (Simons 2006b, 242). Of course, this means that there is a further need for

“joiners'” ontologies and converters that try to give “suggested” links between relatively

similar concepts, though there will be “splitters” that will vehemently oppose oversimplifi-

cation and confusion of those concepts.

I have found in language technology that the most prominent and useful generaliza-

tions for grouping similar data are the ones that are handled entirely by the system, or at

least those that the user did not know they could rename. For example, a byproduct of the

Rapid Word Collection process, a dictionary “crowdsourcing” methodology (see Boerger

and Stutzman (2018) or Moe (2003)) is that every word added to the lexicon is linked with
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one or more semantic domain reference numbers from the questions that elicited those

words. This allows the researcher to call up, for example, many words conceptually re-

lated to “cooking,” regardless of their grammatical category or register (see Lee (2014) for

more information). To be fair, even Rapid Word Collection is not a perfect system to create

an omission-free thesaurus or categorized dictionary, but Rapid Word Collection's embed-

ded semantic domains are a useful byproduct of the process and provide an impressive start

that the lexicographer would have to spend months to manually catalog.

As SayMore guides the user through annotation of the corpus with text and audio,

decisions made in the tool produce a metadata trail of logical linkages and hierarchical struc-

ture behind the scenes. SayMore's data format may not meet all of Menke's prescriptions,

but it goes a long way towards encouraging a consistent and complete corpus. The biggest

headache is that Audio annotations are not explicitly related or codified in XML like other

annotations or metadata, and these relationships can only be inferred from the filenames.

Prestige, the program that is the subject of this thesis, is intended to produce the best ex-

perience possible for the end user while not misreading the researchers' intentions. There

is little a developer's tool can do except fail gracefully if the researcher chooses to ignore

these guardrails. An example of the type of inconsistency that is hard to handle gracefully

would arise if a linguist chose 47% of the time to put the translation in the transcription

field and the transcription in the translation field.

2.14.1 Guidelines vs. Standards

In a world where researchers seek to stand out by showing that their work is the

exception to the rule, individual linguists seem to be generally allergic to standards (Si-

mons 2006b, 238, 242). Thus, there is a tension in the linguistic community between strict

standards and the weaker alternative of catalogs or guidelines.

Standards like XHTML define a reasonable subset of the infinite number of possible

XML elements and attributes as well as a possible nesting that can be used to create well-

structured web documents. Software developers support well-established standards in their
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tools so, for example, any web browser with recent XHTML support should be able to read

and display a valid XHTML file.

Through technologies like RelaxNG, XSD and schemas, one can define a set of

XML elements and the possible structures of this XML subset. One can programmatically

validate your structure, for example by defining that an element can have many children,

but only of certain types.

The downside of standards is their inherent inflexibility for edge cases. As a stan-

dard gains recognition, competing standards are proposed to apply to specific cases, or to

unify existing standards (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: XKCD Comic #927 by Randall Monroe https://xkcd.com/927/ (CC BY-NC 2.5)

Linguistics and data processing contain their fair share of guidelines and best prac-

tices that are not binding. Reminiscent of the weaker form of the “Pirate Code” fromPirates

of the Caribbean film, TEI (TEI Consortium 2020a), the Text Encoding Initiative, does not

seek to create a standard, but maintains a set of well-thought-out guidelines and recommen-

dations for the encoding of text resources (Beshero-Bondar et al. 2020). A content creator

can choose to ignore or redefine categories as desired in their own work.

If you take the time to search through the elements of TEI, you will undoubtedly

find some gems that you could build into a custom encoding, but you should not expect

https://xkcd.com/927/
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to be able to seamlessly convert to other formats or compare your TEI-encoded document

with other works in existing tools without some troubleshooting and alignment.

While TEI can be applauded and does tend to promote logical and visually consis-

tent results, each TEI-inspired corpus is permitted to contain documented or undocumented

departures from the guidelines. By leaving final choices up to the user instead of impos-

ing a schema and validator, guidelines like TEI's do not produce the sort of uniformity and

consistency across many corpora that a data scientist could hope for.

2.14.2 ELAN Annotation Format (EAF)

The ELAN Annotation Format (EAF) is a common and standardized format for

annotation data. SayMore uses EAF to store timing and written annotation data, thus an

understanding of EAF structure is critical for this thesis. EAF is an XML-based format that

defines and organizes annotations and their relationship to the source recording. ELAN

allows boundaries of annotations of different types to overlap and defines two major cate-

gories of annotation, alignable annotations and reference annotations (Menke 2016, 107).

Annotation in ELAN is usually based on a portion of media (audio or video). Both

audio and video follow a timeline from start to finish. Most types of annotation (alignable

annotations in EAF) necessitate a starting and ending timestamp and the content one wishes

to store (i.e., between 1.6 seconds and 2.3 seconds in file recording1.wav, the speaker

said, “Hello world!”). Moving to the 2-second mark in the recording should put the user

roughly in the middle of that utterance and that annotation. The reader will be familiar with

this sort of annotation from movie subtitles (in fact, one of the possible exports from ELAN

and SayMore is a subtitle file that can be attached to a video). Between many language

pairs (e.g., French and English), one could use the same segment breaks (pauses in speech

or clauses) when presenting multilingual subtitles without impeding understanding, but this

is not always the case when syntax, flow, and utterance length differ wildly. A reference

annotation is an annotation attached to another annotation. It describes something extra
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about the segment defined in the parent annotation or something extra about the linked an-

notation. In the case of paired transcription and translation tiers based on a recording, such

as in SayMore, the original language transcription is easily representable as an alignable

annotation with starting and ending timestamps, and the translation annotation of each seg-

ment is linked back to each source transcription annotation. Standard linguistic types from

the ISOCat controlled vocabulary can be attached to tiers (Menke 2016, 108) in ELAN,

such as transcription, but this is not required, and ISOCat is no longer being maintained as

intended (Menke 2016, 108).

ELAN's EAF standard is quite open, but there are some documented and undocu-

mented restrictions on the terminology and on the sequencing that must be respected (Menke

2016, 110). Deeper discussion of EAF's structure continues in §3.10.2.1.

2.14.3 X1

The X1 multimodal alignment and corpus management toolchain from Universität

Bielefeld contains, among other tools, Menke's FiESTA, MExiCo (“Multimodal Experi-

ment Corpora”) and Ariadne [Phoibos] Corpus Manager.

The collection of models for corpus exchange was created in response to the lack of

core features in other frameworks (Menke 2016, 226). They enable definition and transfer

of several novel data formats, consisting of a formal data model, an XML-based file format

for direct representation of data, and a software library to enable use of the model.

Tools have already been developed to handle Praat, EAF, Anvil, Ilex, EXMAR-

aLdA, and plain text (Menke et al. 2014; Menke 2011), and many individual tools are

advancing, but there is no mention yet of supporting audio annotations.

2.14.4 TextGrid

TextGrid is the native annotation format for Praat (Menke 2016, 100). TextGrids

do not allow gaps between annotations, so empty annotations must be handled (Menke

2016, 104) by other tools through filters or another method.
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2.15 Multiple Audio and Video Tracks

Prestige is expected to display multitrack audio. How have others tackled this prob-

lem and how can this influence Prestige to improve quality and usability? Before diving

into how a language documentation might manage multitrack audio or multilingual annota-

tion, it may be a useful exercise to discuss the methods that are used in current professional

and personal media production, as well as how these methods might inform (or limit) the

possibilities for making the results of language documentation content accessible. Orally

annotated data is unusual in that it contains tagged audio with varying lengths that do not

match up second-by-second with the source. Are there any standards, precedents, or exist-

ing tools that could be used for processing and playback to make this content accessible?

Section 2.15.1 discusses strategies for multilingual audio, and §2.15.2 discusses strategies

for multilingual video. 2.15.3 discusses the current limitations for user selection of audio

tracks. Section 2.15.4 discusses a possible "packaging" format for multitrack content, and

§2.15.5 discusses the limits of exported multitrack audio that is not user configurable. Each

of these sections informs and impacts the implementation of Prestige.

2.15.1 Modern Multitrack or Multilingual Audio

Original master tracks of an audio event are best recorded in a non-compressed for-

mat (.wav) which preserves all raw audio samples collected by each microphone. When

an audio track29 is recorded and edited, there may be many available microphones, instru-

ment inputs, and other sound sources that allow the editor to fine-tune the experience, but

typically these separate audio sources are mixed into two (stereophonic) channels or one

mono (monophonic) channel in preparation for wider distribution.30 These files may then
29 A note on terminology: a single video recording produces a synchronized video track and audio track. The
original audio track (or soundtrack) has one or more audio channels (each channel is recorded from a separate
microphone or input), and all are [normally] synchronized with the video. An audio recording produces a
track with one or more audio channels (again, each channel is recorded from a separate microphone or input).
30 An exception is Dolby's 5.1 digital Surround Sound, providing five individual sound channels for speakers
placed around the listener and one channel for the subwoofer's bass channel. There are many sound configu-
rations used to produce immersive audio experiences, but these are most common in commercially produced
film and video games.
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be encoded into a smaller compressed format (such as .MP3, .AAC, .OGG, or other com-

petitors) at various levels of compression. Compression loses some information (think of

a low-quality telephone call) but one must weigh the balance between quality and file size

(see §2.9). Compressed files can be more easily shared with the intended audience for

playback.

Broadcast audio (radio and by extension, internet podcasts and streams) are the cur-

rent go-to methods of circulating audio content. Content is usually shared with a single

stereo or mono audio track as discussed in the previous paragraph. If the content provider

wishes to provide a multilingual message, they must either share the same audio stream

(have the speakers alternate between two languages) or create a separate station/file/track

for the translated content.31 Once a separate language track has been provided for audio,

however, the necessity of exact correspondence may be dropped, and content can be reason-

ably expected to diverge except in the cases of “official” decrees that must be wordsmithed

and translated. Whether or not the content diverges or is kept in lockstep (as much is lin-

guistically possible), the reality is that each version of the same content, even by the same

speaker or in the same language, always takes a different length of time. Each separate

recording of multilingual content lasts a different amount of time, and this does not pose a

problem for distinct audio-only experiences.

The result of the above discussion is that in most cases the user would only ever

interact with a single compressed stereo audio track. The user must choose an audio track

or channel that they can understand before the media can be experienced. With traditional

broadcast (live) media, the user has little control over the media speed, flow, or quality,
31 An interesting note, Canada and Cameroon are the only two countries in the world where only French
and English are enshrined as the national languages. There are legal requirements across Canada that public
information must be shared bilingually which tends to produce a mirrored result (as much as is linguistically
possible).

Apart from official government releases that are meticulously translated or dubbed, Cameroon takes a
different tack. Popular print, radio, and television media seeking to reach a wide audience often contains a
mix of segments in French and English. The content language is decided by the creator(s) or host(s), and there
is no guarantee that the same content will be provided in the other language, with the effect that you must be
“functionally” bilingual to follow it all. The burden of understanding is placed on the listener, not the speaker.
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while presumably their device has adjustable volume. With digitally streaming audio, the

user may have the additional option of choosing from predetermined quality settings, bal-

ancing between audio quality and download size.

For recorded content, depending on the complexity of the user's device, a playback

tool may present a selection of controls for playing, pausing, navigation, volume, and speed.

Software media interfaces can choose to use modern controls such as menus, waveforms, or

sliders to navigate content, or adopt simpler buttons as found on physical devices to make

the content navigable.32

2.15.2 Modern Multilingual Video

Early telecasts were recorded and played live over the air. They had to be intention-

ally recorded by aiming a film camera at a television screen for later broadcasts. Reusable

magnetic media put video (and audio) recording and playback in the hands of the con-

sumer. With the prevalence of the web, the creation and circulation of “simple” digital

media is quite straightforward and can be accomplished by both high-end and inexpensive

media devices, including “dumb” phones, smartphones, media players, tablets, digital video

cameras, and computers.

Modern video is a “moving picture” with a synchronized audio track.33 The vast

majority of video includes a soundtrack with dual stereo audio channels or a single mono

channel. This base audio track is usually recorded alongside the video with a direct time

correspondence. While an editor may choose to add music or sound effects, there will be a

concerted effort to make sure that noisy on-screen events are heard exactly when (or directly

after) they occur on-screen.
32 While innovative interfaces are interesting in themselves, there is a transfer-of-learning benefit to using
established controls that the user may already be familiar with from radios, tape players, or CD players (vol-
ume, play/pause, track skip, fast forward, and rewind. Simple controls should always be offered for basic
navigation, and advanced controls should be made available for advanced users.
33 It is possible for a video to lack an audio track (closed-circuit TV, for example) but this is an edge case.
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Dubbing is a meticulous process of recording and aligning a new audio soundtrack

as the editor must cut, speed up, or slow down the audio to align with the video as closely as

possible. When a dubbed film is being produced professionally for a single target audience,

aligning the video with longer audio may necessitate slowing down the video imperceptibly

or adding filler content if such content is provided.

While video editors are accustomed to mixing multiple sources of video, voice,

sound effects, and music, most videos broadcast or posted to the web contain final audio

mixed down to a single stereo audio track for distribution, as discussed in §2.15.1. In fact,

most media posting outlets can only be configured to play a single stereo (or mono) com-

pressed audio soundtrack, even YouTube and Vimeo.34 The end result is that if one wants to

post video for two audiences of different languages on a traditional media-hosting site, the

best choice at this time is to post multiple copies of the video, each with a different audio

track and a localized description.

2.15.3 Common User-Selectable Audio

User-selectable audio tracks do exist in the wild but as new voice talent must be

hired, recorded, and the audio must be dubbed over the original audio, this is comparatively

rare and most often found in high-budget content such as feature films or television shows.

Feature films, recorded television shows, and their resulting DVDs or streaming content can

contain multiple language audio tracks containing dubbed translations and commentary, but

these annotations must always be meticulously re-timed to the events of the video if they

are not to be distracting.35

34 YouTube does not support extra audio tracks. Even 5.1 “Surround Sound” audio is mixed
into two tracks for most devices (https://support.google.com/youtube/forum/AAAAiuErobUOtzjKBksQAo
and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzv63Q2beg0). Vimeo similarly states in their documenta-
tion that for “any number of channels above two, we will downmix your audio to two channels”
https://vimeo.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360056550451-Video-and-audio-compression-guidelines.
35 For example, Godzilla films are legendary for their inconsistent and often humorous dubbing, as the actors'
mouth movements often considerably outlasted the new dubbed audio.

https://support.google.com/youtube/forum/AAAAiuErobUOtzjKBksQAo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzv63Q2beg0
https://vimeo.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/360056550451-Video-and-audio-compression-guidelines
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SAP (Second Audio Program) is a method of providing a second audio track (used

for adapting English content to Spanish speakers in the US) for television broadcasts. Audio

annotation can also be used to assist those with special needs. In the same way that closed

captions or subtitles can be used to assist those with hearing impairment, Netflix provides

audio description for many of its shows that extends the experience for those with visual

impairments, vocally narrating important character movements and scene changes. SAP

audio and Audio Description, like DVD audio tracks, are still constrained to have the same

relative timing and length as the source video.

While much can be learned about how users interact with audio from these tools,

Prestige seems to be in a category by itself as it must handle annotations that do not match

the timing of the video.

2.15.4 Matroska Media Format

Newer media formats like the Matroska Media Container (Matroska 2020) are bun-

dled formats that can support multiple audio tracks, video tracks, and even menus. Matroska

is used for .mkv files (Matroska video), .mka files (Matroska audio), .mks files (subti-

tles) and .mk3d files (stereoscopic/3D video). Matroska is also the basis for the popular

.webm (WebM) video format.

Compiling multiple tracks into a file is trivial using tools such as MKVToolNix

(Bunkus 2002), but such a format requires a compatible media player interface on the de-

vice or in the browser to allow user selection from the available options. VLC Media Player

(VideoLan 2021), an open-source video player, supports user selection of audio and video

tracks once playback has started. Various web-based media players can also allow interac-

tion with Matroska content.

At first glance, Matroska may also require audio content to be the same length as

the synchronized video content, but the ability to group multiple tracks into a single [large]

media bundle could be promising in the future (see §7.4.1).
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2.15.5 Testing of Multitrack Audio Files

Before user testing, I opened the various files created by SayMore using headphones

in several common audio-playback applications.

Audacity, Windows Media, VLC, SayMore: Mono or Stereo Track As expected, a sin-

gle mono channel was played back evenly across both ears. Stereo channels were

played back in the original left/right balance as recorded.

Audacity and SayMore: Stereo + Mono + Mono Same as above.36

Windows Media Player: Stereo + Mono + Mono The source stereo channels played as

expected, balanced between both ears. The careful speech channel plays mostly on

the left ear, and then the oral translation channel plays mostly on the right ear. The

source channels seemed twice as loud as the others because they were playing to both

ears. This was unexpected behavior.37

VLC: Stereo + Mono + Mono When playing this file in VLC, the stereo source tracks

play balanced across both ears. The careful speech channel plays across both ears,

and the oral translation channel is not heard at all. It seems that VLC is interpreting

the track as a Surround Sound (left, right, and center and subwoofer) experience. As

headphones do not have a third (or fourth) speaker to use, some content is lost. This

is unusable in its current state.

Windows Media Player and VLC: Mono + Mono + Mono With a mono + mono + mono

track (the original recording was a single mono channel), the source played on the left

ear, the careful speech on the right ear, and the translation on the center track (mixed

to both ears).38

36 According to https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/advanced_mixing_options.html, Audacity does not
support playback of multiple channels, and the channels are mixed down to stereo when played. It does
support exporting multitrack audio, providing you put them in the correct order.
37 According to https://www.jensign.com/bdp95/7dot1voiced/index.html, when a media application sees a
“quadrophonic” file, it typically assumes that the four channels are front left, front right, back left, and back
right.
38 According to https://www.jensign.com/bdp95/7dot1voiced/index.html, when a media application sees a
“triphonic” file, it typically assumes that the three channels are left, right, and center. If the SayMore devel-

https://manual.audacityteam.org/man/advanced_mixing_options.html
https://www.jensign.com/bdp95/7dot1voiced/index.html
https://www.jensign.com/bdp95/7dot1voiced/index.html
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In summary, professional media tools will count the number of audio channels and

choose how to distribute them among available speakers. Simple stereo and mono tracks

are played across both ears. Triphonic tracks are often interpreted as left, right and center.

Quadraphonic audio is often played back in the four corners: front left, front right, back left,

back right, and so the annotations seem fainter than the source. In contrast, the open-source

tools tested here for playback either mix each track evenly to left and right (Audacity) or

omit extra tracks that they cannot understand (VLC).

While the professional tools' decision to play the annotations on the left and right are

auditorily interesting, and make the sound seem like a three-way conversation, the approach

of playing each track to left and right channels at full volume seems most appropriate for

those seeking to understand the content. This is even more true if the tracks normally are

played separately, reducing possible confusion.

This testing has shown that while I can develop a tool that handles audio with more

than two tracks, any content exported from Prestige will be more user-friendly if it is mixed

down to simple stereo.

2.16 Mobilizing Media and Annotations

Assuming that the audio and video difficulties mentioned in §2.15 will have been

solved, what further issues affect the mobilization of media and annotation content, and

how have they been handled by others? Have others tried to display anything akin to an

orally annotated corpus?

2.16.1 User Interaction with a Text-centric Media Corpus

While many repositories can play source audio or video and display running or in-

terlinear annotations, none that I have found are specifically adapted to interact with audio

annotations. That being the case, an oral-first corpus still contains source media and some

opers expect this file to be played in standard media players, it would be best to copy the source mono track
to make a dual-mono track, and the applications would interpret it as above.
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textual data, which is commonly included in a language documentation archive, so it is

therefore useful to explore how others have chosen to present textual annotations to the

user.

There are countless different text elements that one may want to annotate in a source

file. The most common annotation may be a transcription or translation of the content. One

may also want to annotate participant reference, discourse, or prosodic features, gestures,

key terms, morphology, background events, suprasegmental information, cultural notes, or

even allow free discussion.

There are several online archives/repositories for language documentation data, each

with a different focus, set of features, and repertoire of languages. Some examples of text-

annotation-centric archives are:

The Language Archive/DOBeS The Language Archive is a project of Max Planck Insti-

tute, containing the DOBeS Endangered language archive sponsored by Volkswagon.

The archive, running on Drupal (Butaert 2020), uses a deep folder structure for orga-

nization, and finding language data hidden in diverse archives can be challenging.

PARADISEC PARADISEC (Pacific And Regional Archive for DIgital Sources in Endan-

gered Cultures) is an archive for endangered languages with a feature set similar to

DOBeS. The archive uses an open-source back end called Nabu (2019).

ELAR ELAR (Endangered Language ARchive) is an archive for endangered language cor-

pora that was developed at SOAS University of London. It helpfully contains sig-

nificant long-form descriptions for corpora and allows filtering by resource type. It

gives an opportunity to play audio data and download other files, but like the archives

above, ELAR does not attempt to allow direct interaction with the annotations.

Kratylos Kratylos is a repository of corpora from “diverse” data sources. This unique

project seeks to parse and present data from many text-annotation tools, and it main-

tains some alignment with audio in the few cases where audio is available.
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As expressed by Gary Simons (personal communication), “Displaying interlinearized

text is a solved problem.” Nevertheless, of the above archives, only the Kratylos project at-

tempts to show written annotations of media in a meaningful way on the site. For all others,

downloading and loading the files into a desktop tool is left as an exercise for the reader.

Underlyingly, the methods used for storing written annotations are built on the core

technologies that run the web. Once one decides how they want the content to appear on a

webpage, it is relatively trivial to prepare text content for display. Many attempt “in their

own garages” to create a system for displaying their data on their websites. The following

tools attempted to assist a researcher to show aligned annotation resources on a website, but

the first three are defunct.

CuPED (CUstomizable Presentation of ELAN Documents) This tool sought to tackle

the challenges of publishing aligned layers of analysis created in ELAN. The core

technology it uses, Adobe Flash, was retired in 2020, so its current utility is severely

limited.

ANNEX ANNEX was another Flash-based web application to allow visualization of ELAN

media and annotations. It is also deprecated by the developers.

EOPAS EOPAS (E-Research Online Presentation System) is an open-source system for

presenting interlinear texts and media online.

Partitur-Manager As noted in §2.12.8, Partitur-Manager provides some interesting mod-

ern (HTML5) and obsolete (Flash) exports for linking audio with running text. The

most interesting export (HTML Segment Chain List) increases readability by main-

taining normal text flow with interlinear links to the audio segment.

It may be interesting to know why those first three are defunct, whether through

lack of use, interest, discoverability, or funding. Technologically, at least two are victims of

their core display framework, Adobe Flash, being retired. To their credit, this eventuality
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could not have been easily predicted at the time of development since Flash was a staple of

dynamic web pages from the late '90s until the recent rise of JavaScript and HTML5.

Kratylos' Interlinear display, CUPED's ELAN display, and Partitur-Manager's HTML

5 free-flowing annotations are the most promising text display methods I came across in this

survey, and while their outputs are not mimicked exactly, they have influenced the design

of Prestige.

2.16.2 Existing Multimedia Mobilization Efforts

In my research, I have not found any existing efforts to mobilize media that is anno-

tated with further media. In lieu of a direct competitor, this section outlines some projects

to mobilize other media for language revitalization.

Austin's short article “Language Documentation in the 21st Century” (2014) strongly

advocates for returning language documentation materials to the community and was an in-

spiration for this work. Boerger et al. (2019, 290) and Nathan and Fang (2011, 54) describe

the absolute lowest bar for mobilization of language data of any type, which is providing a

digital copy of raw recordings and annotation (possibly still in their archival forms) to com-

munity members on a disk or drive and/or pointing them to the archive where the data can

be accessed. Whether giving online access or physical media, it would require considerable

effort on the part of the community to find, transform, and re-use interesting content.

In Information Technology and Indigenous People (Dyson et al. 2007), written be-

fore smartphones, there was a significant focus on presentation forms that could be used and

shared locally on a laptop or desktop, perhaps on CDs and DVDs (Holton 2011, 376). Dig-

ital Songlines (Leavey 2007, 167) is probably the most ambitious example of such a form,

blending 3D renderings of the Australian landscape with sound, music, artifacts, and even

animations inspired by local art forms. Current work by the Digital Songlines team (Bilbie

2020) continues the product as a playable video game set in the communities' motherland.
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This is an amazing project using modern technology, but the downside is that production

of the game requires a large team of game-design experts and a significant investment.

Talking books, such as those produced by SIL's Bloom software (SIL Intl. 2021a)

or Ndjébbana Talking Books (Auld 2007) integrate text-highlighting that matches up with

content being read aloud to the listener. This method, like the bouncing ball method of

sing-along videos, serves to link the written and spoken word. This multimedia experience

was intriguing, along with the possibility of aligning sign-language video to book pages.

Bloom's audio annotation process is similar to that of SayMore, and the result is text with

audio or video annotation, essentially the reverse of oral annotation.

In the same way, Nathan (2007) discusses a CD-released talking dictionary, where

users can click on content to hear it spoken. Nathan notes that while recordings of the

dictionary were intended to be in monolingual Paakantyi, they noticed that recording con-

tent bilingually had pedagogical advantages, making the sound content “independent of the

written entries and therefore accessible to young children, or people with poor eyesight

or who are sitting away from the computer” (2007, 201). Nathan also noted that seeing

glimpses of the future product convinced more members of the community to record with

the documentation team (2007, 201). These are important insights that show that instant

playback through Prestige could be used as a tool for community building and promotion

around language documentation in the field.

By the publication of Indigenous People and Mobile Technologies (Dyson et al.

2016), the focus was already moving to online access on mobile devices. This resource

reminds me that any successful language documentation tool should aim to target the power

and reach of mobile devices. Even second-hand laptops reaching Central Africa (where I

work) do not come with DVD/CD drives. The era of physical media and even locally

installed software is nearing its end.
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Current content is generally expected to be available online and to be mobile com-

patible, and modern tools promote that through structured outputs. SIL's Webonary (a web-

based dictionary publishing platform) imports content from Fieldworks Language Explorer

(FLEx) or a LIFT-compatible tool, provides customization and hosting, along with search

capabilities. If anyone needs proof that a mobile-friendly and web-based presentation form

(Holton 2011, 387) is the way to go for at least some communities, we need only look as far

as content created for language communities by the language communities themselves, such

as the rich interactive language resources at First Voices (2021). The First Voices collection

contains talking books, recordings, texts, and other media in several languages.

Each of the tools discussed in this section produces a multimedia product. Some

like Digital Songlines and the Paakantyi Talking Dictionary were custom designed from

the ground up to community specifications. Bloom and Webonary use stable existing out-

puts to publish standardized data, while allowing customization of the output. The situation,

community needs, and funding availability must be lined up to build a custom solution for a

community, but as discussed in §3.5, the standards-based “easy” export for any user's con-

tent made the most sense for the prototype. Instead of requiring custom coding and design

for every project like Digital Songlines, Prestige should do for SayMore what Webonary

does for Fieldworks Language Explorer, which is reliably taking structured content and

exporting it in a friendly user-facing form.

2.16.3 Internet Access and Devices

Except for the most isolated community members, more and more people from pre-

viously isolated communities have occasional access to the Internet. Young people and city

dwellers are more likely to have access to the Internet,39 and this correlates nicely with the

ones that need heritage learning materials the most.
39 For example, according to DataReportal.net, in 2020, an estimated 30% of the population of Cameroon
uses the Internet, and 56% of those users connect from an urban environment. Almost 60% of this content
was accessed on mobile phones (Kemp 2020).
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While internet websites and smartphone applications are often available to some

members of the community, internet access does not necessarily entail convenient, reliable,

inexpensive, or fast access, so it is still worth focusing on technologies that are more stable

over intermittent connections, adapt well to low-bandwidth situations, and store content

locally that the user may want to see again.

2.16.4 Pushing the Limits of Media Annotation

Studio recording techniques and oral annotation produce layers of quality audio that

could serve as the building blocks of a rich multimedia experience, but how can these be

distilled into an engaging experience without hiring an editor to post process the results?

The result of audio and video state-of-the-art discussed in §2.15 is that secondary

and tertiary media annotation tracks do exist in modern media formats,40 but they must

currently obey the video's timing or be forced into synchronization by a skilled editor. Even

professional DVD audio commentaries must be considerably limited in content so that each

commentary does not exceed the video's normal runtime.41

While written annotations often have a specific referent from the source medium

(for example, subtitles each have a precise starting and ending time relative to the original

sound), written annotations have no playback duration like recorded media, and the reader

can always pause the media to read and reflect on the layers of annotation content. Tra-

ditionally, annotations are added as text tiers using tools such as ELAN or Praat, but oral

annotation opens the possibility for aligned audio annotations to be instructive as well.
40 While written text is technically a form of media, I use the intentionally ambiguous termsmedia or multime-
dia when referring to annotation content that is not text-based. Since BOLD searches for a minimum “basic”
standard of annotation and existing documentation tools currently only support text and audio annotations,
I would like to add that video annotations of video content could be especially useful for applications like
sign-language interpretation and could be useful for other applications. Even DVD's standard allows for al-
ternative camera angles to be recorded and chosen for a given sequence, though I am not aware of any DVDs
that use this feature. For user playback, such annotations would likely need specific display methods such as
a picture-in-picture approach.
41 Some content providers, such as those behind the Lord of the Rings franchise have circumvented this lim-
itation by providing multiple DVD commentaries with different sets of commentators (directors and writers,
design team, production team, and cast).
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When dealing with annotations, there is no reasonable technical limit on how much

annotation (text or multimedia) can be linked to a single segment or point of the source

medium. There are only limits to how many streams of media can be reasonably assim-

ilated by the audience in each playthrough. Such is the endless essence of metadata and

analysis. Maybe this contributes to why interlinearization and analysis are never consid-

ered complete.

A traditional corpus contains some of the elements discussed in §2.16.1. However,

in addition to the source audio metadata and written annotations, an orally annotated corpus

also includes annotation audio linked to segments of the source audio, which ELAN-based

tools were not designed to support. This presents unique challenges.

If one hopes to realign annotation media with the source medium, the driving is-

sue seems to be intelligibility and naturalness of playback for the user. When annotation

content does not reasonably align with the source content (i.e., mouth movements occur sig-

nificantly after the corresponding speech or the commentator references an object that is not

currently in the video frame), this can create cognitive dissonance. This project contends

with this reality. Nevertheless, the ubiquity of dubbed audio means that many users are

already familiar with dubbed content and are reasonably comfortable with the experience.

Given the relative rarity of orally annotated corpora and the lack of an established

presentation form, it is hard to find published examples of interaction with an orally anno-

tated corpus beyond the researchers and archivists – and that is why this project is needed.

The discussion of aligning media annotation is revisited in §3.6, where I propose a solution

to aligning source and annotation media with disparate lengths.

2.17 Intellectual Property and Legality

Compiling and creating a language documentation corpus involves detailed discus-

sions with the community of intellectual property, and how that relates to the project.
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Hosting or publishing such content opens additional dimensions of access, privacy,

propriety, legal responsibility, and anonymity. These issues need to be handled with due

diligence by those wanting to publish and distribute a corpus. As a software developer, I

can guide the user towards best practices, but ultimately, I must assume that someone using

my tool has the rights to own, use, and distribute the content of the corpus, and that these

rights extend to derivative versions.

While I should seek to enable proper management of access rights as defined in the

corpus (i.e., not exporting or displaying content marked as private), the development of this

offline conversion and display prototype is content agnostic and should be exempt from

such concerns. If the tool eventually hosts data, these concerns need to be revisited in full.

Minority cultures are likely to be wary (for good reason) of outside exploitation,

wholesale exportation, or misrepresentation of corpus content, but they may still value

sharing it for internal contexts such as heritage education. One only needs to look at com-

modification of Native American dreamcatchers or moccasins (Iseke-Barnes and Danard

2007, 29‑30) to understand how a minority culture can lose control of a cultural icon to

globalization and mass production. If a language community wishes to provide full or

limited access to multilingual content (see Slimane (2008, 122‑48) for some examples),

a commonly accessible presentation form will be to their advantage. Nevertheless, it is vi-

tally important for communities to consider the place of technology in their environment

(Leclair and Warren 2007, 8, 10) and for corpus compilers and publishers to have a clear

dialog with the community about expectations and access (Villa 2002, 96). Creative Com-

mons licenses should be discussed with the community, which build on copyright law to

define specific ways that content can be used and modified and offer an alternative to more

restrictive copyright rules that might block development activities.

As a final note, the use of an MIT software license (MIT 2020) protects me (as the

developer) from liability of damage caused by use, or eventual misuse, of my code.



3 PRESTIGE PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT

The genesis of this project came at the end of the Language and Culture Documen-

tation course taken at GIAL (now DIU). After using SayMore, I was disappointed to find

that there was no developed way to get orally annotated content back to the community

other than indirectly through archiving. SayMore is a great annotation and archiving tool

creating a massive amount of machine-readable data for linguists, but it failed to produce

a human-readable table of contents, and it lacked a way of playing back orally annotated

content in a meaningful way. As the idea for Prestige took form, I chose to focus heavily

on playback of media annotations for the prototype.

This chapter documents the process and decisions made in the design and imple-

mentation of the Prestige prototype. If you want to skip the process and jump straight to

the finished product, see Chapter 4 which is a tour of the Prestige prototype from the user's

point of view.

3.1 Overview

An annotated corpus (from SayMore) is a collection of multilingual media content

and audio annotations from language and culture documentation in a specific corpus data

format. The aligned audio annotations present a specific challenge to existing user-focused

media players that do not support interactive playback or exploration of the layers of anno-

tation content. The design of the prototype stemmed from research (see Ch. 2) into existing

and defunct solutions that are related to this goal. Prestige respects current best practices

where they have been established, as well as taking the risk to propose novel solutions.

The Prestige prototype is intended as a usable and user-testable proof of concept

for interaction with an audio-annotated corpus. After user testing, the prototype will serve

as a jumping-off point for future work and development. The goal was to design a process

87
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that would harness the consistency of SayMore data to decipher the interlinked web of data,

media, and timing to produce an interactive output automagically. The prototype must not

require the user to manually realign media as they would in a video editing tool. Properly

aligned and linked data should be properly loaded from each SayMore session, regardless

of the level of completion.

Implementation of the Prestige prototype involved designing, building, and testing

a system for mobilizing language data from an annotated corpus that is flexible enough to

serve both novice and advanced users from varying backgrounds and cultures. The Pres-

tige prototype must first identify, read, and convert the oral and text annotation data into a

compressed media format. The prototype must then allow the user to interact with the dif-

ferent layers of oral and text annotation. After the prototype's creation and internal testing,

the various methods of interaction were tested for effectiveness and ease of use with users

with different backgrounds. The results of the testing will inform later versions of the tool.

While further development and a wider release of the tool based on feedback are implied

and expected, these are beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.1.1 Intended Audience

The primary audience of the Prestige prototype is a speaker or student of the target

language of an audio-annotated corpus. The secondary audience includes field researchers

collecting audio-annotated corpora and other external project proponents. Both audiences

will need a computer (Windows first) to use the Prestige prototype.

3.1.2 Intended Use

The Prestige prototype has two intended uses. The first use is to enable interaction

with the layers of an orally annotated corpus. The second purpose is to serve as a visible

and tactile prototype inviting user commentary that will be used to determine the next stage

of development.
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3.1.3 User Needs

The user needs to choose a SayMore session and interact with the source media and

layers of annotation, playing back the layers independently and in concert at will. The user

needs sufficient controls to command playback. The layers of annotation (text, video, and

audio) must be synchronized during playback.

3.1.4 Assumptions and Dependencies

The Prestige prototype assumes that session data is annotated in SayMore's internal

annotation format.1

Source media is stored in a central session folder. Source media must be an audio or

video file in a format that can be read by the media tools used (FFmpeg and React-player).2

Audio annotations are stored in an internal folder with a predictable filename derived

from the source media. Audio annotations themselves are expected to be in .wav format,

are encoded with timestamps in seconds with three digits of precision after the decimal

and type tags (_Careful or _Translation) representing the annotation type. This

produces a filename in the format X.XXX_to_Y.YYY_ANNOTATION.wav.

Text annotations are stored in ELAN's EAF XML format in the session folder with

a predictable filename derived from the source media. Text transcriptions are each stored

as an alignable annotation (ALIGNABLE_ANNOTATION) in an annotation tier with the

linguistic type (LINGUISTIC_TYPE_REF) and identifier (TIER_ID) of "Transcription"

with a starting and ending timestamp (TIME_SLOT). Text translations are stored as refer-

ence annotations (REF_ANNOTATION) in an annotation tier with the linguistic type (LIN-
1 Technically, Prestige assumes that annotation is stored exactly as SayMore stores it. It is possible, with some
expertise, to mirror SayMore's encoding, but it is likely easier to use SayMore itself than to manually mimic
the oral annotation encoding.
2 Rather than listing all possible permutations, FFmpeg lists the various demuxers (decoders)
(https://ffmpeg.org/ffmpeg-formats.html) instead. SayMore uses FFmpeg internally for conversions, so pre-
sumably the researcher will have already converted their data from the most esoteric formats to something
FFmpeg can handle. React-player has a function to detect unplayable media, but ultimately the browser de-
termines the limits of multimedia compatibility.

https://ffmpeg.org/ffmpeg-formats.html
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GUISTIC_TYPE_REF) and identifier (TIER_ID) of "Translation". Each translation refers

(ANNOTATION_REF) back to the appropriate transcription's identifier.

Any extra tiers (produced in ELAN) will be gracefully ignored in the prototype.

All text is assumed to be encoded as UTF-8 (8-bit encoding format for Unicode). Non-

annotation metadata will not be read or imported in the prototype.

3.2 Branding

While many names were considered for this tool, and my colleagues tend recently

towards two-word portmanteaus with creative capitalizations (SayMore, HearThis, WeSay,

etc.) for tool names, I chose the simple name “Prestige.” The name Prestige reflects the

contribution that annotated language and culture resources can make as they are unlocked

for the target language group and the vitality of the language itself. The iceberg icon (Figure

7) that was chosen represents the oft-repeated idea that 90% of an iceberg is hidden below

the surface. This image serves as a reminder of the wealth of cultural and linguistic treasure

that can be found in even short recordings when we have a way to look below the surface.

Figure 7: Prestige's Icon
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3.3 Software Requirements

3.3.1 Functional Requirements

• The Prestige prototype must allow users to choose a SayMore session (and to

choose another one). [§4.3]

• The Prestige prototype must load a selected session's media content and parse tran-

scriptions for display. [§4.3, §4.7]

• The Prestige prototype must load oral respeaking annotations and oral translations

when available. [§4.3, §4.7]

• The Prestige prototype must display text annotations of transcription and transla-

tion when available. [§4.5]

• The Prestige prototype must allow the user to speed up or slow down audio. [§4.4]

• The Prestige prototype must allow the user to select one or more audio tracks for

playback. [§4.4, §4.5, §4.7]

• The Prestige prototype must provide one or more methods to allow the user to

choose a starting point on each selected track. [§4.4, §4.5, §4.7]

• The Prestige player must allow the user to start and interrupt playback. [§4.4]

• The Prestige prototype must consistently play selected media content, no matter

where in the media playback starts. [§4.7]

• The Prestige prototype must handle missing or empty annotations gracefully.

[§3.1.4]

3.3.2 Requirements Related to Low Power Computers

Prestige must be designed to run on low-end computer hardware without external

dependencies such as Microsoft .NET. Prestige must thus prioritize efficient management

of system resources. The largest limitation will be the machine's ability (or lack of ability)
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to display and transform high-resolution video. The prototype need not downsize video

for compatibility, while a later version of Prestige may re-encode video into smaller web-

friendly formats.

3.3.3 External Interface Requirements

The Prestige prototype assumes that the user's computer monitor and video card

produce at least 720 pixels of usable vertical height. A mouse, trackpad, touchscreen, or

similar pointing device is also required. A working sound card and speakers or headphones

are also required for the full experience. A keyboard is recommended for folder browsing

but is not absolutely necessary. Internet access is not required for the use of the Prestige

prototype.

3.4 Software Development Activities

Because this project includes literature research, prototype design specifications,

software development, minimal corpus development, and testing, many tasks occurred si-

multaneously. Figure 8 outlines the major tasks of the project. The first column defines the

steps of defining the platform, architecture, and inputs of the final prototype. The second

column defines the steps of prototyping a system of user interaction with the layers of oral

and text annotated data. Finally, the third column outlines the testing of the prototype. This

is a simplified model, as progress in each flow influenced the prototype iteratively.
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Figure 8: Project Workflow

My goal was to create a prototype tool for mobilization of orally and textually an-

notated data that is useful for different language groups and to test it with users.

The data importer stream (see Figure 8) is a purely technical process that needs little

to no community interaction/input. With the minimal assumption that the target community

will have some annotated content in SayMore, this development and testing was done in-

house.

The resulting annotated media player prototype has the minimum necessary func-

tionality, and it has been tested with users at multiple skill levels. There are only a few
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available methods for organizing a tool like this, with the most common being the musi-

cal score paradigm, but “advanced” controls could be shown and hidden at will and made

available for testing.

The bulk of the research concerns targeting methods of presenting and interacting

with orally and textually annotated data. This covers not only the technical or software

development aspects, but also the social, cultural, and worldview facets that must be con-

sidered in order to make a linguistic corpus useful to the community.

The testing of Prestige, considering the successes and failures, provides the founda-

tion for post project work. While early and consistent interaction with a specific language

community would promote ownership for that community, two things quickly became clear.

First, as an outsider, it is challenging to discuss the goals and possibilities of a new tool

with possible partners without a visible prototype to provide a talking point. Vaporware

(non-existing software) is not very encouraging to convince communities or organizations

to invest their time and money without the near-future promise of a result. Second, the

early availability of an intern working with me on the programming was an excellent op-

portunity to lay the application's groundwork, even when other elements of the project were

in flux. The chosen toolset allowed rapid prototyping of various interfaces, even as some

requirements changed.

3.5 Standards-First Developer Design vs Grassroots Software Design

Some language technology tools are prototyped based on perceived and attested

needs and applying technical best practices and existing standards without being aimed

at a specific target community. As progressive versions are tested, the later versions of

the prototype's interface must evolve in response to expressed user needs and contextual

variation.

The advantage of a standards-based iterative method is that via standards, interop-

erability, and scalability can be reasonably maintained. With a tool built from the ground
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up, the back end can be adapted to follow applicable standards and interfaces, the middle-

ware can be developed to be as robust as possible, and one or more user interfaces can be

concurrently developed to serve the needs of specific audiences. The main disadvantage of

a standards-first approach is that the tool produced does not have a ready audience and the

solution needs promotion and advocacy if it is to be accepted.

Some language technology tools, such as Arwarbukari (McKenny et al. 2006), have

been created in a grassroots methodology where the target community makes every design

decision and is encouraged to guide every technical decision from the beginning. The ad-

vantages of the grassroots method seem to be predominantly social. Early and consistent

interaction with a specific community has a strong chance to promote ownership and in-

terest in use of the tool for that specific community. Unfortunately, an approach strictly

based on user preferences has the likely result that the idiosyncratic data structure will not

“play well” with other data and tools. Decisions that go against the grain of technical best

practices can create roadblocks to scalability. If so, the back end and front end of the tool

may need to be completely redesigned to adapt and scale the tool for a larger audience and

integrate it with existing standards for interoperability. Creating a custom tool is a valid

experiment and goal when targeting one single community, and presumably the best fit for

the needs of that single community. However, tools that are tailored too closely to a specific

audience are unlikely to appeal to other communities.

One may object that my depiction of a user-centric process is a straw man. Of course,

a user-centric tool could also be designed modularly if the programmer is so inclined, but the

reality is that programmers make different decisions for tools that must be adaptable than for

one-off projects where they know that a tool will only be used in a specific environment.

If interoperability and modularity is not part of the original design constraints from the

beginning, adapting later from an idiosyncratic format requires significant backpedaling

and rework.
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In addition to social advantages, a user-guided workflow has the possibility to create

a novel interface or feature-set that would not have existed otherwise. Novel interfaces are

noteworthy in a world where there is nothing new under the sun, but while the new interface

may eventually offer advances in efficiency, novel interfaces sometimes create barriers to

adoption. One well-known example would be Microsoft's “ribbon menus” introduced in

Office 2007, which created meager advances in usability (Velez and Rodriguez 2011) in

early versions but drew much frustration.

Neither a purely user-centric or standards-based method creates a portable tool with

a ready community of users. This thesis includes a standards-based prototype, promotion

among communities that may need the tool, and iterative versions of the interface that adapt

to expressed needs. Because of timing and availability of those that were able to assist me,

I chose to develop a standards-first prototype tool based on broad literature research with

the intention to support users from diverse cultures and backgrounds.

3.6 Multi-layer Annotated Media Player Overview

Implementation of Prestige's annotated media player was the core of this prototype.

Figure 9 represents an early wireframe draft of Prestige's annotated media player layout.

While that draft was overly focused on text, it served as a proof of concept for accessing

and displaying all relevant data from SayMore's data structure.
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Figure 9: Media Player Wireframe: Version 0.1

One of the greatest challenges of interacting with an annotated corpus was keeping

track of relative time when playing various annotations. Careful speech annotations and

oral translations are stored in separate files having varying lengths. To make matters more

challenging, the temporal relation between the source and annotation files in SayMore is

not currently documented in the metadata, but it is encoded in the structured filenames of

the resulting files that must be decoded.3

Given that oral annotation includes the process of segmentation of source audio into

phrases early in the process, this project seeks to harness that data to align annotation media

into a multimedia experience. I proposed a simple and effective method of realignment

where each segment of audio in focus is played at normal speed,4 and the corresponding

video clip is slowed or accelerated to assure that relevant correspondence is kept (see Figure

10). Audio that is not in focus can be muted or significantly reduced in volume. While the
3 This may be an opportunity to improve SayMore by proposing a more robust method of linking the available
files to the source data.
4 It is possible for the listener to request that the focus audio be slowed down by a percentage to allow time
to analyze each sound or word, as is allowed in tools such as Praat, Audacity, and Speech Analyzer.
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synchronization is less precise than the result of professional dubbing, the segmentation

milestones are used to assure that audio is never more than a second or so in front of or

behind the relevant section of video. In addition to the benefit that annotations can be

longer or shorter than source clips, the added benefit is that the researcher does not need to

actively “post produce” the alignment process or hire a video editor if they decide to publish

the data in a multimedia format. The process is entirely automated for annotated corpora

(produced through SayMore) by using this method.

Prestige implements a novel method to realign oral annotations with source media.

As seen in the related timelines of Figure 10, a segment of the original soundtrack audio that

is three seconds long could have a careful speech annotation that is longer than five seconds

and have a translation of a third distinct length. The idea is to line up the video's start and

finish as closely as possible to the selected audio being played. Even when the duration of

both segments differs, rough correspondence between the content layers is maintained by

slowing down (or, in rare cases, accelerating) the source media by an appropriate play-speed

factor.

Figure 10: Timeline

Simons (2008, 31) and others have proposed recording long-form analytical discus-

sions during language documentation. If the discussion is centered around the content of a
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previous recording, this creates valuable new content with a conceptual link to the previ-

ous primary data. Unfortunately, there is an infinitesimally low chance that the discussion

would line up neatly with the original video like a DVD commentary, and it would be both

artificial and limiting to make it so. While there are no technical limits to how such long-

form media annotations may be linked or aligned, watching a two-second clip of the source

video that is essentially frozen during a three-minute discussion may be more uncomfort-

able for the watcher than the more natural experience of careful speech annotations or oral

translations.5

3.7 Architecture Overview

Prestige is a desktop application running an internal web server. This section dis-

cusses some technologies that enable this sort of workflow.

A full-stack service such as this contains minimally a client and server, and pos-

sibly middleware that binds the two together. The prototype consists of an internal web

server, middleware, and a user interface packaged into one installer. The web server can be

deployed separately as a remote server without significant duplication of code or effort.

The user normally only interacts with the client, and everything else behind the

interface is supposed to be invisible. So, while my choices of underlying technologies

affect the speed and agility of development, they affect the user experience less directly.

Nevertheless, it was in the best interest of all to choose mature technologies that have a

high likelihood of being supported in the future, or at least a straightforward migration into

other toolsets.

For the user interface design, I selected React (Facebook 2021b), an open-source

web technology developed, maintained, and used by Facebook.6 React keeps track of vari-
5 For long-form media annotations that do not have a phrase-by-phrase correspondence with the source video
or are significantly longer, one less jarring solution may be to play the video in a loop while the annotation
plays. As SayMore does not attempt to link long-form discussions with source audio, incorporating such a
loop is beyond the scope of this project.
6 In the changing world of software development, a system that is both open source (all base code is available
for free) and backed by the giants of the technology world is as close as one can get to a “sure thing.” As
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ables and values in the background in a managed state, and every time the user interacts

with a control, all relevant controls “react” appropriately (hence the name). This interface

is ideal for seamless user interactivity and a media environment. Many prebuilt tools and

controls exist already that are compatible with React, like ReactPlayer (Cook 2020), the

media player tool I chose.

Since I have chosen React, NodeJS is the obvious next level of the architecture. The

JS stands for JavaScript, the programming language that NodeJS supports and is written in.

JavaScript code needs to be run through an engine to produce output, and NodeJS serves as

that engine for this project. If we want to take our React interface and NodeJS server and run

them on a website, we need a web packager to take developer code and compile it efficiently.

Webpack and similar technologies take human-written JavaScript and resources and bundle

it all into an efficient web server. This can be run in development mode for testing, and later

deployed to a web server for the world to use.

The Prestige prototype primarily needs to run on a desktop. The local version run-

ning as an application needs to be able to open and display local folders and media. To avoid

one of the pitfalls of other applications like SayMore, which only runs on the Windows plat-

form, this application should be cross-platform. Electron is a web browser emulator that

wraps a working website and a NodeJS server in an open-source offshoot of the Google

Chrome web browser called Chromium. The interface and back end are installed locally,

and data can be curated, converted, and accessed locally using the user machine's resources.

The result is a self-contained program that can be distributed for Windows, Mac, or Linux.

Electron has the added advantage of being able to directly access files and folders on the

desktop. This type of technology was critical for the prototype.

major websites continue to use it, it will be maintained at a high level with new features and bug fixes. If
those companies ever adopt a new system, the existing community of developers are likely to keep the tool
up to date until I can find a viable alternative.
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SayMore currently only runs on Windows.7 Thus, curation of the resource package

and testing of Prestige can be completed on the same machine only if it runs Microsoft

Windows. User testing was thus confined to the Windows version. As I was conscious

of compatibility of the tools used, most of the prototype's code will serve later versions of

the system and platforms. The internal website is the primary means of user interaction

with corpus data (as opposed to exploring the content by folder) and it is virtually the same

across platforms and browsers. Automated internal interface testing was run on a modified

web copy of Prestige (see §7.4.3 for discussion of a web version of Prestige) displaying

in a special testing browser, while file input/output was tested using the Windows desktop

version. A Linux or Mac version can be compiled from the same source code, but this

has not been thoroughly tested at this time. With the rise in mobile technology, creating a

mobile application later for browsing the same data is non-trivial, but most of the interface

and relevant code could be reused in this effort.

3.8 Target Media Formats

A language documentation corpus contains enormous archival-quality source me-

dia files (see §2.9). Often, archival-quality videos are several gigabytes in size. While a

researcher will keep and archive the original files, most users are content with lower-quality

versions of the files that can be quickly downloaded and played. For this reason, the audio

and video need to be compressed into reasonably sized web-friendly formats before moving

to the web. The WEBM format is ideal for exported video and the MP3 format is ideal for

audio. FFmpeg, a well-supported media library, can be used to convert and compress most

common (and many uncommon) media formats into web-compatible versions.
7 The Windows-only SayMore tool is in the process of being replaced with a cross-platform tool called lameta
(The Metadata Editor for Transparent Archiving). Currently this tool only serves the purpose of archive
management, and lameta does not yet implement the audio annotation workflow. If added, the audio workflow
tools are most likely to be added to the new application as an add-in rather than a core functionality.
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A language documentation corpus is also likely to contain a variety of text files and

XML (Extensible Markup Language) files. These need to be read and stored in appropriate

formats for management and playback.

3.9 Major Tools Used

Section 3.7 described technologies that could enable the workflow needed for Pres-

tige. This section describes the tools that were used in the prototype, and how each choice

affected the outcome.

3.9.1 TypeScript Language

I chose to use TypeScript (Microsoft 2021a) as my main programming language,

which is an enhanced form of JavaScript promoted by Microsoft. Typescript adds a layer

of datatype checking in order to prevent coders from making subtle errors that are hard to

find.

3.9.2 React Framework

As mentioned in §3.7, React (Facebook 2021b) is a package for creating responsive

user interfaces. Like physical electronics, I can add a button or control, and virtually “wire”

it up to the data it needs to respond appropriately. For efficiency, these components only

respond or refresh when there is a need to change.

While there is a steep learning curve to climb before completing advanced processes,

especially making things respond efficiently and asynchronously, one major advantage is

that the related Create React App creates a simple single-page application with no bells and

whistles that is practically guaranteed to run. On day one, rather than building a framework

from the ground up, you can stand on the shoulders of giants with a basic application and a

blank canvas that already compiles and runs, and you can focus on adding components to

that page. As long as you do not do something to break React itself, the application should

continue to run.
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This kind of good boilerplate example is great for getting started, and thanks to

active developers, Create React App will always generate an up-to-date new application,

but often the goal is to maintain an existing application. As the tool you are developing

matures and code libraries change, there are various bits of code that you never knew existed

that must be updated to keep it working. Thankfully, the web is full of helpful forums and

documentation.

React, being designed for user interfaces, automatically reloads your project in-

stantly after you save your code, so this also makes it instantly obvious when most things

are not configured properly. React also provides extensive debugging tools.

3.9.3 Redux Data Store

The most complex part of React development is not deciding what action to do,

but defining and managing data storage. Each control needs to be able to give and receive

information. Prestige needs to read dozens of files, and changes to that data must happen

without breaking some current process. This process, called state management, refers to

remembering and updating user and content settings.

Prestige must handle data and commands that are read and received, and this could

mean listening to user input, reading a file, making a web request, or making a calculation.

I added Redux (Abrahamov 2021) to React to handle multiple media components. Redux is

a more powerful variable manager than React. This choice came with the added advantage

that several developers in my location were using React and Redux for other applications,

and local user communities made a huge difference in the amount of support available to

me.

React and Redux have a complex but powerful system of storage, sharing, and re-

quests. If a control, such as a text box, is subscribed to a certain item in memory, that

control updates immediately after the change goes through, hopefully transparent to the

user. This feature was key since structurally independent sections of the application needed
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to communicate seamlessly. The type requirements of TypeScript also properly constrain

the kinds of data stored internally by the application. The upside is that Redux makes it

obvious when things are not configured properly, and it also provides extensive debugging

tools for state management.

3.9.4 Electron Emulator

I used Electron (OpenJS 2021a) as a base for Prestige. Electron supports a web in-

terface and robust data management, and it is surprisingly fast and responsive. Electron also

provides extensive debugging tools through the Chrome browser. The biggest advantage of

Electron is that my single codebase has the potential to support Prestige across Windows,

Mac, and Linux, as well as offering a future website.

The only difficulties encountered with Electron are some compatibility issues with

Create React App (a script that generates the base template used for a React application) re-

lated to running a website on a desktop. Since Create React App is intended to run a website,

it actively enforces security restrictions that are appropriate to the web. This meant that my

React application initially had significant difficulty accessing SayMore files and folders,

which are held in the user's documents folder. Therefore, I turned to an alternative React

builder, called CRACO (2021) which allowed me to modify the build and access folders

while in the desktop application, as well as to generate a safe web application. CRACO

continues to support later versions of React.

Speaking of SayMore folders, the other challenge encountered is that I needed the

user to select a SayMore session folder, giving Prestige access to that folder. Typical web

technologies only give access to individual files, so I used a temporary workaround to be

able to do this, resulting in a mislabeled button in Prestige. The button says, “Select File”

instead of “Select Folder”. This visual bug will be difficult to override, even though the pro-

cess works as expected. This workaround was broken with changes in Electron version 7.

Thus, the Prestige prototype uses an old version of Electron (v5) that needs to be upgraded.
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3.9.5 NodeJS Framework

NodeJS (OpenJS 2021c) is an ideal foundation for Prestige. It already supports

React, and its embedded package manager makes the management of many other packages

efficient and easy to start up.

3.9.6 Chokidar Module

Chokidar (Miller 2021) is a NodeJS package that streamlined file management in

Prestige (once I worked out the security issues between Create React App and Electron

mentioned in §3.9.4). Simply point Chokidar to a specific folder on the user's machine, and

Chokidar scans that folder for files and changes and continually reports back any findings.

I use it to scan SayMore session folders, and its reports allow me to maintain an updated

list of everything in the folder. Because of Chokidar, even deletion of a media file from the

folder while Prestige is open can be handled gracefully.

3.9.7 WaveSurfer

Wavesurfer.js (Katspaugh 2021) is another miracle package found in NodeJS. The

tagline on the developer's site says “with wavesurfer.js you can create anything from an

HTML 5 audio player to a sophisticated DJ application,” and they have fully delivered

on that promise. My early expectations for Prestige were to have simple play and pause

buttons for interacting with audio. I did not dream that I would be able to dynamically

generate interactive playable waveforms with clickable annotation regions, but WaveSurfer

does just that. Prestige does spend significant processing power communicating with the

three WaveSurfer players, but the payoff is fine control down to the millisecond, and dead-

simple user interaction.
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3.9.8 ReactPlayer

ReactPlayer (Cook 2020) is an implementation of the widely supported HTML 5

video object with the needed framework to make it respond properly in React. I have been

using ReactPlayer since day one of the first proof of concept, and it has not crashed to date,

making it a stable choice for Prestige.

3.9.9 FFmpeg

FFmpeg (2021) is a community-supported cross-platform and open-source tool for

converting audio and video. When I found that I would need to convert and concatenate

audio clips (see §4.7), as well as convert some video formats that ReactPlayer could not

handle, FFmpeg was the obvious choice, as it supports nearly every format imaginable.

FFmpeg is conveniently the tool used by SayMore for file manipulation, so it is likely to

handle most media formats Prestige will encounter.

FFmpeg is a standalone tool, usually accessed from the command line, but I needed

two-way communication between my code and the tool. So, I needed several companion

tools to use FFmpeg. Fluent-FFmpeg (Joyard 2017) allows one to call and control FFmpeg

from NodeJS in a reasonable way and to catch feedback. Fluent-FFmpeg has not been up-

dated recently, but it works reliably since FFmpeg has not changed greatly. FFprobe (2021)

is a companion tool to FFmpeg that I use in conjunction with Chokidar to read metadata

such as length, encoding, and format from media files. Lastly, ffmpeg-static-electron (Pas-

sarelli 2017) and ffprobe-static-electron (Passarelli 2018) create the bridge needed to embed

FFmpeg and FFprobe binaries into an Electron application.

The downside to including FFmpeg and FFprobe in Prestige's desktop application is

that they add nearly 80 megabytes to the tool's size. Nevertheless, as the future web version

will be working only with converted media in a compressed format that Prestige controls, I

may be able to set FFmpeg and FFprobe aside for the web version.
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3.9.10 React Grid

React Grid (2021) by DevExpress is an interactive table object for React. I chose

it early on for the annotation table because it already included display, sorting, searching,

and scrolling of large amounts of content out of the box. However, I spent so much effort

trying to change and customize it that I wonder if I would have been better off starting with

something simpler.

3.9.11 Notistack

Notistack (Dehnokhalaji 2020) was a mixed bag. I added Notistack to Prestige to

provide pop-up notifications to the user as various background processes were initiated.

For most things, Notistack is sufficient. However, I am still waiting on a feature to be

implemented that the developer promised to add in 2019.8 I may have to abandon Notistack

for later versions of Prestige.

3.9.12 Visual Studio Code

Stepping back out of the code and into the development environment, Microsoft's

Visual Studio Code (Microsoft 2021b) is a true modern development environment. I am

running TypeScript code that sits in a folder and gets repackaged into web content before

runtime. The web content is then served by NodeJS using React and Redux inside a Chrome

emulator called Electron. With all these levels of abstraction, it is frankly miraculous that

the developer can debug code in this configuration. For instance, if I pause the application

in Electron or hit a breakpoint, I can instantly inspect any variable in VSCode and follow

the code forward to see where it goes.

8 See this pull request https://github.com/iamhosseindhv/notistack/pull/50 and this issue https://github.com/
iamhosseindhv/notistack/issues/234.

https://github.com/iamhosseindhv/notistack/pull/50
https://github.com/iamhosseindhv/notistack/issues/234
https://github.com/iamhosseindhv/notistack/issues/234
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3.9.13 Git, GitHub, and GitKraken

Most modern software development projects depend on a family of technologies

called version control. Version control keeps a detailed history of changes to the code,

along with who made the change, and notes that were added when the change was made. If

one is adding a complex feature to a project that is otherwise working, one may make a safe

development branch and start to make changes. Every time something new is accomplished,

the developer tests that nothing else was broken and marks a milestone when the code is

submitted. Once the whole feature is completed, it can be tested and added to the main

branch. Each time new code is checked in, the version control tool analyzes all modified

files to determine only what files and lines were changed. One can review the code to

verify that only intended changes are allowed and to undo extraneous changes that are not

necessary. Multiple developers can work this way, and all developers can examine any

milestone in the history. If a new feature breaks an old feature, a review can determine

exactly which update broke the feature, and work to remedy the situation. Even code that

is accidentally changed or deleted is never lost if it was committed to a branch, and one can

always compare current code with older versions.

For collaboration and safety, I chose to use Git (2021) as my version control sys-

tem, as this is what I am familiar with. Open-source Git projects can be hosted for free on

GitHub.com (2021). GitHub is owned by Microsoft, and multiple collaborators can sub-

mit to the same project. While VSCode supports Git natively, I used a visual tool called

GitKraken (2021) to manage and review my code before submission to the archive.

3.10 Algorithms

The Prestige prototype required reading and interpreting various structured files,

managing that data, and deciding how and when to react to various inputs. This section

describes the design challenges and decisions made for the tool's workflow.
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3.10.1 Local File Browser Process

For obvious security reasons, a website should not have direct access to files on

a user's machine, but a desktop application typically has access to certain user files and

configurations. While most of Prestige's code will be reusable for future implementations,

the file browser code is specific to desktop applications needing access to the local file

system. Electron provides an expanded version of NodeJS's FS library, which provides

[limited] access to the file system.

Prestige uses Electron's FS functions for basic file access: reading, writing, and

copying. Once the user has directed Prestige to a session folder, Prestige can then explore

that folder to discover and read each file in preparation for display. For this discovery,

Prestige uses the Chokidar library. Chokidar performs an initial scan of the folder and

subfolders, identifying and classifying all files as source media, metadata, or annotations

and creates a temporary library. After the initial scan, Chokidar continues to monitor the

folder for additions, deletions, and modifications, and reloads various elements on-the-fly

as necessary.9

3.10.2 Creating the Timeline

Once the file library has been enumerated, Prestige begins organizing explicit and

inferred data into a media timeline. Written annotations are explicitly described in EAF files

(see §2.14.2) and much SayMore metadata is contained in XML files, but some structural

information is only implied using standardized filename conventions in SayMore.10

9 While later users of the tool will be viewing static “archived” copies of the media and annotations, it is
expected that the corpus manager will be using Prestige alongside SayMore to prepare the corpus for pub-
lication. To avoid a crash where Prestige tries to access deleted files or an error where it fails to recognize
updates, this function was prioritized in development.
10 The lack of a machine-readable index in SayMore and reliance on long Anglocentric file and path names
are some of the few gripes I have with SayMore, and something that I hope to see improved in SayMore, or
at least in lameta. When using long filenames, sometimes the paths exceed 256 characters, which can prevent
the corpus being burned to CDs or DVDs. There does not seem to be a standard way of annotating this file
index, but any XML implementation would be better than nothing. See §7.4.7.
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As shown in Figure 10, various media streams and written annotations need to be

synchronized with the source media. The common streams in a SayMore-annotated corpus

are as follows:

• Source Media File (Audio or Video)

• Reference Media File (.wav audio format created if the source is anything other

than .wav)

• Annotations

• Written Transcription (contained in an analysis tier in EAF format)

• Written Translation (contained in a reference tier in EAF format)

• Careful Speech Annotation Audio (.wav audio format)

• Oral Translation Annotation Audio (.wav audio format)

To display annotations properly, Prestige harmonizes the alignment of media an-

notations encoded in filenames with the written annotations encoded in EAF format (see

§2.14.2) to create an internal timeline. Prestige can then use that common timeline to syn-

chronize data streams during playback.

3.10.2.1 Parsing the EAF File to Discover Timing

An EAF XML file (introduced in §2.14.2) contains a structured collection of the

following components:

1. The header describes the file itself and any linked media being annotated.

2. The time order is a full, and possibly overlapping, list of the starting and ending

timestamps/milestones that have been defined for annotation.

3. Each tier defines a specific category of annotation or sub-annotation.

4. Each tier contains one or more annotations, each of which will either be linked

to a milestone in the timeline or a parent annotation.

5. Further metadata describes each level of data.
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The first step of aligning the annotations is to parse (read and process) the text data

contained in ELAN's EAF format. For this purpose, the most useful parts of the EAF file are

the list of eachannotation and the list of eachtime_slot. Thetime_order section

contains a list of all milestones (measured in milliseconds since the beginning of the source

file) that will be used by annotations. As seen in Figure 11, time_order section defines

a time_slot starting at 0.000 seconds and the next at 0.863 seconds. Prestige compiles

a list of these time slots with the understanding that every text and media annotation will

start and end at one of these points. The time slots are not directly imported, but as seen in

§3.10.2.2, they are referenced to generate Prestige's annotation timeline.

Figure 11: An Example EAF Time Order Section.

3.10.2.2 Parsing Written Annotations

Prestige processes the Careful Speech Transcription and Oral Translation tiers of

the EAF file, cataloging each written annotation under the appropriate milestone in Pres-

tige's internal timeline. SayMore encodes all written annotations explicitly included in the

EAF file (see Figure 12). Each written transcription generated by SayMore is stored as an

alignable_annotation and references a startingtime_slot (TIME_SLOT_REF1)

and an ending one (TIME_SLOT_REF2). Prestige looks up the exact time_value of

each reference, and stores that instead. As each written transcription annotation is pro-

cessed, it is added to Prestige's internal timeline.
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Figure 12: A Snippet of the EAF Transcription Tier

As shown in Figure 13, each written translation annotation is encoded as a reference

annotation (ref_annotation) and points back to an alignable_translation in-

stead of giving start and stop times. Prestige uses information from the time_order and

tier sections of the EAF file to catalog each annotation under its specific span. As each

written translation is processed, it is added to Prestige's internal timeline.

Figure 13: A Snippet of the EAF Translation Tier

3.10.2.3 Parsing Media and Media Annotations

While the written transcriptions are neatly catalogued in the EAF file, there is no

media annotation markup in EAF nor is there a predefined XML standard for documenting

media annotation structure. The SayMore developers instead chose to encode oral annota-

tion organization directly into the filenames. This means that Prestige must reverse engineer

the path and filename of each media annotation to determine where it should fall in Pres-

tige's internal timeline.

Examples (1) through (3) describe a related set of files in a SayMore session folder.

Example (1)'s path points to the source media file shows the corpus and session directory,
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and gives the original video imported by the user. This is clear from the _Source tag and

the .mp4 video format.

(1) C:\...\SayMore\
Directory

Ewondo\
Corpus

Eulogy\
Session

Eulogy_Source
Source Media

.mp4
Format

If the source media file is not an uncompressed .wav audio file, SayMore converts

the file to the .wav format. Example (2) is such a reference audio file as converted by

SayMore to .wav audio. It is located in the same folder as the source and marked with the

_StandardAudio tag.

(2) ...\Ewondo\
Corpus

Eulogy\
Session

Eulogy_Source_StandardAudio
Reference Media

.wav
Format

Example (3) shows the folder name based on the standard audio filename with the

_Annotations tag, as well as an annotation filename that gives the starting and ending

times of reference for the standard audio and the type of oral annotation (_Careful).

(3) ...\Eulogy\
Session

Eulogy_Source_StandardAudio.wav_Annotations\
Annotation folder (source filename and tag)

14.050
Start

_to_
-

17.240
Stop

_Careful
Type

.wav
Format

For example, reading the path from front-to-back, the annotation in Example (3) is

parsed as follows:

• The item is part of the Ewondo corpus as shown in (1) and (2).

• The SayMore session is named Eulogy.

• Eulogy_Source is the primary source file in the session.

• This file annotates Eulogy_Sourceence/_StandardAudio.wav (the ref-

erence audio), which itself is a .wav file converted from the Eulogy_Source

.mp4 video.
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• It refers to the reference audio's content between approximately 14 and 17 sec-

onds.

• It is a _Careful speech annotation.

• It is a .wav uncompressed audio file.

After building an up-to-date list of the files in the session folder, Prestige then inter-

prets the various filenames and adds that at the appropriate position into the timeline created

in §3.10.2.1. At this point, Prestige's internal timeline should already contain a time span

with written annotations equivalent to each audio annotation's time span (for example, fol-

lowing the above examples, Eulogy_Source_StandardAudio.wav from 14.050 to

17.240 seconds). A reference to the annotation media, with some identifying metadata is

added to the appropriate milestones in the internal timeline.

While Prestige is already able to parse SayMore's timestamps in the filenames, the

filename-based organization is much less elegant and less explicit than all other metadata

stored by SayMore. Much of the fuss of realigning what was originally aligned by SayMore

could be avoided if references to the media files were simply encoded in the EAF file, or

even a separate XML file; more discussion of this suggestion is provided in §7.3.

SayMore produces .wav audio files of both source and annotation media, as this

is the archival standard. While the researcher will want to keep and archive the original

source files for instrumental analysis and posterity, compressed files are sufficient for a

media experience, and dozens of individual annotation clips are inefficient to rapidly load

into a media playback system such as Prestige. For this reason, Prestige creates three new

compressed audio files for use in the tool. The first file is a compressed .mp3 copy of the

Source (or StandardAudio if it exists). The second is a concatenated and compressed

.mp3 of all careful speech segments. The third is a concatenated and compressed .mp3 of

all oral translation segments.
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3.10.3 Deejay Dispatches

There are many ways that a user can interact with media in Prestige. A user can

interact with the media player controls, the controls in the Deejay section, or by clicking on

specific annotations.

The first step of response for Prestige is to decide which media is available to

be played. This is done by checking which tracks are loaded in the waveform players

(Wavesurfers), reading the volume states of each track, and looking at the context of the

interaction. When a user clicks a control, this triggers a Deejay dispatch that gives the con-

textual information, such as which track is desired, as well as the starting and ending point.

This information can be used to look up the appropriate milestone and calculate relative

time, which gives a point of entry into the timeline created in sections 3.10.1 and 3.10.2.3.

The dispatch is received and read by the Deejay function, and it is sorted into one

of several categories.

Seek This tells the player to move a specific track to a certain time (or relative time) and

to start playing until it reaches a region boundary. When it reaches that boundary, the

Deejay decides whether to continue, jump to another annotation, or pause. If a seek

command came from the annotation table, it will pause afterwards. If a seek command

came from clicking on a waveform, it will continue to play the next segment in the

queue. All other controls and annotations follow suit.

Play/Pause When a pause action is called, Prestige stops doing what it was doing. When

a play action is called, it analyzes the current context and chooses an appropriate

response, most often playing from where the most recent cursor sits.

Play a Clip A clip play command contains a list of tracks to enable, and a starting time-

stamp. The Deejay enables the requested tracks, and plays the enabled media, usually

from top to bottom. If an ending timestamp is included, the playback pauses when

the player reaches a region boundary.
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While the calculations need to be quick and accurate, the Deejay function receives

the first request, looks at the context, and determines a playlist of subsequent actions from

the timeline. This algorithm procedurally generates all the various play modes (see §4.7).

3.11 Internal Prototype Testing

The media player is intended to allow interaction with a multilayered media corpus.

A robust tool needs significant testing to identify weaknesses and possible pitfalls. This

meant generating orally and textually annotated content in various degrees of annotation

for testing in the tool. As for the quality of the codebase, there are common quality control

tools that exist to make sure that code is consistent, free of obvious errors, and stable. The

following sections detail these considerations.

3.11.1 Annotated Data for Internal Testing

This project focuses on organization and presentation of structured data, rather than

confectioning a display for a specific dataset. As Prestige is a tool for displaying a stan-

dardized format (SayMore annotations), the subject matter of the content used for software

testing is immaterial.

For each source recording, I needed a video or audio file that SayMore and React-

Player could handle (which is most of them), and I was able to use FFmpeg (see §3.9.9) to

convert any format that was not readable in both tools. All annotation content produced by

SayMore is in an uncompressed .wav format (that Prestige exports to a compressed .mp3

format).

I was able to use annotated sessions that I had collected and annotated myself, gen-

erating versions with short and long recordings, multiple formats, and varying levels of

annotation. As the Prestige prototype only handles structured data coming from SayMore

annotation, I am reasonably confident that the annotated media player is robust enough to

work with existing users' personal data.
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3.11.2 ESLint, Prettier, and Husky

ESLint, Prettier, and Husky are all tools intended to keep code clean. ESLint (OpenJS

2021b) checks your code for common mistakes such as missing requirements or bad syntax

(the process is called “linting”). The tool itself works very well, alerting me to code that

could be better, or is completely broken. Prettier (2021), as its name would suggest, contin-

ually makes your code look more consistent through spacing, indentation, and punctuation.

Husky (Typicode 2021) runs both ESLint and Prettier every time I try to submit new code

and does not allow me to submit code if it has errors.

3.11.3 Jest and Cypress

Jest (Facebook 2021a) is a code testing tool maintained by Facebook. Once you

define what a function is supposed to do and you get it working, you can create Jest recipes

that make sure you do not break that code. This includes normal workflows, as well as

injecting inconsistent data or testing edge cases to make sure that the code runs smoothly.

Cypress (2021) is another testing platform that was integrated to allow testing in more com-

plex cases.

Jest and Cypress tests can be run as desired to make sure that everything that used

to work still works. This is important as the code is tweaked. The prototype project also

depended on evolving libraries. Jest specializes in unit tests, where a single component is

tested in isolation. This is ideal for locally developed features like the DJ dispatcher and

annotation import. Cypress specializes in integration tests, allowing tests to be defined that

probe the interaction with the user and between elements.



4 A TOUR OF THE PRESTIGE PROTOTYPE

Welcome to Prestige, a prototype tool for the mobilization of orally and textually

annotated corpora. The primary target audience of this tool is users of the target language.

Secondary audiences are researchers or other interested parties. My hope is that this tool, as

it matures, will be used to unlock annotated corpora for use in heritage learning, computer-

assisted language learning (Holton 2011, 381), sharing of culture on social media, virtual

language communities (Holton 2011, 385), discussion groups (Holton 2011, 390), and pas-

sive learning through entertainment. This chapter will guide you through the process of

using the Prestige prototype to experience the layers of an item from an orally and textually

annotated corpus. While localization of the interface into other languages is in future plans

(see §7.4.2), the goal is to develop a tool that is not hard-wired to a single community or

culture.

4.1 Installation of Prestige

Current versions of Prestige are found at https://github.com/MattGyverLee/prestige/

releases for download and installation.

After opening the site, you find a list of releases. Choose the most recent version for

your operating system and read the release notes before downloading. Each release contains

an installable binary (Prestige.Setup.X.exe for Windows) as well as the source code under

Assets. Please note that while a Mac or Linux version may be available, the Windows

version has had the most testing and is likely to be the most stable. Also, you must have a

SayMore session folder (not necessarily SayMore itself) with audio annotations to get the

full experience.

Download the installer and run it on your machine. The Prestige installer wizard

guides you through the process of installation (Figure 14). Because Prestige installs only for
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the local user, you may not see a security prompt for administrator rights. After installation,

Prestige automatically opens.

Figure 14: Prestige Installation Process

To load Prestige in the future, you will find Prestige among your other applications

in your Start Menu (Windows) or launcher (Linux and Mac) as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: The Prestige Icon Available on the Windows Start Menu

4.2 Basic Interface Layout

The user interface of Prestige is the only element that the user will see. The Prestige

prototype provides minimum navigation to choose a media clip, and then allows interaction

with the layers of text and media annotation. This section details the current implementation

of Prestige.

The current interface of Prestige is very interactive. Clicking on almost anything

will cause something contextual to happen, and it is set up for users to be able to play with

the content and interact with it in different ways. This content will be read-only (unlike

SayMore), so the user is free to play inside the bounds of the window with some measure

of safety.

When you open Prestige, the following window appears. It is waiting to be filled

with the media of your SayMore session.
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Figure 16: The Starting Prestige Window

The Prestige window contains seven major sections, as shown in Figure 16:

1. Folder Chooser: This region allows you to choose a new session to explore (see

§4.3).

2. Video Region: If the session contains video, the video will be displayed here (see

§4.4).

3. Media Controls: These are the traditional controls for interacting with media (see

§4.4).

4. Subtitle Region: Annotations of the currently playing section of media appear

here (see §4.4).

5. Annotation Table: This region displays annotations and allows one to trigger spe-

cific annotation and source clips (see §4.5).
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6. Alternate Source File Selector: Though it is not recommended to have multiple

sources in a single session, this region allows you to choose another source file if

one is available (see §4.6).

7. Deejay: This custom control set allows fine-grained control of playback of anno-

tations (see §4.7).

4.3 Selecting and Loading a Session

SayMore produces a tiered folder structure. Each corpus contains sessions, nor-

mally each session contains a single source recording and that recording has a series of oral

and written annotations (see Figure 17).1 Every layer contains appropriate auto-generated

and user-provided metadata.

Corpus > Session > Media > Annotations

Figure 17: Folder Structure Hierarchy

The Prestige prototype provides a folder chooser (region 1 in Figure 16) that is used

to select and open a target session.2

Figure 18: The Folder Selector
1 While the annotation process in SayMore is most easily tracked with one source file per session, the term ses-
sion has created a misunderstanding, as some users bundle several related recordings into a session. Prestige
was designed to handle this situation and provide a choice of media.
2 As more and more content across different corpora becomes available, expansion of the tool will need to
facilitate the browsing and discovery of the content. While Prestige 2.0 will one day include an integrated
browser for seamlessly selecting a media item and its linked annotations without browsing a folder (see future
work in §7.4.5 and §7.4.6), the Prestige prototype does not include this browser and uses a temporary and
admittedly awkward method to open a SayMore session folder.
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A small red bullseye directs your attention to the browse button at the bottom of

the screen.3 Click it, and a browse window appears. Choose a SayMore session folder and

click “Select Folder.” This chooses a folder on the local machine as in Figure 19.

Figure 19: The Folder Chooser (of Microsoft Windows)4

Once the session folder is selected, the first source media item is selected, and Pres-

tige works to identify, load, and prepare audio and written annotations.5 This may take a

moment, depending on the size and length of the media. Sections 3.10.1 and 3.10.2.3 de-

scribe the background process in detail. Once loaded, you should see a window similar to

Figure 20.
3 In the Prestige prototype, this button says, “Choose File” instead of “Choose Folder.” While the function
of the button has been changed to allow selection of a folder, the text of this button is hard-coded in the web
browser for security reasons. This is an unfortunate and visible bug that I have not yet been able to squash in
the prototype.
4 I am showing a Microsoft Windows interface here, but this dialog automatically follows the operating system
of your machine.
5 Note: If you choose a folder without annotations, Prestige will still do its best to offer the media content.
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Figure 20: Prestige with a SayMore Session Open

4.4 Video Player, Controls, and Subtitles

If the selected session contains a video source, the Video window (region 2 in Figure

16) shows a preview of the selected video as in Figure 21. Via the media controls (region

3 in Figure 16), playback speed can be adjusted using the + and - buttons, and the current

speed is shown in between. You can use the slider to scrub across the video (rewind or

fast-forward) and choose the part you would like to watch.6

6 In the prototype, the loop and full screen buttons are not yet functional.
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Figure 21: A Screenshot of the Media Window

If the selected session contains text transcriptions or translations, these are displayed

with yellow text in the black box (region 4 in Figure 16) beneath the media controls, so as

not to obstruct the video. These annotations will be displayed as subtitles, toggling between

the source and analysis languages depending on the clip being played.

If the session contains an audio source (and not video), the media controls still work,

but the video section will remain unfilled as in Figure 22.

Figure 22: The Media Window with an Audio Source Loaded
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4.5 Annotation Table

While written annotations are not required for every corpus item, they enrich the

experience in Prestige when available. The annotation table fills region 5 in Figure 16.

Figure 23 shows a detailed view of the annotation table. It is created dynamically from the

written annotations in SayMore's EAF file and through reconstitution of the timing of the

audio clips from their file names. The columns are described here.

Start This column contains a starting timestamp for each segment. Clicking in this cell

plays the original audio for that segment along with the video before stopping.

Careful Clip Clicking the button in this column (if there is an audio annotation) allows

you to play just the careful clip and synchronized video.

Transcription Clicking on the transcription text plays the original clip and then the careful

clips, as these are the two that should match the source language.

Translation Clip Clicking the button in this column (if there is an audio annotation) allows

you to play just the translation clip and synchronized video.

Translation Clicking on the translation text plays the original clip and then the translation

clips for comparison.
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Figure 23: Annotation Table

The annotation data shown here is the same content as the “subtitles” shown under

the media window. One can search for particular text by entering it into the search box

at the top. In response, the display of annotation data is filtered to show only the annota-

tions containing that text. Some possible future improvements to the annotation table are

discussed in §7.4.2.

4.6 Alternate Source File Selector

Below the annotation table is a list of alternate source media in the SayMore session

(this is region 6 in Figure 16, and the detail is shown here in Figure 24). It is not recom-

mended to include multiple sources in a single SayMore session because this inhibits the

completion indicator, but some users with a more generous definition of the term “session”

include several different or related source recordings in the same folder. If a researcher

chose this unintended option, the generated buttons allow a Prestige user to select a differ-

ent primary source file from the session folder and interact with those annotations. Video

or audio icons precede filename as a hint for the user.
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Figure 24: The Session File List

4.7 The Deejay: Audio Annotations

The Deejay Control (region 7 in Figure 16, and shown in detail in Figure 25), is

the experimental heart of Prestige. It allows testing of several unique play modes. Once

the underlying code was written, React made it relatively easy to prototype the interface.

Features may be added or removed in post-prototype versions as they are tested.

The Deejay control consists of three rows, each consisting of a track label and three

controls. The Original row contains the audio track that was copied from the source video.7

The Careful row is an audio file of all the careful speech annotations from SayMore con-

catenated into one file. The Translation row is an audio file of all the audio translation

annotations from SayMore concatenated into one file.
7 Original audio may be a stereo (two-channel) track. In Prestige, however, a single waveform is shown for
each audio recording, regardless of the number of audio channels in the track (see Original in Figure 25).
While displaying two separate waveforms for stereo channels of the original (as in Figure 28) would be more
precise, there is no need to visually split related channels in the interface as they will always be played together
in the recorded balance. As far as the user is concerned, one row represents one sound. This is one way that
Prestige hides unnecessary complexity.
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Figure 25: Deejay Control with Original, Careful Speech, and Translation Audio
Annotations

The square control in each row is a combination three-way toggle and volume in-

dicator. The second control is a traditional volume slider for that track. This control set

is an attempt to provide an analog-esque interface for a process and control scheme that

is hard to visualize. A traditional physical analog control would be a rotary knob similar

to Figure 26, allowing smooth adjustment, but snapping into three common presets.8 The

three modes are full (100%), voice-over (50% volume), and muted (0%), and clicking the

square button toggles between the three modes. The light of the control dims along with

the volume, so that one can know immediately which tracks are enabled. The traditional

volume slider gives visual feedback and fine control.
8 One of the few desktop applications that I have found using rotary controls is a DJ software called Mixxx.
One clicks on the control and moves the cursor up or down to adjust them. This is far from a natural interaction,
but it can be learned with practice.
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Figure 26: An Analog Knob from a Temperature Control System9

The third control is an interactive clickable waveform with each annotated segment

highlighted in a different color. Hovering over a segment highlights this segment, along

with the segments linked to it from the other waveforms, in the same color as shown in

Figure 25. This is an “off-the-shelf” react control called WaveSurfer (see §3.9.7).

Depending on which buttons are activated when audio is played, the volume and

sequence of playback are affected.

4.7.1 Single Track Playback

If only one track is enabled (green button on full), for example the original track,

clicking play or clicking on that waveform starts it playing from the cursor, and it will play

to the end, as shown by the arrow in Figure 27. While it is playing, you can click again on

the waveform (or the slider below the video) to jump forward or backward in the track.

Figure 27: Single Track Playback
9 Source image: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_knob#/media/File:Knobs-for-climate-control.jpg by
Derek Jensen, Used under Creative Commons.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_knob#/media/File:Knobs-for-climate-control.jpg
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4.7.2 Stepping through Multiple Tracks

If two or more tracks are enabled (square green button on full (100%)), and one

presses play or clicks on the waveform, the topmost enabled track plays from the cursor

until it reaches the end of a colored region, followed by playing the same section of the next

enabled track. When all enabled tracks have been played, play continues on the next region

of the topmost track. If an individual annotation was not recorded, it is gracefully skipped.

Prestige's audio playback method was inspired by SayMore which was probably in-

spired by Will Reiman's play-pause workflow (Reiman 2010, 258; Boerger et al. 2019, 214).

After annotation, SayMore generates a four-channel (or three-channel) recording as shown

below in Figure 28. In this example, the first two channels are the stereo Source file. The

third channel is the careful speech recording of the same segment. The last channel is the

oral translation of the same segment. SayMore adds a few moments of silence between the

segments,10 and exports them as a quad-channel (quadraphonic) .wav file. Unfortunately,

SayMore does not save a timing track for this file that it creates, so I had to build my own

timing from the individual source files.

Figure 28: SayMore 3.2.17 Multitrack Playback
10 Adding silence or a pause between segments is entirely possible to add as a future feature. Adding a pause is
an option in Speech Analyzer and it gives the reader a moment to adjust to the change in speaker or language.
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Prestige provides a more compact view of the channels than SayMore showing mul-

tiple segments (see Figure 29, with arrows added to the screenshot for explanatory pur-

poses). While this may look complex in the diagram, the actual experience of hearing the

audio is quite understandable as each segment is played individually and in a repeated order.

Unlike SayMore, a Prestige user can choose which tracks will be included in the stepped

playback.

Figure 29: Stepped Playback Flow

4.7.3 Voice-over Mode

If one or more tracks are set below the middle volume (and one is set to full), the

middle volume tracks become voice-over background tracks. This means that you hear one

track at high volume, and the second track at half-volume, similar to the effect of simulta-

neous translation in TV segments.

Figure 30: Voice-over
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There are four possible voice-over options.

1 Full + 1 Mid You hear the first track as major, and the second one as background.

2 Full + 1 Mid You hear the first track as major and the last one as background. You then

hear the second track as major with the last as background.

1 Full + 2 Mid or 2 Full + 1 Mid (Alternating) Each minor track is played at reduced vol-

ume alongside each major track until all combinations have been exhausted.

1 Full + 2 Mid (Simultaneous) You hear the first track as major, and the other two at the

same time as minors. This mode would be auditorily overwhelming, and it is not

implemented in Prestige as I expect that it will be dispreferred.

4.8 Automagic Time Synchronization

All the controls and playback of audio and video are interconnected and synchro-

nized. I mentioned in §3.6 that this is a challenge because each audio segment has a distinct

length (see Figure 31). If I were to play two whole recordings at the same time, the lack of

synchronization would quickly become distracting, and near the end, only one track would

still be playing. If I were to play a shorter clip of the source video along with the correspond-

ing, but slightly longer, careful speech segment, the two would become out of sync. This is

solved in Prestige through calculating relative time between clips and adjusting secondary

playback speeds.
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Figure 31: Timeline (Copied from Figure 10)

SayMore annotations are segmented at voice pauses into chunks of between one

and five seconds. This means that if the segments were lined up at every segment break,

the tracks could never be more than a few seconds off from being perfectly synchronized.

Figure 32 shows a source file at the top and a set of aligned annotations that always start

together but desynchronize before the end of the clips. The gaps may not be noticeable for

recordings that are relatively rapid-fire, but the shorter segments would finish first. In the

case of audio finishing first, this gap would result in silence. In the case of video finishing

first, the gap would result in a black screen or paused video.
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Figure 32: Starting Point Alignment11

We can do better. As mentioned in §3.6, Prestige's solution is to speed up or slow

down the minor tracks.

Figure 33 shows a practical example of aligning each longer careful speech anno-

tation with the original video. The careful speech annotation of the first segment is about

10% longer than the original, so the first segment of careful speech is played back at full

speed (100%, 1x) and the corresponding segment of video must be played more slowly at

just over 90% (0.9x) speed. (The exact value is 0.9090x, which is the original length in

seconds divided by annotation length in seconds.) This assures that the starting and ending

times are always the same.12 The second careful speech annotation is 25% longer than the

original segment. Thus, the careful audio is played at full speed and the video plays at 80%

(0.8x) speed (for example: 1.0s / 1.25s = 0.80). Because the starting and ending times align

exactly and segments are rarely more than a few seconds, any content in between aligns

closely.
11 The first segment in the source contained no voice, so it was not transcribed, and the resulting empty space
would be skipped when playing the annotation.
12 Remember that the video and original track come from the same file and are always time-synced anyway.
Relative time only needs to be calculated when playing tracks of different lengths.
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Figure 33: Playback Speed Adjustment of Video and Annotation13

Let us imagine two audio files being played as a voice-over example. Look at Figure

34 where the individual segments have been speed-adjusted to align the starting and ending

point of each source clip with the annotation. If I chose the careful (second) track to be the

major track (at full volume), I would play the second track at normal (100%) speed and play

each section of the first track quietly at the slower (<100%) playback speed marked in white

on the diagram. The tracks will always meet up again at the segment breaks. To reverse the

effect, SayMore can play the top track at full volume and normal (100%) speed and each

segment of the top track at a faster (>100%) playback speed. The example in Figure 34

shows a simplified playback speed in round numbers, but the speed factor can be calculated

precisely up to several decimal places to reliably finish at the same millisecond, or at least,

a close time that is humanly indistinguishable from the same millisecond.14

13 The video images and percentages are not shown in the interface, they are included here in an attempt to
explain the process.
14 The WaveSurfer Player supports speeds from 20% (0.2X normal speed) to 1,400% (14X normal speed).
Both are incomprehensible, so it is reasonable to avoid pushing playback to either the upper or lower limit.
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Figure 34: Playback Speed Adjustment of Two Tracks

Most of the time, the scale does not go below 80% or above 120% and having the

major audio at full-speed sounds best. When a long audio clip plays with a short video

clip, there can be noticeable slowdown in the video, but the synchronization is uncanny.

Sometimes it appears like a professional voice-over. The goal was to generate a voice-

over using tracks with different languages such as the source audio and oral translation

or the careful speech annotation and oral translation. Since the source audio and careful

speech annotation generally contain the same words, this turned out to be a great test of

how closely the synchronization runs. In Prestige, the “major” audio always sets the pace,

and the minor audio and video adjust to keep up. Remember from §4.4 that you can slow

down (or speed up) the major playback manually from the source controls, so one can listen

to the synchronized audio even more closely.

When you click on the waveform or slide the seek bar in the media controls, a

relative time is calculated for all clips through simple percentages. For example, if I have

clicked 50% of the way through a careful speech region (remember that the regions are only

a few seconds long), this should roughly line up with the content 50% of the way through

that region in both the original (and video) and the oral translation.
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Dubbing new audio over video has largely been the domain of video editors, and

to my knowledge, this type of consistent automagic synchronization of audio and video

sources has not been attempted before. It is made possible for audio-centric content by the

segmentation in SayMore at pauses that made the annotation breaks more natural. Manual

editing will still be preferred for a Hollywood-quality result, and synchronization between

language pairs with similar lengths will produce the best results. In my opinion, Prestige's

result is at least better than the worst Godzilla dubbing, because the content is played back

with closer timing. Such a technology could be useful for drafting massively multilingual

films like the Lumo Project (Bible Media Group 2021) or the Jesus Film (Jesus Film Project

2021).



5 USER TESTING METHODOLOGY

My hypothesis is that a unified multimedia experience of annotated data is more

useful to users than a bare folder or SayMore itself. The resulting null hypothesis is that

Prestige (a unified media experience) would provide no improvement beyond browsing the

same content in SayMore or in archive folders.

The obvious straw-man comparison would be comparing Prestige to browsing the

content in Windows Explorer on a plain “vanilla” machine and opening individual files

in various tools existing on the machine. If we assume that the machine has no special

software such as SayMore, ELAN, or Audacity, the user has limited playback options. The

user can open images in Windows Photos, videos in Windows Movies and TV, XML files in

Notepad or the default browser, RTF Files in WordPad, and audio annotations in Windows

Media Player or some other local player. Except for opening the combined oralAnno-

tations.wav file in a media player, each file needs to be opened separately. Note: As

Prestige does not yet implement metadata viewing or loading multiple sessions, these tasks

were ignored for these tests.

Though SayMore (2021) was intended as an annotation and archiving tool for lan-

guage documentation specialists, the installation and use of SayMore by an end-user offers

various advantages over simply browsing the content. SayMore offers navigation between

content, display of metadata, and display and/or playback of source and annotation data.

The Prestige interface needed testing with users of different backgrounds to deter-

mine the direction of post-project development. Only evaluation of the first prototype is

included in this project. It will take several later iterations to arrive at a balance between

functionality and intuitive interface, especially serving people with varying access to and

familiarity with technology and media.
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Some brief media annotations were created in the languages of the testers to facili-

tate user testing. The chosen languages were French, English, and Ewondo (ewo). Ewondo

(Eberhard et al. 2021a) is a Bantu language of Cameroon. These chosen languages repre-

sented the spoken languages of my colleagues, and those in which I have some experience.

Below is a list of annotated content used in user testing.

Clip 1: Bruce Benamram - Why the Meter Measures 1m. This is a semi-technical video

clip spoken in very fast French. I received permission from Benamram (2021) to use

a 2-minute clip in testing of Prestige. I completed the French and English annotations

myself.

Clip 2: L'homme marche: An Ewondo Story This is a full annotation of a simple audio

story in Ewondo completed at SIL Cameroon with local staff person Ntsaba Guil-

laume. It was recorded by Jim Park and annotated in Ewondo by Ngono Louis Pascal.

Each volunteer was informed that this is a test of three systems of experiencing

language documentation data, and their responses will be used to evaluate the results and

usefulness of the software prototype that was produced through this master's thesis project.

They were informed of their rights as a participant, notified of their ability to retract re-

sponses, and each will receive a digital copy of the finished thesis. Each user signed a

release stating that they understand and accept these terms.

User testing took around one hour per user. To avoid the delay of writing responses

during the testing, the three activity sessions were recorded on my Zoom H2n, and the

responses were translated and transcribed. Headphones were provided to each user. The

testing was completed in-person and appropriate COVID-19 social-distancing measures

were followed. There were three stages to the test, one stage used no special language

documentation tools, one stage used SayMore, and the third stage used Prestige. During

each test, the user guided the mouse and the keyboard, and I prompted them with tasks

to complete and questions based on the results and context. Most activities consisted of a
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discrete task such as playing an audio segment and discussing the result. The details of the

user tasks, questions, and transcripts are included in Appendix A. A synthesis of results and

discussion can be found in chapter 6.



6 TESTING RESULTS

One user testing volunteer was from the United States, and two were Cameroonians

from different language families. All were interested in promoting language documentation

because of their respective vocations, but none specifically worked in language documen-

tation. Each of the three volunteers self-reported as an advanced computer user. Though

the testing did not include a basic computer user, there were still some instructive successes

and difficulties in navigating the three situations.

6.1 Vanilla Folder Test Results

As expected, finding specific files in the Windows folder was not easy without

knowing the SayMore filename “code.” The English filenames were not always instruc-

tive for the French speakers. The users were especially unsure what to do with the .meta

files or how to open them. Worse, the annotations in a deeper folder were not immedi-

ately found. Once the audio and video files were found and opened, the users were able to

experience the content. While I had found that some media players fail to play the com-

bined quadraphonic media file as expected, the users did not encounter this problem. One

user tended towards the compressed .mp3 files instead of the source files, which was not

a problem.

6.2 SayMore Test Results

Once inside a SayMore session, the users appreciated the organization pane at the

top. With some help, they could find the source, metadata, multitrack combined annotation

file (see Figure 28), and written annotations. Two things were not obvious from the available

views: (1) that the session contained individual oral annotations and (2) how to identify

and play them. One user clicked on the transcribed text and realized that the annotations
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could be played. Another was able to find and manipulate the Oral Annotations Tool. The

fact that SayMore has no read-only mode could easily have resulted in lost data, as all

fields are editable. The opposing advantage is that a skilled user could edit and correct

the annotations with some experience, which one user wanted to do. The oral annotation

.wav file was appreciated by all participants, and one was quite interested in playing and

pausing on different sections. While testing SayMore, some users expressed the desire to

see the video with the annotations or even to see the content on their phones. SayMore can

export subtitles that can be played back in a player like VLC Media player but does not

offer a native way to play video with the audio annotations. The general impression from

the activities and responses is that SayMore would work for experiencing the content if you

had nothing else, but each user would need some training to find the interesting elements.

This is a positive assessment as SayMore was not intended as an end-user tool, and the users

appreciated the interface more than the vanilla Windows folder.

6.3 Prestige Test Results

Initial user impressions of Prestige were positive, with one user calling the interface

"friendly." The users were instantly able to recognize the video and the three audio tracks

that were presented. While each participant was convinced that the waveforms themselves

would not be helpful to a basic user, it was noted that the waveforms' existence and respon-

siveness, especially the highlighting, gave some passive context as the media was playing.

The users were quickly able to play clips from the waveform, while one user was more

comfortable moving the progress meter under the video.1 One user tried and discovered

that the space bar could be used to pause and play the video. The repeat rate configuration

on my mouse did cause some of the controls, like play/pause to fire twice. My mouse's

repeat rate is much faster than default Windows settings, but Prestige could be improved
1 User TN found a repeatable bug in the prototype where the application would crash if it was instructed to
play a section where there was no annotation by using the progress slider.
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to filter rapid clicks. Each user quickly learned how to enable and disable tracks at will to

configure their desired playback.

Each user was interested in playing with the audio tracks and having them play in

a stepped playback, but there was little interest in voice-over mode. In fact, it caused more

confusion than positive input. If I decide to continue to develop this feature and limit it

to playing the source recording in the background, I should make voice-over mode more

difficult to accidentally enable (see §7.4.2).

Audio/video synchronization by slowing the video was accepted by all users to be

non-distracting, except one who expressed minor concern with the suitability of careful

speech being misaligned with the video for someone learning the language.

The testers each stated that while Prestige would be helpful for researchers and lan-

guage learners, it may still be too complicated for those unfamiliar with computers. Fur-

thermore, it will remain out of reach for those without access to a computer until a mobile

version is available. If Prestige becomes able to export the video files as configured, each

user was excited about the possibility of posting videos online so that people could watch

(or simply listen to) them. In discussing a possible mobile application, one user realized that

internet access and copying the content to a device may pose a problem for those without a

quality internet connection.

While I did not direct the users' attention to the annotation table, they seemed much

more interested in playing with the controls on the left and reading the subtitles that ap-

peared. This too may be an advanced feature that could be minimized or hidden in favor of

a simpler interface in future versions.

The users were quick to recognize and point out errors in the annotations. This

shows that testing or proof-listening daily annotations with qualified speakers using Prestige

could be a fast and viable error-checking method to use within a language documentation

project.



7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The search for the missing link in the methodology of mobilizing orally annotated

content for the community has produced a promising method and tool. Oral-first annotation

is a promising technique for effective annotation on a large scale, and I hope that the inno-

vation of Prestige will encourage others to use this methodology and help to vanquish the

transcription bottleneck. As researchers doing language documentation work to produce a

clean archive-ready corpus through best practices and existing tools such as SayMore, they

will not have to worry about how to transform it into a resource for use in the community.

This tool starts to fill a glaring hole in the mobilization workflow for oral annotation and

has the potential to impact heritage learning, language and culture learning, and even the

researchers themselves. Prestige produces small, compressed media that strikes a balance

between being web-friendly and high-quality. This media is appropriate for listening tasks

within the tool, but one would be encouraged to return to the source media for instrumental

measurement.

The production of the Prestige prototype has been a success. Functionally, the tool

can load and permit user interaction with orally and textually annotated content in an inter-

active way, and the content provider does not have to do any extra manipulation or trans-

formation to make it work. Prestige reliably reads and interprets the explicit and implied

structure of the content and presents each layer of annotation content together in a novel

and user-customizable way, with no need for manual media editing. Relevant standards

and best practices have been respected, and novel methods are being tested where stan-

dards were found lacking. The parts of the final tool that have already been completed in

the desktop prototype are an effective proof of concept for further work, while still mature

enough to be a standalone and usable tool that can be run on a client computer. An inter-

nal testing framework has been applied to help make sure that what works now continues
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to work in future versions. Prestige loads SayMore sessions as they are currently imple-

mented, so I do not have to wait for any SayMore changes to continue with Prestige. This

is a must for compatibility with a product that is generally static.

Prestige can be downloaded at https://github.com/MattGyverLee/prestige/releases

for Windows.

In §2.16.1 and §2.16.2, I noted that there were apparently no other efforts to mobilize

or even display the combination of original media and oral annotations. Therefore, Prestige

makes a qualitative leap by proposing and implementing a method of mobilizing video and

audio recordings that are annotated with other recordings rather than text. Prestige currently

mobilizes six layers of synchronized annotation simultaneously (when they are present).

Media content is displayed in a modified musical score paradigm, visually highlighting

through colored regions the links between segments. The six layers of annotation are: (1)

The source recording (preferably a video) which is available in the video player. (2) The

waveform of the original audio is available in the first WaveSurfer, as well as the clip

being directly accessible from the annotation table. (3) The waveform of the careful speech

annotation audio is available in the second WaveSurfer, as well as the clip being directly

accessible from the annotation table. (4) The waveform of the oral translation audio is

available in the third WaveSurfer, as well as the clip being directly accessible from the

annotation table. The end user can choose to activate the desired layers and start playing at

any desired point, and the system will play them back as configured in three modes: normal

playback for single tracks, stepped playback for aligning multiple main tracks, and finally

voice-over simultaneous playback. Content plays in stereo and dual mono as appropriate.

To aid in comprehension, all these media elements can be played at reduced speed using

the available plus and minus controls. Text content is displayed tabularly in the annotation

table. (5) Thewritten transcription is available in the annotation table and the corresponding

media segments can be played by clicking on the text. (6) The written translation is also

available in the annotation table and the corresponding media segment can be played by

https://github.com/MattGyverLee/prestige/releases
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clicking on the text. For ease of viewing, the appropriate text is displayed in the subtitle

box when the selected segment is playing, which does not obscure the video. The desktop

prototype of Prestige crucially does not require an open internet connection for use. Prestige

does not currently display metadata from SayMore, nor does it display any non-aligned

content added to the session such as documents, images, or interlinear analyses. Prestige is

also limited to displaying one SayMore session at a time, as related media are expected to

exist inside that single folder.

In user testing with three users, Prestige improved upon the vanilla Windows folder

on every media-playback activity. SayMore was appreciated for its cleanest organization of

sessions and items that were more discoverable than the vanilla folder (with the exception

of the individual annotations that were hard to find). Prestige was appreciated most for

being the only one to link the video to the annotation layers in the application. The subtitles

were appreciated, but not visible enough, and two users suggested changing the colors. The

individual and stepped playback was appreciated, but the voice-over playback was strongly

dispreferred. This being the case, I should simplify the user interface by removing (or

making it less easy to enable) the voice-over mode. The automagic video synchronization

was acceptable to each user for each track, with the caveat that it might be misleading for a

language learner to have the careful audio with the video. I am encouraged by this, as this

future change can simplify and streamline user interaction with the various controls. The

users were convinced that a user with a computer would be able to use Prestige, but that

exported videos or an eventual smartphone application would reach the widest community.

Two minor bugs related to playback were identified and repaired in response to user testing.

With the completed research and this round of user testing, the roadmap of future

work for Prestige is clear (discussed in detail in §7.4), and the majority of the code in the

Prestige prototype stands a strong chance of being integrated into the whole product without

major code rewrites.
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7.1 Uses for Prestige

Nathan (2007, 201) noted that being able to show users a preview of the final prod-

uct created during the Paakantyi Talking Dictionary creation convinced more people to be

involved in recording. The use of Prestige during field recording could have a similar effect.

In the same way that a film production crew sits down and watches “dailies” representing

their recent work, annotated content could be played back to the community. Since Pres-

tige reads raw SayMore content, there is no need for the team to hide away and edit the

content manually. Instead, they can simply load a recent session, choose the audio layers,

and press play. As discussed in §7, the Prestige prototype can provide an additional pass of

“proof-listening” that could identify annotation mistakes or omissions long before written

transcription.

Prestige is primarily intended for use in heritage learning after the collection is com-

plete, whether in a classroom setting or through self-guided sessions. The desktop prototype

could be hosted on a machine as a kiosk in a classroom, cultural center, or library. It could

also be shared as a bundle and installed on individuals' computers. The content has the

opportunity to reinforce critical parts of cultural heritage and the multilingual annotations

make it available for experienced speakers, novices such as children of the diaspora, and

even outsiders. As Nathan observed (2007, 202) with his dictionary tool, the multilingual

audio content in Prestige can also be consumed passively by those within earshot who can-

not see clearly or are unable to read in either language.

In addition to teaching the content itself, a curated corpus in Prestige could be used

as a resource for language learning. In my own language study, my instructor would some-

times play back a recording slowly for comprehension and later at full speed to show the

intended rhythm. Prestige provides two aligned versions of audio in the source language,

as well as the possibility of slowing down either track if needed. The learner can play a

clip and practice pronunciation. The linked video provides another dimension of context,
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showing how the content is actually spoken, along with other performance features that may

aid understanding.

Prestige can be used to promote a language outside the language community. Cu-

rated collections in Prestige could be used as a primary and secondary source for the linguis-

tic study of the language, providing researchers with aligned content that could be studied

as-is or used to transcribe later. Of course, the compressed media content is not ideal for

instrumental analysis, and for that type of research one should request the raw data. Lastly,

Prestige can be used to present the selected content to investors and partners. One could

load up the “greatest hits” of the language documentation corpus and let them play with the

content. If they can understand or read one of the languages, the positive effect will be even

greater.

Lastly, language documentation is largely funded through grants from various or-

ganizations who wish to see a measurable, if not financial, return on their investment. Safe

archiving of the data is undoubtedly a key milestone, but if a language documentation team

can demonstrate the results of a documentation in an interactive way that kindles the interest

of the investor (even if they do not understand the source language), how much more likely

is that team to receive further grants? It is my belief that live demonstration of multimedia

content, to whatever audience, will become a value-added presentation feature for those

using an oral annotation methodology.

7.2 Projected Longevity

As was seen in §2.11 and §2.12, language documentation tools unfortunately tend

to have a short lifespan. Why will Prestige be any different? The longevity of this project

depends on several factors.

The first factor is personnel. This project will continue as long as a developer is able

to maintain it. Up to this point, there have been two developers, Blaine Billings and myself.

I expect that I will carry the lion's share of the coding until the tool is feature-complete. The
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code and installable versions are hosted at https://github.com/MattGyverLee/prestige and

are publicly available and open source. Making a project open source does not guarantee

that it will be maintained, but failure to release the code practically guarantees that the

project will not. If this tool is successful, I hope to attract a couple of enthusiasts to help

with maintenance, and I expect it to continue as a standalone tool as it is, simplified into a

data-export tool, or integrated into the SayMore/lameta ecosystem. This far from a feature-

complete release, I cannot say whether it will be directly supported by SIL International, or

whether it will remain a personal project.

The second factor is the deprecation (retirement) of software dependencies. Several

tools in §2.11 and §2.12 fell victim to the extinction of their platform. The best I can do

is to choose tools that seem to be available for the long term and watch the community.

NodeJS is very mature and well used. React.JS is one of the most common JavaScript

Frameworks, and runs much of the web, including Facebook. React.JS itself is open source

and managed by a community. Even if React were to be replaced by something else, React

is likely to be maintained for a while. WaveSurfer does not require React to run, so this is a

standalone dependency that does not need much maintenance. Electron is Open-Source and

backed by Google. While Google does have an unfortunate history of sunsetting useful but

unprofitable products, Electron is still heavily in use and it is hard to imagine the browser-

emulator workflow going away any time soon, even in the unlikely event that Electron was

discontinued. There is nothing special about ReactPlayer, so there is little risk even if I had

to replace it. In summary, nearly every individual element could be replaced if needed, but

hopefully I will not need to replace them all at the same time.

This tool is a labor of love for the author, and since development has been done by

volunteers, the current dollar-cost of development is $0. As long as the tool can be hosted on

user machines and private content-provider servers, there are no regular fees for the tool's

use. Hosting of the code and product website is even free at GitHub. In the hopeful case of

wider adoption, grants and staff would be sought for occasional large improvements.

https://github.com/MattGyverLee/prestige
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7.3 Recommendations for Updates to Existing Tools

As this project relies on SayMore for its data, I want to see growth in use and de-

velopment of SayMore and/or lameta.

One area of difficulty is SayMore's reliance on filenames for classification. If a file

gets renamed, SayMore no longer recognizes it. I would prefer to see SayMore use an XML

“table of contents” and a system of tagging that represents the hierarchy of the folders and

identifies their relationships. Additionally, it could be helpful for the explanatory data to

be written in the language of the archive, the language of analysis, or even in the language

being documented. Every file only gets one filename, so there are limits to the data that

can be expressed in a filename. Another related problem is that the filenames become long

very quickly. Each operating system has a limit to the maximum number of letters in a path

and filename, and I have hit that limit when trying to burn a DVD of SayMore content. In

one case, I had to shorten some of the file and folder names in order to burn the files to a

DVD. As discussed in §2.5.1, it would help if SayMore produced a human-readable table

of contents for each folder in addition to the files and XML.

Another area of trouble is that ELAN's EAF format does not currently handle media

annotations, which means that SayMore did not integrate the audio annotations back into

the EAF file. As described in §3.10.2.3, SayMore dutifully generates the .wav annotation

files, storing them in a folder named for the source file. Each file is named with the type of

annotation and has the reference times included in the filename. Since everything outside of

the annotation folder in SayMore is described in XML files, it seems that these individual

annotations should also be described with metadata, and that the links between the files

should be specified in an XML file.

SayMore could generate these as a separate XML file, but the ideal for the linguistic

community would be to include the capability of describing media annotations in an EAF
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file. EAF's produced by ELAN and SayMore only encode written annotation of multiple

parallel source recordings (and not direct linkage of derivative recordings).1

It is currently possible to create text layers representing audio annotations in an EAF

file, possibly even inserting a relative link to the media file, but EAF-based tools would

only display it as plain text, and not a link to playable audio. It would be valuable to have

a standard XML way of linking media annotations, but it would be much more elegant for

oral annotation files to be noted and even hyperlinked in the EAF format, adding yet another

possible annotation to the ecosystem. This possibility, as well as pursuing playback of

linked media in ELAN, would likely be a boon to the oral annotation methodology. ELAN

is not an open-source project, but it could not hurt to propose an extension to the EAF

standard to encode user-generated media annotations. Implementation of such a proposal

would make connections between source and annotation explicit rather than implied and

would accordingly remove some ambiguity when Prestige reads SayMore data.

The final recommendation, stated several times throughout this thesis, is to make

sure that an oral annotation is still possible in the future across many devices. In the short

term, this means maintaining the existing SayMore (with current versions of Microsoft

.NET), and in the long-term, introducing the annotation tools into other software. The obvi-

ous candidate would be integration into the core code of lameta or addition as a plugin, as it

is cross-platform and already includes nearly every other feature that SayMore does. If one

hopes for oral annotation to become mainstream for researchers, integration of audio anno-

tation into ELAN and the EAF format would be a game changer. If the SayMore/ELAN

ecosystem implemented a recommendation to use a more standardized method of repre-

senting audio annotations, this would only affect the import process (an isolated segment

of code) of Prestige and could be quickly integrated into the tool.

1 I discovered that ELAN 5.9 has the possibility of playing linked media clips (Hellwig 2020, 241) and sign
language video clips from predefined lexica like the Signbank Lexicon (Hellwig 2020, 241), so maybe playing
audio annotations in ELAN and similar tools is not so challenging,
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7.4 Future Work

The Prestige Prototype is a tested proof of concept on the way to a release version,

and it is far from the feature-complete final product intended. There are plenty of improve-

ments that I would like to see in Prestige and related tools. This section discusses some of

those improvements.

7.4.1 Video Compilation

It has been suggested that the most appreciated feature of this application may not be

the interface itself but the ability to export the interactive re-synchronized video and audio

into media clips that can be compressed into a two-channel stereo track (see §2.15.2). These

clips could then be shared between devices or on digital media outlets such as YouTube or

Vimeo. Since Prestige already contains the timeline needed to play this media “live” and

the necessary tool (FFmpeg) to recompile it, this may be a feature in the near future.

7.4.2 Visual and Control Improvements

One of the first visual improvements after the prototype will be localization of the

interface into other languages. This should not be difficult as the interface contains very

few words that do not come from the annotations.

Prestige's user Interface serves its purpose and presents the intended content and

controls, but it could use some refinements and reworking over time. Since this is a media

tool, I chose to use a dark color scheme to give maximum contrast to the video, but I realize

that this is not to everyone's preference. A future version could introduce varying or lighter

color schemes. Users have already suggested that the subtitle color scheme is not visible

enough.

From user testing, I am convinced that the voice-over mode is much too loud (it

should not exceed a -12db volume difference) and is of little value. I will likely hide or

remove this feature in later versions of Prestige. This will have a user benefit, as switching
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the green buttons to a simple ON/OFF from a three-state mode would avoid some user

confusion as they manipulate the controls. It could be re-enabled later as an advanced

control that will only play the source audio in the background, as one user indicated a light

voice-over makes it subconsciously clear to the user that the annotations are not the original

audio.

One possible improvement for the annotation table is to allow the current clip to

scroll to the top or be highlighted. An alternative view is a rolling view that only shows the

previous, current, and next views.

Graphite (SIL Intl. 2021b) is an advanced font display library. It allows advanced

character substitution and layout for complex writing systems that require them. While it

would be nice to have Graphite in the prototype to support a few more languages, this is

non-trivial inside Electron, and it will be a much later development priority.

7.4.3 Multiple Clients and Server

While the Prestige prototype uses the same local storage and local files as SayMore,

a later system (beyond the scope of this thesis) could accomplish a similar read-only ex-

perience with a local web browser on any device connecting to a remote server, giving

the user the option to casually browse resources online or set up a local kiosk loaded with

downloaded resources. For efficiency and maintainability, it is crucially important that the

elements of this interface and the core server be the same across all the versions of this ser-

vice, except the requirements for file access. Technically, the Prestige prototype can already

run as a local server and be accessed through a browser. I used this setup for automated

testing mentioned in section 3.7.

It is therefore theoretically possible to configure Prestige to run on the user's com-

puter as a headless NodeJS web server and to give the server (instead of the browser) full

access to the local SayMore folder in a way similar to Electron. This different setup would

allow the user to use their browser of choice and allow them access to local SayMore data,
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but I am not sure that swapping Electron (which is standardized and optimized for such an

application) for Edge, Firefox or Safari would greatly improve the experience.

I envision that Prestige's front end (on whatever platform) will eventually connect

to a remote server to allow downloading and synchronization of content that the user wishes

to experience. Users of the desktop version of Prestige would be able to access personal

content on their devices, as well as streaming and caching (saving) web-friendly online

content for later offline access. Web users would access streaming content directly using a

web version of Prestige's interface that takes into account the challenges of security, delay,

and bandwidth. Web browsers have security protocols that block websites from accessing

local files or folders on a user's machine. This means that a user accessing a remote Prestige

server from their web browser would only be able to access a preprocessed online catalog,

and not their own SayMore folders.

The full web service, outside of the scope of this thesis, would need a full database

and data hosting solution, as well as significant optimization to run the service for many

users. This system would need to securely manage compressed media, metadata, and rights

management, as well as individual user preferences. Media compression will be critical, as

one must balance the needs of audio and video quality with the size of downloads.

A dedicated web server will need to manage and provide Prestige with access to

certain types of data, as listed below.

User and Session Data Even without storing user-identifiable data, the server will need to

remember basic settings (preferred language, last media accessed, etc.) in order to

improve the user experience.

Media and Collection Metadata By nature, text metadata such as descriptions and time-

stamps will not take much storage space.

Compressed Media These small web-friendly copies of source and annotation media are

essential to Prestige, and they will need to be stored on the server to allow interaction.
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Raw Media Endeavoring to store a copy of the raw recording data is not a step to be taken

lightly, as space needs and archival responsibility would skyrocket. It is probably best

to point those seeking the uncompressed source files (which presumably have tighter

copyright restrictions than the compressed data) to an established archive such as

ELAR, SIL's LCA, PARADISEC, or TLA.

A single managed server could be maintained for all corpora in different languages.

For the content managed by one organization, this may make sense, but will other orga-

nizations want to entrust their data to someone else's server? Who would pay for storage,

the depositor or the owner of the server? One further option would be a constellation of

Prestige-compatible servers that are registered in a simple index. Prestige could then direct

the user to watch content in a specific language wherever it is held.2

What does Prestige-compatible mean? Even this could have several interpretations.

The first would be that the content provider would install a service on their own web server,

a Prestige-specific API that provides appropriate access to Prestige. The second would be

that Prestige could be configured to access content using standard APIs on popular existing

server implementations and to adapt it for display.

While most linguistic analysis may still be done on laptop and desktop computers, it

seems clear that the future for consumption of content is via mobile devices. While mobile

access is beyond the scope of the first prototype, React-based content like Prestige can

be easily adapted into a Progressive Web App. These are small and simple mobile phone

or tablet applications that blur the line between an application and a website. They can

look and function just like your website, but they can save (cache) frequently used local

content on the mobile device for offline browsing. While most of the code will be reusable,
2 This idea of indexing data centrally but not personally hosting the content has a strong precedent in the
library world. For example, OLAC and WorldCat are large international indexes providing descriptions of
content with links to where they are hosted. On a smaller scale, Koha, an open-source library management
tool, allows people using other libraries to know what your library contains through a common catalog, but
each library continues to hold and manage its own resources locally.
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mobile interfaces are often constrained by their small screens, and considerable design,

development, and testing will be needed to adapt content and interfaces to smaller devices

with smaller storage.

7.4.4 Behind-the-Scenes Improvements

Middleware is the collection of tools that manage interaction between the user inter-

face and the server. As more interfaces begin to talk to more and more sources of content,

careful choices for middleware will appropriately facilitate, or translate, the content being

passed along.

As Prestige matures and becomes more modular and is tested across different en-

vironments, a well-organized and reliable cross-communication between components will

become more critical. Various tools exist for communicating between two processes, from

the cup-and-string variety to well-developed APIs (application program interfaces).

For information transfer across the Internet, this type of communication tradition-

ally uses a RESTful interface. The client sends a request, for example, “list all content in

language x,” and the server's REST interface replies securely with the list in a prearranged

structure and format. In recent years, however, a technology called GraphQL has been

gaining significant ground, because it allows the client to specify exactly what type and

quantity of content it wants to receive, thereby greatly limiting duplicate and unneeded data

in each transaction. GraphQL also has the advantage that it can connect to several sources

of information as needed with each request, locally or remotely, and this seems to be a great

advantage for an application where content may be online or offline.

While the Prestige prototype works with local content on the user's machine, one

future challenge for mobile and web apps will be seamlessly managing downloaded content

and updates to that content. NodeJS contains a library called Orbit that seems capable of

actively managing this content. This could work for the Prestige Electron application and

a progressive web application, since other software like Transcriber (SIL Intl. 2021c) is
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currently using it for this purpose. Orbit itself may be less useful for a mobile application,

but this remains to be determined.

I do not know if Prestige will become a centrally managed repository of content,

a pointer to existing archives, or a constellation of similar servers for hosting each corpus

(see §7.4.3). To maintain digital rights, it may be necessary to use a shibboleth system to

proxy (pass along) certain user requests to other servers.

Internal unit testing with Jest is already useful, and I need to expand the unit testing

coverage over my own code. In addition to Jest unit tests, I also need more integration

testing via Cypress (2021) where I can test and maintain entire workflows through the whole

application. As internal tests become more robust, Prestige will need to be subjected to

community testing. The ideal dataset for community testing of data organization in this

project would be one created by and for the target language and containing content from

each cultural category. Failing that, a community with an existing corpus of unannotated

recordings would be acceptable since I could work with them to do the annotation and

organization in SayMore.

7.4.5 Library Browser and More Supported File Types

In §2.5.1, I mentioned that while SayMore contains information on every file in the

corpus, it does not assist the researcher in creating a human-readable table of contents. A

minimal user-facing table of contents in web or PDF format could contain an organized set

of titles, minimal metadata, and track names or hyperlinks, as in the fictitious line item in

Table 2.
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37. "Jacob the Bow Hunter" by Elder D. A. Fon
— Video Recording, 3min Recordings/JBH/JBH_Source.mp4
37a. English Translation
— Text Files Recordings/JBH/JBH_Source_Translation.txt
37b. Ewondo Careful Speech Annotation
— Audio Files Recordings/JBH/JBH_Source_Annotations/
(*_Careful.wav)
37c. English Translation
— Audio Files Recordings/JBH/JBH_Source_Annotations/
(*_Translation.wav)

Table 2: Example TOC Entry

Prestige can currently only display one session folder at a time. For maximum dis-

coverability, future work in Prestige could include a library browser. This will enable the

user to navigate the corpus and find relevant and interesting data using the organization

system provided by the corpus compiler.

While Prestige harnesses metadata to display the content, none of the metadata is

presented to the user. Finding an unobtrusive manner of presentation of metadata in Pres-

tige is a post-prototype priority. As discussed in §2.3.6, images are a valuable part of a

language and culture documentation corpus, and Prestige should seek to provide display

and interaction with photos and their surrounding metadata. Prestige could also view, or at

least assist the user to open files such as text files and PDFs that cannot currently be handled

by the tool.

7.4.6 Cultural “Category” Browser

Looking beyond the minimum, I wonder what cultural categories a community

might choose to use if they were given the opportunity to organize items in a way that

best served them. Now that Prestige supports media playback, ongoing work will enable

the development of an interactive tool for exploration of corpus data with two or more al-

ternate organizational overlays. Simple categories such as semantic category, geographic
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location, target audience, style, and genre are possible. An example of a more graphical

overlay would be a visual representation of data grouped by categories that are key to a

culture's worldview or places. While I have some well-developed ideas of what this section

might look like and the technologies I might harness, this feature is still “vaporware.”

SayMore metadata already includes user-defined tags that can easily be repurposed

to categorize data, negating the need to create a custom tagging interface.

7.4.7 Improving SayMore or lameta

As mentioned before, SayMore, lameta, and maybe even ELAN and EAF could

be improved to handle audio annotations, and I may end up spearheading that effort by

default. The Metadata Editor for Transparent Archiving (lameta) is a multiplatform corpus

and metadata management tool (see §2.11). SayMore projects are cross-compatible with

lameta, but time-aligned annotation features are not currently built into lameta. As the

Electron and React frameworks used in my tool are the same as those used to develop

lameta, a future collaboration between lameta's developers and the author could reproduce

the SayMore's annotation tools as a plugin for lameta (or ideally even natively in the tool

itself). This would open oral annotation to non-Windows users who are not currently served

by SayMore. Prestige, in its current form, relies on the continued maintenance of SayMore

and lameta.
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This appendix contains the questions and activities posed during the user testing

interviews. Individual responses are prefixed with initials that allow you to follow each

user's thought process.

A.1 Vanilla Folder Test

This stage tested the baseline of opening the individual files with Windows-standard

programs before introducing specialized tools. The test simulates a user receiving a DVD

or USB key of raw content after a language documentation collection. It took place on a

computer without specialized software (SayMore, ELAN, etc.) activated.

The user starts with a session folder open with one or more languages they under-

stand.

Part 1: Subject Profile

1. Are you a researcher or a member of a minority language community?

• CG: "Researcher, an Ethnomusicologist."

• BL: "Both, I am a student at the masters level, and an Ewondo Speaker."

• TN: "I am a researcher in literacy, and I am a member of the Ghomala commu-

nity."1

2. In what languages are you most comfortable speaking and understanding?

• CG: "English and (distant) French"

• BL: "French and Ewondo."

• TN: "My mother tongue (Ghomala), then French, then English third."

3. In what languages are you most comfortable reading and writing?

• CG: "English and French."

• BL: "French and Ewondo."

• TN: "French, then English. I'm better at reading Ghomala than writing it."
1 Ghomálá’ is a Bantoid language of Cameroon (Eberhard et al. 2021b).
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4. On a scale of zero to five, with five being the highest, how comfortable are you

with computer usage?

• CG: "Four."

• BL: "Four-ish."

• TN: "4.5 if it is a common program."

Part 2: Find and play the entire source audio file. After listening, answer the following

questions.

1. Which folder was chosen?

• CG: "Pourquoi (French and English)."

• BL: "Homme Marche (Ewondo and French)."

• TN: "Pourquoi (French and English)."

2. Did you have any difficulty opening it?

• CG: "Yes." Note: The user opened the video file first, then was able to find the

audio. File extensions were not helpful for distinguishing audio and video.

• BL: "Yes." Note: The user opened the OralAnnotation file first, then was able

to find the source audio.

• TN: "I'm looking for an MP3 file, as a member of the community would." Note:

The user opened the MP3 copy of the source, not the WAV or MP4.

3. What program did you open it in?

• CG: "Groove Music."

• BL: "Windows Media Player."

• TN: "Groove Music."

4. What language is spoken?

• CG: "French."

• BL: "Ewondo."
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• TN: "French."

5. Did you understand all of what was said?

• CG: "No."

• BL: "Yes, I understood it well."

• TN: "Clearly."

6. If not, did something make it difficult to understand?

• CG: "He speaks way too quickly for me to understand."

• BL: "No."

• TN: "No."

7. What could be done to make this more understandable?

• CG: "It could be slowed down."

• BL: "For someone who doesn't know the language well, one should pronounce

the words more slowly, but for others this is fine."

• TN: "If we use a tool that someone can press max to buttons and have the file,

that would be great. Translation would be welcome in a language that the person

understands."

Part 3: There is a careful speech recording of each section of this audio, find and play the

first careful speech segment.

1. Was there any difficulty completing this task?

• CG: "Yes, I didn't immediately see the Annotations folder."

• BL: "Yes, it was not obvious that the clips were in a subfolder."

• TN: "Yes, I had difficulty finding the combination file first."

2. What language is spoken?

• CG: "French."

• BL: "Ewondo."
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• TN: "French."

3. Did you understand more of what was said?

• CG: "Yes."

• BL: "Yes."

• TN: "Yes."

4. If yes, why as this easier to understand than the original?

• CG: "It was slower and I'm more familiar with the accent."

• BL: "It was pronounced more distinctly."

• TN: "It was slow and clear."

5. What could be done to make this more understandable?

• CG: "I'm not sure."

• BL: "This is as slowly as you can pronounce it. If you want to go slower, you

would need to break it down further into individual [morphemes], but you don't

pronounce Ewondo that way normally."

• TN: "There were some syllables that were not pronounced well. An English-

speaking person was clearly annotating the French. The French annotation was

too soft, but the English was loud and clear." Note: The user is correct.

6. How might you determine what section of the source file this transcribes?

• CG: "It's the first." Note: The user knew it was the first segment but did not

notice the timestamps in the filenames.

• BL: "I see 0.912 to 2.925, that must be seconds."

• TN: "It's the beginning, from the first sentence to the second."

Part 4: Find and play the first oral translation.

1. Was there any difficulty completing this task?

• CG: "No." Note: The user learned from last time.
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• BL: "No."

• TN: "It was easy to find now."

2. What language is spoken?

• CG: "English."

• BL: "French."

• TN: "English."

3. Did you understand all of what was said?

• CG: "Yes."

• BL: "Yes."

• TN: "The sound quality is better than the French one."

Part 5: Find and play the oral annotations combined file.

1. Was there any difficulty completing this task?

• CG: "No." Note: The user hesitated when looking at the ".meta" file.

• BL: "No."

• TN: "Some." Note: The user needed to be directed up to the parent folder.

2. What program did you open it in?

• CG: "Groove Music."

• BL: "Windows Media Player."

• TN: "Windows Media Player."

3. What did you hear?2

• CG: "I heard each segment in the original, careful speech, and translation."Note:

Groove properly mixed the sound down to stereo.

• BL: "With the original recording, I heard a respeaking and a translation." Note:

Windows Media Player properly mixed the sound down to stereo.
2 As discussed in §2.15.5, the interpretation of playback of 3-track and 4-track audio is extremely inconsistent
across audio players, so this datapoint is interesting.
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• TN: "I heard rapid French, but also slow French and English. The first person

who is speaking it sounds like he is in a big hall. The second French is too soft,

but the English is loud and clear."

4. What are the advantages and disadvantages to hearing the tracks together?

• CG: "It pulls you deeper into the content."

• BL: "When heard like that, it helps to associate the phrase in the language and

the translation. For learning, this makes it much easier. With the fast speech,

slow speech, and translation, you get a better sense of what was said."

• TN: "The advantage for a person who is not a speaker of the language is to have

a clue what is said in the recording. The disadvantage is that it takes longer to

listen to it. It would be useful to keep this content for someone later on."

A.2 SayMore Test: Audio and Video Session

For this test, the user used SayMore. The activity started with a session folder al-

ready open in SayMore with one or more languages they understood.

Part 1: Find and play the entire source video file. After watching, answer the following

questions.

1. On a scale of zero to five, with five being the highest, how comfortable are you

with the tool SayMore?

• CG: "Zero, I'm only aware that it exists."

• BL: "Zero, I've never heard of it."

• TN: "Zero."

2. Which session was chosen?

• CG: "Pourquoi (French and English)."

• BL: "Homme Marche (Ewondo and French)."

• TN: "Pourquoi (French and English)."
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3. Was there any difficulty finding the annotation?

• CG: "No."

• BL: "No."

• TN: "I clicked several times, and the video opened in another tool."

4. What language is spoken?

• CG: "French."

• BL: "Ewondo."

• TN: "French."

5. Did you understand all of what was said? Why or why not.

• CG: "I think so, but I've now heard this several times. I actually understood

'S.I.' correctly for the first time seeing the text linked with the video. Before, I

thought he said ‘S.D.’ It's still very fast."

• BL: "Yes."

• TN: "With a lot of attention. If you were distracted, you would have difficulty

because he is speaking quickly, and the environment is not favorable for the

quality of sound. If you are not a good speaker of the language, Oof, you will

not get it."

Part 2: There is a careful speech recording of each section of this audio, find and play only

the first Careful Speech segment (and pause after).

1. Were there any difficulties finding the annotation?

• CG: "Yes." Note: The user had difficulty finding the annotations, because they

are hidden inside the annotation tool and not displayed in the folder structure.

• BL: "Yes." Note: The user had difficulty finding the annotations, because they

are hidden inside the annotation tool and not displayed in the folder structure.

• TN: "Yes, I chose what was in the middle, it would be helpful to add ‘annotation

and text.’ The annotation should come before the text."
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2. What language is spoken?

• CG: "French."

• BL: "Ewondo."

• TN: "French."

3. Did you understand more of what was said? Why or why not?

• CG: "Not more, I understood this segment the first time."

• BL: "No. It was the same as last time."

• TN: "It was the same."

4. What could be done to make this more understandable?

• CG: "I don't know."

• BL: Note: I missed asking this question of BL.

• TN: "It is helpful that it repeats. You can listen and do the transcription. Would

you do the written and then the oral?" Note: I explained oral annotation here.

TN: "Then, the quality of the annotations can be perfect."

5. If so, what could be done to make it easier to do this task?

• CG: "I don't know how to make it better."

• BL: "It's because I don't know the application, but if you train someone in the

tool, it will be easy."

• TN: "I don't know."

6. How might you determine what section of the source file this transcribes?

• CG: "It's the first one, and I recognized the content."

• BL: "I see that this is the first of three segments."

• TN: "The first one."

Part 3: Find and play the first section of Oral Translation.

1. Did you have difficulty finding and playing this recording?
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• CG: "Less difficulty, it was similar to playing the careful speech."

• BL: "Less."

• TN: "Less."

2. What language is spoken?

• CG: "English."

• BL: "French."

• TN: "English."

3. Did you understand all of what was said?

• CG: "Yes."

• BL: "Yes."

• TN: "Yes."

Part 4: Find and play the oral annotations composite file.

1. Did you have difficulty finding and playing the oral annotation file?

• CG: "Yes." Note: The user needed prompting of the words 'oral annotation' to

find it in the list of files.

• BL: "Some." Note: The user had already found the oral annotation file, so the

user was able to find it again.

• TN: "No." Note: The user had already found the oral annotation file, so the

user was able to find it again.

2. What did you hear?

• CG: "I heard the same three layers as before one after another."

• BL: "I noticed that there are sections here in Ewondo that are not well repeated.

"Note: The user proceeds to explain to me what the annotator should have said.

• TN: "French, slow French, and English."

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages to hearing the three tracks together

and seeing the waveforms aligned?
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• CG: "Seeing the waveform does not seem to help or hurt. I'd rather see the

video."

• BL: "The waveforms might help for segmentation and annotation, but for some-

one who is learning the language, I don't think they are helpful."

• TN: "It makes me more aware that it is playing. The other advantage is you can

stop and restart at any moment, but I would like to be able to select a segment

and listen to it."

4. What might be even more interesting/useful than this method of playback for you?

• CG: "I'm not sure."

• BL: "I would like to see the person pronouncing the phrases. Simple audio is

not as interesting as a video."

• TN: "I would like to have a pause tool, a play tool, and be able to select a section

to play."

Part 5: Final Thoughts.

1. In your opinion, who would be the target audience for SayMore?

• CG: "Researchers."

• BL: "The people who want to learn a language. This could be useful. Sometimes

people don't have the time (or mobile data) to watch the videos, but they can

listen to the audio while doing something else."

• TN: "The researcher will be the best user of what I see on the screen."

2. Would you recommend SayMore to a community member (non-researcher) to

experience the content?

• CG: "Probably not."

• BL: "Yes."
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• TN: "If they have a computer, yes. But they will need some training. When you

think of a village user, you need a computer and need electricity. Not everyone

has that. If you can bring this out and put it on a phone with simple controls,

then people can listen to it. Small players and cassettes are uncommon now."

A.3 Prestige Test: Audio and Video Session

For this final test, the user used Prestige. The activity started with a session folder

already open in Prestige with one or more languages they understand.

Part 1: The user starts with a session folder open in Prestige with one or more languages

they understand. Prestige plays the source.

1. Which clip was chosen?

• CG: "Pourquoi (French and English)."

• BL: "Pourquoi (French and English)."

• TN: "Pourquoi (French and English)."

2. Have you used Prestige before?

• CG: "No."

• BL: "No. Never."

• TN: "No."

3. Before we start, do you have any first impressions of this tool?

• CG: "I see what you did there with the iceberg image and the depth. This looks

like a media experience."

• BL: "It's good to see the video, I can see the video on top, and the audio on the

bottom."

• TN: "The environment is not the same. You can have the video and the sound

and you can decide where to start at any moment. You also have the transcript

and the waves. It's not often that you have the transcript and the wave, usually

it's just the length."
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Part 2: Find and play the entire source audio file. After listening, answer the following

questions.

1. Were there any difficulties?

• CG: "CG: Yes." Note: The user clicked the play button on the media player, but

it did not start (That is a bug). He then played the first [silent] clip from the

source file from the button in the annotation table. I directed the user to the

waveform, which worked more cleanly.

• BL: "No."

• TN: "No."

2. Try to slow the audio down, does this help?

• CG: "Yes. I'm interested how far it can be slowed down. Note: There are several

steps below 100% available, but it gets distorted below 66%."

• BL: "I slowed it down way too much, and it was comical." The user slowed it

down below 50% speed. BL: "Yes, this would really help someone who doesn't

understand the language well."

• Note: The user sped it up first, and didn't immediately notice the minus button,

then he was able set it very slow. TN: "This is what we need to teach. This would

be really easy to transcribe." Note: I explained that SayMore also gives the

option of slowing down the audio, and the user would not be doing transcription

in Prestige.

Part 3: There is a careful speech recording of each section of this audio, find and play the

first careful speech segment (and pause after).

1. Did you have difficulty finding this recording?

• CG: "Yes."Note: The user realized that they needed to disable the original track

but learning to use the 3-way toggle took several tries and sometimes fired twice

when a button was clicked.
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• BL: "No problem."

• TN: "No." Note: The user discovered that the Play/Pause button could be acti-

vated with the spacebar.

2. When you clicked in the middle of a segment, did you expect it to play from the

beginning, or from the place where you clicked.3

• BL: "I expected it to play from where I clicked, which it did."

3. What could be done to make this more understandable?

• CG: "I don't know, it's already quite understandable."

• BL: "I'd like to slow this clip down, like the other clip." Note: The user was able

to do this. BL: "I can hear that the person doing the respeaking is not a native

French speaker. This could cause a problem."

• TN: "It's fine."

4. How might you determine what section of the source file this transcribes?

• CG: "It's the first one." Note: He could see the progress bar at the top but did

not notice the timestamp beside the cursor.

• BL: "It seems to be from around zero to nine seconds. Exact timing is only

important when cutting it, but not when learning."

• TN: "This is the same as the original audio. I notice that the colors change as I

select different segments to show which ones go together. It's important to see

the wave to know where each part starts and stops."

Part 4: Find and play the first Oral Translation segment (and pause after).

1. Did you have difficulty finding and playing this recording?

• CG: "No."

• BL: "No."
3 This was a follow-up question only asked of BL, who seemed to be testing the limits of the segments.
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• TN: "Yes." Note: Prestige crashed repeatedly when the user selected the Trans-

lation track and moved the video slider to choose the location. This bug hap-

pened because there was no oral annotation for the first few seconds of the

source video.

2. How might you determine what section of the source file this transcribes?

• CG: "The first one." Note: The user was now able to find the times, but I don't

think they ever noticed the timestamps in the annotation table, or that the time-

stamps mattered to him.

• BL: "I can see that this section of translation relates to the section above."

• TN: "It is the first one."

Part 5: Try to play the source, careful speech, and oral translations together like the com-

posite file in the last test.

1. What did you hear?

• CG: "From my audio/video editing experience, I expected to hear all three clips

mixed together. Instead, I heard the three versions one after another."

• BL: "I heard all three tracks alternating."

• TN: "French, careful French, and English."

2. How is this experience different than the last time we played this combination of

clips?

• CG: "It's similar, but with the video playing as well."

• BL: "In SayMore, we only had the wave, but here we have the video and the

text, it's clearly better."

• TN: "This is very fast to configure, you have access to all the files at once, and

you can choose what you want. With the other, you had to stop and open. This is

a huge gain of time because you have everything in front of you and you decide

what to do with it."
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3. What are the advantages and disadvantages to hearing the three tracks together

and seeing the waveforms?

• CG: "The waveforms don't seem to help much, and make it look ‘technical’."

• BL: "The wave is helpful for navigation. "

• TN: "For a researcher, yes. I don't think so for a community member. What they

are listening to is more important. I like that someone can choose the fastest or

slowest translation."

Part 6: Play some audio tracks together again but focus on the video playback.

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages to including the video playback with

the audio?

• CG: "It seems helpful, but I don't watch [the video] after the first playthrough."

• BL: "In fact, it is the video that makes this more attractive. It captivates the

attention."

• TN: "You can see how the person speaks, the mouth, the face. This is the mes-

sage you cannot see from the voice. If it is in an environment, you know where

a specific type of word can be used. For a person in the village, you would be

very happy to see your parent, or the way the environment looked before."

2. Does the audio-video synchronization seem strange?

• CG: "No, but I focused on the video more with the original audio, where it was

perfectly synchronized."

• BL: "If the audio and image get too far apart, this could be a problem, when

the gestures don't match up well with the audio. One could get lost trying to

read, watch, and listen if the synchronization is off. It is not unusual to hear

translation with background video that doesn't match."
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• TN: "You can notice that it is a dubbing, but there is not too much difference

between when the mouth opens and the sound comes. With the translation, it's

not a problem. I noticed that the video was slowing down in the short clips."

3. What could be done to improve the experience?

• CG: "I tend to adapt myself to the tools, and don't often have suggestions of how

to make tools better."

• BL: "It's fine."

• TN: "I'm not seeing anything to do."

Part 7: Play some audio tracks together again but focus on the subtitles.

1. Is it helpful to have the subtitles?

• CG: "Yes, when I read ‘Les États Unis d'Amerique’, it was the first time I un-

derstood the end of that phrase that the speaker had mumbled."

• BL: "I saw that when the transcription has been done, it shows the text, and

some people learn by reading. Unless there are mistakes in the text, this could

be very helpful for language learning."

• TN: "This is helpful for the researcher, but I'm not sure for the village. I didn't

even notice that the text is there. Maybe it was the black background, you could

try yellow on green."

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of including the subtitles with the

video and audio?

• CG: "It helps."

• BL: "When you learn, it's great that the written goes with the audio. A person

could choose to passively listen to the audio while doing something else, but if

you are interested in learning, it's good to have all of it."

• TN: "It could help someone to learn the written language."
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3. What could be done to improve the experience?

• CG: "I'm not sure."

• BL: "Maybe you could play with the colors to find a better contrast."

• TN: "Good contrast would be helpful."

Part 9: Prestige contains a “voice-over” mode that allows one track to play in the back-

ground of the other, can you figure out how to activate it?

1. Were you able to activate voice-over without help?

• CG: "No." Note: He needed help, and we discussed the sliders and buttons.

• BL: "No."

• TN: "No."

2. How might this be made easier to activate?

• CG: "Maybe a different color of light, the darker green isn't as noticeable as the

bright green and black. Sliders mean something different to me, even vertically."

3. How might the voice-over mode be useful?

• CG: "As a musician, my brain enjoyed trying to follow both tracks, but I'm not

sure how practical it is."

• BL: "I don't think this will be useful."

• TN: "Only the original source should be in the background. The background

should be very soft, and it just lets me know that this is not the original."

4. How could this feature be improved?

• CG: "The voice-over was too loud."

• BL: "I don't think this will be useful."

• TN: "The voice-over is too loud."
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Part 10: Last Thoughts.

1. How does your experience with Prestige compare to the experience with the bare

folder?

• CG: "Much better."

• BL: "SayMore showed the contents better than the folder, but I don't know how

to browse folders in Prestige. Prestige needs to make it easier to browse the

folders."

• TN: "You have everything here and you can manipulate it easily. It saves time,

and you don't have to search and find info. You have a friendly view."

2. How does your experience with Prestige compare to the experience in SayMore?

• CG: "Much more intuitive, and less technically demanding."

• BL: "The two applications play their role. I lean towards Prestige, because it

is great to have the video, audio, and text at the same time."

• TN: "With not too many clicks, I have access to what I want."

3. In your opinion, who would be the target audience for Prestige?

• CG: "Researchers or community members with some tech skills, but not a

‘Mama’ in the village."

• BL: "First, the people learning a language, and also for those doing the anno-

tations and translations."

• TN: "The researcher first. It will be very very helpful. For the community,

we need to think about something that can go on Android or iPad where you

have a menu and everything you want. Hmm, that means you have to load the

content onto the phone."

4. Is it acceptable that the content is read-only in Prestige?

• CG: "This makes sense as an end-user thing."

• BL: "This is not good. If there are mistakes, people will learn with errors.

Without errors, it doesn't need to be editable."
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• TN: "Can you copy it and paste it in Word? If so, you can do everything you

want with it, but you cannot bring it back in, can you?"

5. Do you have any final thoughts about Prestige you'd like to share?

• CG: "This could be really useful."

• BL: "Browsing content needs to be possible in Prestige, and the content should

absolutely be modifiable."

• TN: "I really want to see it in a phone form."

6. If Prestige could export the video and audio as you configure it here for upload-

ing to, for example, YouTube, how might that be useful, and how would you

configure it?

• CG: "That could be really useful. It depends on the audience. Who would

be choosing the layers, the user or the collector?" ML: Probably the collector.

CG: "There are lots of combinations, and that could produce many different

video combinations since you can't choose the layers there."

• BL: "If I could export the video, that would be really useful, because not ev-

eryone can sit at a computer. It needs to be portable. We could put it on a CD

or key and people could also use it on their phone."

• TN: "We should launch it and have a choice of the audio tracks. When you

press on it, you can listen. Someone could compile a set of resources and

share them with the community."

7. Which tracks would you choose to include for local community members?

• CG: "Source and translation, maybe not the careful speech if they can under-

stand the original."

• BL: "All three."

• TN: "I would just include the careful, especially if the original is poor qual-

ity. They will understand the careful best and it will be more helpful than the

translation in the village."
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8. Which tracks would you choose to include for members of the diaspora, heritage

learners, or non-indigenous language learners?

• CG: "All of them. I had not thought of the diaspora, but this could be really

useful for them if they need the slower versions or translation."

• BL: "All three, because we don't know what each person will prefer. It's best

to have all the tracks, and they can choose what they want."

• TN: "The careful and the translation go together to help these users. Yes, yes!

Then we need to work on the content and get it ready to share with the video,

careful, translation, and all!"

9. Which tracks would you choose to include for linguistic researchers or anthro-

pologists?

• CG: "All of them."

• BL: "The original audio and the translation with the subtitles, in case they don't

understand the language."

• TN: "An anthropologist would want the original because it contains every-

thing, but the linguist would want the careful. Both could need the translation

if they are not speakers of the language."

10. What other audiences might use this?

• CG: "Language learners."

• BL: "I can't think of any."

• TN: "University students could use it. They could record themselves respeak-

ing a segment and play back to compare...then do the transcription."

11. Would you use the “stepped” playback or voice-overs?

• CG: "Generally the stepped version, but the diaspora might be an appropriate

audience for the voice-over."

• BL: "Stepped."
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• TN: "The user should be able to choose which version they want."

12. Would you include subtitles?

• CG: "Always!"

• BL: "Yes."

• TN: "I would show subtitles for the community because they are used to that.

For the anthropologist, it could be elsewhere instead of on the video. For the

linguist, the text could be anywhere. For the university student, the text could

be anywhere."
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